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ABSTRACT 

 

 The influence of the English language on the world stage is such that it now 

constitutes a kind of global Lingua Franca. As such, English has supplanted 

French as the language of diplomacy, of culture, and of social prestige. This role 

reversal entails some residual opposition in France, and in consequence, the use 

of English expressions and vocabulary by French continues to be a controversial 

subject in France, as it has been for decades. Regulations are still being 

implemented to control the French language.  

 Nowadays, social media has been an important tool in our society. Twitter 

has become a popular means of communication used in a variety of fields, such 

as politics, journalism, and academia. This widely used online platform has an 

impact on the way people express themselves and is changing language usage 

worldwide at an unprecedented pace. The language used online reflects the 

linguistic battle that has been going on for several decades in French society today. 

In my dissertation, I investigate the factors prompting the use of English and 

French language mixing on Twitter in France. The use of acronyms, hashtags as 

well as another language may be used as strategies to reach a wider audience. 

The need for visibility and audience maximization seem to be important factors for 

linguistic choice on Twitter.  

 This study enables a deeper understanding of users’ linguistic behavior 

online. The implications are important and allow for a rise in awareness of 

intercultural and cross-language exchanges.
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

 
The main effect of the Internet on language has been to increase the expressive 
richness of language, providing the language with a new set of communicative 
dimensions that haven't existed in the past. 

David Crystal  
 

 
 The rise of social media has changed the way we communicate. It has 

become one of the primary means of communication with a growing number of 

everyday conversations happening online. A large amount of written 

communication is seen via the screens of computers, tablets, and smartphones 

and the words that we see influence the words we use. With easy access to world-

wide communication outlets, users are exposed to many new cultures and 

languages. This multicultural and multilinguistic exposure has a strong influence 

on both the written as well as the spoken language. This phenomenon has 

prompted many in the field of sociolinguistics to investigate numerous linguistic 

variations occurring in Computer-Mediated Communication (CMC) (Bathia & 

Richie, 2013).  

 In this study, I will be looking at instances of English-French code-switching 

(CS) in CMC, more specifically on Twitter. CS is the alternating use of two 

languages in the same discourse or a “juxtaposition within the same speech 

exchange of passages of speech belonging to two different grammatical systems 

or subsystems” (Gumperz ,1982:59).  
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1.1 Background information 

 Growing up in France, I was always fascinated by the English language, 

and the influence of American culture. As a French native, I have noted an increase 

in the ways English has infiltrated French media and social media over the last few 

years. Many television shows, ads, songs, and movies use English words. French 

television is becoming increasingly similar to American television as French 

adaptations of American programming tend to keep the original English titles such 

as “The Rising Star” or “The Voice”. Popular French singers, such as Amir with his 

song “J’ai cherché” or Tal with her song “Mondial”, use code-switching in their 

lyrics. Frequently, French theaters keep the original English titles of American 

movies such as A Star is Born, or use code-switching to partially preserve the 

original as in Green Book: Sur les routes du Sud. American movies are 

increasingly presented in their original language with subtitles in French. Why, we 

might ask, do theaters choose to use English titles? One plausible argument is that 

English sells. English connotes youth and modernity, and as such, it attracts a 

wider audience. We find the same phenomenon with musical artists. Some French 

singers prefer to sing in English rather than in French in the belief that they will sell 

more albums. Interest in American culture and the English language is strong, and 

this interest is creating an increase in the number of anglicisms found online 

(Crystal, 2004). 

Nowadays, the media, and more recently social media, are becoming 

increasingly important tools in our society. Linguistically, social media has made 

the evolution of language easier and faster, with multiple languages being in 
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contact on a large scale (Crystal, 2018). Since the language used to communicate 

online is far more flexible than that found in formal writing, and given the amount 

of informal, interpersonal communication used online and social media’s mass 

audience appeal, it is easy to understand the rapid evolution of linguistic structures. 

Indeed, because the language used online so closely resembles spoken language 

(Mesthrie, 2011), it has received attention from scholars in many fields, including 

computational linguistics, sociolinguistics, and journalism (Barman et al., 2014; 

Kim et al., 2014; Bruns et al., 2012). Social media platforms such as Facebook, or 

Twitter, have been objects of various studies on the use of CS online (Hidayat, 

2012; Bali et al., 2014; Jurgens et. al., 2014; Nguyen et al., 2015).  

 As a millennial, I use social media extensively, and I have been intrigued by 

the amount of CS I have observed online, particularly on Twitter, despite a long 

tradition of regulations from different French institutions to stop this infiltration. 

French governmental authorities have introduced various legislative actions, such 

as the Bas-Lauriol law and the Toubon law, that are designed to protect the French 

language, or, more precisely, to ensure “the enrichment of the language, the 

compulsory use of the French language and the defense of French as a republic 

language” (article 2 of the 1958 constitution). The Commission d’Enrichissement 

de la Langue Française along with members of the Académie Française are trying 

to censure the use of anglicisms and impose French equivalents in an attempt to 

preserve the French language. For instance, in the “Dire, Ne pas dire” [to say, not 

to say] section on the website of the Académie Française, several anglicisms are 

singled out and mocked by the institution and French alternatives are proposed as 
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replacements for their English counterparts. However, none of these institutional 

initiatives appear to be having much success. The use of English in the media and 

online continues unabated. One of the goals of my project is to document the use 

of French-English code-switching on Twitter. 

 
 

1.2 What is Twitter? 
 
 Twitter has become a dominant platform in social media with 330 million 

users world-wide as of April 2018. It is the third most widely used social media 

platform in France (after Facebook and YouTube) with around 20 million MAU 

(Monthly Active Users)1, and has been in constant evolution since its creation in 

March 2006.  This popular means of communication has become an essential tool 

for the intelligentsia such as politicians, journalists and academics.  

 Twitter allows users to post short messages, called tweets. Tweets were 

originally limited to 140 characters, but since November 2017, this limit was 

doubled and is now restricted to 280 characters. If the account is public - Twitter 

accounts are public by default and only 12% of users have private accounts2 - 

tweets can be read by everyone, providing a great deal of exposure and visibility 

to the public. Posts can be retweeted (the process of forwarding a message posted 

by another user) as well as replied to, with the sign @ followed by the username. 

In order to see other tweets, users can follow other users and thereby have access 

to what they are posting. Moreover, unlike Facebook, Twitter is asymmetrical; 

people can follow other users without their consent, which has implications for 

                                                
1 Source: Mediametrie, as of September 2017. 
2 Source: http://www.beevolve.com/twitter-statistics/  
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audience concerns. Hashtags - with the sign # followed by keywords or a phrase - 

can also be used in the tweet as a means of connecting users sharing the same 

interests, making them part of a virtual community (Yang et al., 2012). Hashtags 

help users categorize tweets so that other users can find and follow tweets about 

certain topics. 

 The widespread use of Twitter to communicate has an impact on the way 

people express their ideas, and it is altering language usage world-wide. Even 

traditional figures of linguistic prestige, such as professors, writers, and politicians, 

are producing nonstandard forms of language on Twitter (Squires & Iorio, 2014). 

Moreover, due to its popularity and the large amount of available data, Twitter has 

been the focus of several recent large-scale studies in the field of linguistics (Bali 

et al., 2014; Barman et al., 2014; Begum et. al., 2016; Rijhwani et al., 2017). In 

consequence, over the course of the last few years, there has been a steady rise 

in research focusing on the analysis of code-switching in the field of computational 

linguistics. However, my research will be the first large-scale study specifically 

devoted to the language mixing of English and French tweets in the field of French 

linguistics. 

 
 
1.3 Objective and Research Questions 
 
 In this dissertation, I study the infiltration of the English language in French 

tweets, specifically, the use of English and French language mixing. I study how 

French users interact online and what might prompt their different language 

choices. My research is focused on finding what motivates a user to switch to 
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English in tweets as well as in hashtags. Here are the questions I explore in this 

study:  

(1) How does CS operate on French Twitter? Does CS on Twitter resemble the 

patterns of CS documented in bilingual conversations? 

(2) Does the type of post (regular tweets versus replies) have an influence on the 

language choice? 

(3) What prompts French users to switch to English on Twitter? What are the 

factors promoting CS in tweets?  

 Most of the discussion in this dissertation is framed by the issue of how 

French is incorporating English despite official attempts to block it. One of the 

differences between English and other languages is that English has spread 

globally and has a powerful influence on a multitude of languages (Crystal, 2014). 

Anglicisms exist in many languages such as Spanish, Hindi, or Mandarin. In 

France, however, regulations exist to control the French language (Saugera, 

2017). The use of language online reflects a linguistic battle that has been waged 

over the course of the last few decades in French society. On the one hand, the 

mixture of languages invests the French language with linguistic diversity.  French 

people using innovative linguistic structures online provide evidence that French is 

an innovative language that can adapt to increased contact with other languages. 

On the other hand, there is resistance to the linguistic transformation of the French 

language by those who argue for linguistic purity. This position is supported by the 

Académie Française and other institutions whose goal is to regulate the French 
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language and ban anglicims, considering English infiltration as a threat to the 

French language (Thody, 2000). My goal is to document the constant evolution of 

these two influential languages, and thereby establish that all languages are 

dynamic systems and resistant to efforts to maintain linguistic protocols of the past. 

My project will bring additional awareness to the reality that as a result of 

globalization, languages cannot exist in isolation but are rather dynamic and fluid, 

and continually influence one another. My research is informed mainly by the fields 

of sociolinguistics, computational linguistics, cultural studies and digital humanities 

as it focuses on contemporary human phenomenon in social media.  

 

1.4 Overview of Study 

 This dissertation is divided into nine chapters. In chapter 1, I gave a brief 

introduction of the study with the motivations behind this research project, the 

purpose of this study, and the research questions to be investigated. In chapter 2, 

I provide a linguistic background of the French language with the different 

language policies that exist in French society.  I talk about the influence and the 

impact of the English language, and French attitudes towards anglicisms. In 

chapter 3, I give an overview of the different studies that have been done on code-

switching in CMC (Computer-Mediated Communication) in the field of 

sociolinguistics and computational linguistics. Then, in chapter 4, I discuss the 

methodology used for this research.  I describe the data collection process and 

explain the framework l use to analyze the dataset. Chapters 5, 6, 7 and 8 are 

devoted to the results of the study. In chapter 5, I identify and analyze three types 
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of CS found in the data, namely tag-switching (the insertion of a tag or certain 

phrases in an utterance that is entirely written in another language), inter-sentential 

switching (a change of language between individual sentences where each 

individual sentence or clause is written in one language or the other), intra-

sentential switching (a change of language within the same sentence or clause). 

In chapter 6, I examine the social factors of CS on Twitter. In this chapter, tweets 

are analyzed according to nine topics found in the data. In chapter 7, I look at six 

discourse functions of CS tweets. Chapter 8 is divided into two parts. First, I 

investigate the function of English hashtags in French tweets using Shapp’s (2014) 

and Jurgens et al’s (2014) research. Then, similarly to Shapp’s study (2014), I 

focus on the syntactic role of English hashtags with the different positions of the 

hashtags. In chapter 9, I briefly present a summary of the findings, discuss the 

results of the study as well as its limitations, the implications drawn from the results, 

and I provide a brief conclusion of the research. 
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Chapter 2  

Linguistic Ecology of France 

 
 The French language is an integral part of French culture. A long tradition 

of linguistic regulations and vigorous debate exists regarding proper usage. In 

order to better understand the current context of French language usage and 

attitudes, I will first provide a brief history of French language policies, and then 

focus on French linguistic attitudes towards anglicims. 

 

2.1 French Language Policies 
 

 French is a Romance language derived from Latin. The first written French 

document dates back to 842 A.D., a diplomatic document known as Les Serments 

de Strasbourg. However, it was not until 1539 that French replaced Latin as the 

official language for administrative and legal documents with the Ordonnance de 

Villers-Cotterêts. From that point on, all official documents were ordered to be 

written in the “ langage maternel françois et non aultrement” [“French native 

language and not otherwise”] (Trudeau, 1983). As a consequence of this mandate, 

sixteenth century French writers were eager to promote the use of the French 

language in as many spheres as possible. An important example is the publication 

of the linguistic manifesto titled Défense et Illustration de la Langue Française 

written in 1549 by Bellay who advocated for the use of French rather than Latin, 

even when writing poetry: 
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[Du Bellay] wanted to extend the uses of French and to develop it, as well 

as resisting a perceived threat from Latin. French was at this time 

considered by many to be an undeveloped, impoverished language, 

suitable perhaps for use in legal and political documents, but incapable of 

expressing the ambitious and elaborate nuances, required, for example, by 

poetry. (Adamson, 2007:2) 

 

 The number of books written in French increased dramatically during the 

sixteenth century, a trend that continued in the seventeenth century as well. In the 

seventeenth century, documents were increasingly written in what was established 

as standardized French (Lodge,1993). The seventeenth century actively moved to 

purify the language, that is to say, codify usage and eliminate non-French 

elements. An intense control and regimentation of the language was put in place 

to establish the linguistic correctness and standardization of French: 

The seventeenth century, and particularly the second half of it, was to be 

an age of increasing control and regimentation of language, reflecting the 

increasingly tight control of an increasingly despotic regime over every 

aspect of national life, beginning with the Court. […] By the time of the 

Revolution, the grammar of French had been codified to the last detail, and 

it was a codification which was to prevail, with very few modifications, down 

to the present day. (Rickard, 1992:104) 

 

 The creation of the Académie Française in 1635 marked an important 

milestone in the regulation of the French language. This institution was created by 

the King’s prime minister, the Cardinal de Richelieu, to strengthen and purify the 
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French language. One of the charges of the Académie Française was to create a 

dictionary of the French language and a grammar outlining proper usage in various 

situations. “La principale fonction de l’Académie Française sera de travailler avec 

tout le soin et toute la diligence possible à donner des règles certaines à notre 

langage et à la rendre pure, éloquente et capable de traiter les arts et les sciences.” 

[The primary function of the Académie will be to work, with all possible care and 

diligence, to give our language definite rules and to make it pure, eloquent, and 

capable of dealing with arts and science] (Académie Française, 1635). 

 In 1647, the French Academician Vaugelas, published Remarques sur la 

Langue Française, a highly influential work that sought to provide guidance on the 

correct and proper use of French or “le bon usage.” Vaugelas’ linguistic counsel 

was deemed essential in that French was gaining in international prestige and was 

the language of choice globally for the social elite and intellectuals of the period. 

“Two words characterize the view of French at this time: prestige and autorité.” 

(Adamson, 2007:4). French was now recognized as the language of diplomacy, of 

culture and of social prestige. The standardization of French was promoted across 

Europe. 

[…] The myth of French as a classical language blessed with unique virtues 

such as ‘clarity’, ‘purity’, ‘rationality’ and ‘discipline’ was widely accepted 

and propagated by the French ruling elites throughout Europe. To these 

elites, changing aspects of French vocabulary and grammar, or adopting 

foreign borrowings could only lead to the corruption of the French 

language. (Bourhis, 1982:36) 
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 The influence of the French language was not only widespread across Europe, 

but also worldwide. French was becoming the lingua franca, “a language which is 

used in communication between speakers who have no native language in 

common” (Trudgill, 2003:80). 

2.2 Influence of English 
 

 From the eighteenth to the nineteenth century, France relaxed its 

conservative attitude toward foreign words, a departure from the seventeenth-

century’s position regarding purification of the language. This more liberal attitude 

towards foreign words allowed English to establish an influence on the French 

language. With the English Industrial Revolution in the nineteenth century, France 

saw an increased flow of English borrowings such as rails, ticket, tunnel, wagon, 

jersey, etc. (Rickard, 1992). Most of the words that made their way into the French 

lexicon at this time were related to the textile industry and the railway system. 

 The twentieth century brings American words into the French lexicon due 

to the raised status of the United States in the economic, political and cultural 

spheres. Worldwide, French begins to lose its dominance and international 

prestige and English replaces French as the universal language, that is to say, the 

world’s new lingua franca. In the twentieth century, English becomes one of the 

world’s most commonly spoken languages. It is currently the language taught most 

frequently in French schools (Hofstee & Cultuur, 2014). English has also 

established itself as the language of science, so much so that if scientists hope to 

participate in conference activity and exchange information with peers in their field, 

they must publish their findings in English (Cohen, 2012). In 1994, French linguist 
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Claude Hagège, during an interview on a French television program called “Le 

Choix des Mots” [The Choice of Words], estimated that the percentage of Anglo-

American words that constituted part of the current French vocabulary was around 

10%. Indeed, according to Hagage, what makes English words particularly visible 

is that they are used with great frequency in important professions, most notably 

the media and merchandising. English words are also used in a multitude of highly 

visible enterprises such as the food industry, the fashion industry, sports, media 

outlets, new technologies, entertainment, music, and business (Saugera, 2017).  

 Today, the use of English is widespread in France and “[i]n order to compete 

in the global market, French bankers and industrialists must be able to 

communicate in the universal business language: English” (Grigg, 1997:379). In 

the entertainment field, English is indeed the primary language. In France, radio 

outlets principally play music with English lyrics; 47% of all movies shown are 

American as well; and 75% of the world’s television programming is directed by 

the United States (Flaitz, 1993).  

 Despite the increasing infiltration of English words into the French lexicon, 

it cannot be said that the French people are considered bilingual. It has been 

suggested that only a minority of French people are able to speak English relatively 

well and this minority, it bears noting, consists of young people from socially 

privileged backgrounds (Bakke, 2004). In fact, the French have some of the 

weakest English proficiency skills in Europe. In 2012, France ranked 35th in English 

proficiency (Hofstee & Cultuur, 2014). Because of French students’ lack of 

proficiency in English, the French government proposed the Loi Fioraso (passed 
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in 2013) directing some French universities to offer courses taught in English. The 

idea of using English as the language of instruction in university courses received 

heavy criticism, however, particularly from members of the Académie Française 

(Saugera, 2017). It bears mentioning that the lack of English fluency has not 

slowed the current influx of American English loan words and loan phrases 

introduced via the internet.  

The influence of English on other languages has been magnified 

significantly by the advent of the World Wide Web, and the concurrent 

widespread use of English as its lingua franca. More than previous forms 

of media, the mass media and associated technologies facilitate the rapid 

development and diffusion of borrowings. (Saugera, 2017:7)  

 

 Different types of English lexical items have been emerging in the French 

language over the past several decades and Saugera (2017) goes on to offer 

precise information regarding those different types of borrowings:  

Four singular linguistic outcomes have appeared in the first twenty-five 

years (1990-2015): (1) a significant influx of nonce borrowings and very 

low-frequency Anglicisms; (2) a diversity of borrowing types (pink, e-

déchets (e-trash), all aprèm long (all afternoon long)); (3) reinterpretations 

and manipulations of loan materials (desserts XXL (giant desserts), men in 

white (after men in black)); and (4) direct phraseological borrowing 

(crunchy bad boy, people have the power, home sweet home). These four 

patterns characterize the emergence of innovative lexical phenomena in a 

setting of virtual contact whose community is not bilingual in English in any 

conventional way. (Saugera, 2017:40)  
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Those English borrowings represent a few examples of the current influx of English 

words and phrases in the French language. This influence has led to various 

attitudes towards anglicisms in the French society which are discussed below. 

 

2.3 Current Attitudes towards Anglicisms 

 Because of the recent influx of English words into the French lexicon, a 

number of books have been published in an attempt to defend and promote the 

use of French. Flaitz (1993) cites some such books, including En français malgré 

tout, [In French, at Any Cost] (1973); Chasse aux anglicismes, [In Search of 

Anglicisms] (1974); Antimanuel de français, [Antimanual of French] (1978); La 

parole humiliée, [The Humiliated Language] (1981); Parlez-vous franglais, [Do You 

Speak Franglais?] (1973); L’aliénation linguistique, [Linguistic Alienation] (1976); 

Dictionnaire des mots sauvages, [Dictionnary of Barbarisms] (1969); Quand le 

français perd son latin, [When French Loses its Latin] (1981), and Hé! La France, 

ton français fout le camps, [Hey France! Your French is going to Hell] (1976). He 

points out: 

These books, while they don’t necessarily substantiate claims that French 

is being threatened by English, do illustrate by their sheer number and the 

emotional impact of their titles that the perception of the threat of English 

to French is undeniable. (Flaitz,1993:181) 

 

 Parlez-vous Franglais? (1964), a study by the literary critic René Étiemble, 

is one of the most widely cited books on the threat of English to the French 

language. Étiemble’s book was extremely controversial, but he is credited with 
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having “brought the issue to the attention of a wider public and away from the 

narrow circle of academicians and literary critics where it had been discussed until 

then” (Thody, 2000:15). In his work, Étiemble attacks vigorously both Americans 

and France’s extensive borrowing of American English words. Étiemble is the 

popularizer of the neologism “franglais” (the mixing of French and English 

languages), a phenomenon of which he is highly critical. He also denounces the 

Americanization of media outlets and warns his audience about the threat of a 

possible American linguistic invasion: 

Nous devons parler anglais, ou mieux américain, afin de penser comme 

des Yanquis, et de nous laisser évaporer sans rechigner par “la manière 

américaine de vivre”, the best in the world. Et si, moi, j’ai horreur de voir 

des vaches sacrées mâchonner du chewing-gum, et mêmeme du chouine 

gomme, et même de la gomme à mâcher? Et si, moi, j’ai horreur du Ku 

Klux Klan et de la “segregation”? (Étiemble, 1973:323) 

[We should speak English, or better yet American English, so that we can 

think like the Yankees and to let ourselves accept without reflection the 

“American ways of life,” the best in the world. But what of I am horrified 

when I see those sacred cows munching on “chewing gum” or even 

“chouine gomme” or even “la gomme à macher”? What if I am horrified by 

the Ku Klux Klan and segregation?]  

 

 Books are not the only weapon used to fend off the threat of a linguistic 

invasion. Governmental authorities have also decided to take action against the 

preponderance of Americans borrowings. Members of the Académie Française 

view the use of English words as detrimental to the French language and “because 
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the Académie française […] [r]eceive[s] preeminent media attention, [its] views 

have contributed to shaping a national image of Anglicisms as lexical polluters” 

(Saugera, 2017:5). On the Académie Française website, there has always been a 

section devoted to linguistic policy. That section now states that since the use of 

Anglo-American words has been massive over the course of the past 30 years, 

and because this poses a real threat to French usage, the government felt it had 

an obligation to protect the French language through regulations. Several laws 

have been passed in an attempt to block the English invasion. For example, in 

1972, commissions on terminology and neology were constituted to create French 

terms that would replace foreign ones. These words have been “imposed” on 

speakers who are directed to use terms such as baladeur instead of walkman, or 

logiciel instead of software. 

 In 1975, the Bas-Lauriol law was passed. It made the use French 

terminology compulsory in a number of different fields, and condemned the use of 

English words in public forums. The exclusive use of French is thus established as 

official policy, and the proper use of French is cast as a core value of its citizens 

(Schiffman, 2012). As Balibar (1985) points out: 
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France is today the only nation in the world with legislation requiring (since 

1794) the exclusive use of the national language in all public and private 

acts, from the drafting of laws to the language of commercial transactions 

and even a private citizen's last will and testament, etc. […] France is the 

most extreme case [le cas limite] of a nation totally identified with one 

language, but which goes beyond this to defend the integrity of this 

linguistic personality in all aspects of social life against the claims and 

encroachments of any and all languages from inside or outside its borders. 

[…] Certain international observers consider this policy aberrant in the age 

of computers and mass-media which is already upon us… But French 

public opinion, perhaps anaesthetized by its poorly understood 

monolingualism, is not sensitive to the urgency of language problems. 

(Balibar 1985:9)  

 

 Two decades later, Jacques Toubon, the Minister of Culture from 1993 to 

1995, passed the Toubon Law in 1994 in order to ensure the primacy of traditional 

francophone terms. This law was created to protect France’s linguistic heritage 

(Grigg, 1997). The law has three main objectives: 1) the enrichment of the 

language, 2) the compulsory use of the French language, and 3) the protection of 

French as the exclusive language of the republic (article 2 of the 1958 constitution). 

The Toubon law also made the use of French mandatory in advertising. The law 

passed but was ineffectual because the list of words he proposed as substitutions 

for English borrowings was ridiculed by many. The law became known ironically 

as “The All Good law” - a play on his last name (tou[t] bon) - which means 

“everything good” in English (Grigg, 1997). 
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 The Toubon law constituted the most serious attempt to regulate the French 

language since the creation of the Académie Française. The majority of French 

people were in favor of some regulation to curb the influx of anglicisms, and it is 

estimated that 61% of French citizens agreed that the government should take 

action to stop the invasion of franglais (Grigg, 1997). French language and culture 

are intimately connected, and according to a survey published by SOFRES in 

1994, 97% of French citizens view their language with pride and are committed to 

its preservation and expansion. These numbers show that their language creates 

a strong bond uniting the French people, and their respect for the French language 

is deeply rooted in their traditions. “The French language is perceived as the 

symbol of French identity. In consequence, to promote the language is to promote 

France and French’s interests; to protect French interests is to protect the 

language” (Salhi, 2002:1). 

 Politicians have also taken a stand against the use of English words, often 

resorting to irony in order to make their point. Thody (2000) speaks of a kind of 

Anglophobia and or anti-Americanism that is often characteristic of right-wing 

politicians. For example, in March 2015, Annick Girardin, a French government 

Minister, published in her blog a letter using several instances of anglicisms 

ironically to show her support for the exclusive use of French. Here is a passage 

of the letter:  
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Ne m’en veux pas si je suis un peu cash. Je voulais partager avec toi mon 

sentiment vis-à-vis du french speaking au sein des entreprises et 

administrations françaises. En tant que secrétaire d’Etat à la francophonie 

et originaire de Saint-Pierre-et-Miquelon, petit territoire français 

d’Amérique du Nord, je suis un peu touchy sur les questions d’usage du 

français. Je n’ignore pas tous les apports croisés entre les langues et je 

suis fan de l’idée selon laquelle le français est une « langue d’accueil », qui 

chaque année absorbe des mots venus d’ailleurs – un « work in 

progress ».3  

[Don’t be mad at me if I am a little bit straightforward. I wanted to share with 

you my feelings towards French-speaking in French companies and 

administrations. Being the Secretary of State of the Francophonie and 

being from Saint-Pierre-et-Miquelon, a small French territory in North 

America, I am a little touchy regarding matters of French usage. I am not 

ignoring all the crossed inputs between languages and I am a fan of the 

idea that French is a “host language”, which each year is absorbing words 

coming from elsewhere – a “work in progress”.] 

Girardin also explains in an interview the reason for writing the letter. An extract of 

the interview can be found below:  

 

 

 

                                                
3Source: Retrieved on March 2, 2019 https://www.diplomatie.gouv.fr/fr/politique-etrangere-de-la-france/francophonie-
et-langue-francaise/actualites-et-evenements-lies-a-la-francophonie-et-a-la-langue-francaise/actualites-2015-de-la-
francophonie-et-de-la-langue-francaise/article/francophonie-lettre-d-annick  
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Aujourd’hui, la dérive vers le franglais n’est pas toujours compréhensible 

et parfois ridicule. Est-ce qu’on gagne en efficacité, en compréhension? Au 

contraire, on exclut ceux qui ont appris notre langue. On appauvrit la 

langue française et on mutile l’anglais.4 

[Today, the shift towards Franglais is not always understandable and is 

sometimes ridiculous. Do we gain in efficiency, in comprehension? On the 

contrary, we exclude those who learned our language. We impoverish the 

French language and we mutilate English.]  

 

 Moreover, the Conseil Supérieur de l’Audiovisuel (CSA), a governmental 

agency created in 1989 to regulate the French media, launched La Journée de la 

Langue Française dans les Médias Audiovisuels [French Language Day in 

Audiovisual Media] in 2015 in order to promote the use of the French language in 

the media: 

La langue française constituant la matière première des médias, ceux-ci 

jouent un role déterminant dans la vitalité de notre langue. 

Ils transmettent à travers elle une vision du monde, des cultures, 

des valeurs, des Histoires communes. C’est pourquoi il leur incombe, aux 

côtés d’autres acteurs, de se faire les ambassadeurs du français, de 

le faire vivre et d’en montrer la richesse et la diversité au quotidien5. 

 

                                                
4 Source: https://www.francophonie-avenir.com/fr/Info-breves/90-Annick-Girardin-secretaire-a-la-Francophonie  
5Source: https://www.csa.fr/Proteger/Medias-audiovisuels-et-Francophonie/Journees-de-la-langue-francaise-dans-les-
medias-audiovisuels 
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[The French language constitutes the raw material of the media, which 

plays a determining role in the vitality of our language. The media, via the 

French language, conveys a vision of the world, of cultures, of values and 

of our shared history. That is why it is their responsibility, along with other 

agents, is to be ambassadors of French, to make it alive and to show its 

wealth and diversity on a day-to-day basis.]   

 French Language Day is another political initiative devised to preserve the 

French language. Frenglish was deemed a linguistic threat contaminating and 

impoverishing the French language. The hostility towards anglicisms moved 

beyond the realms of the political and the ideological. For the French people, their 

language was a common value and an essential component of their national 

identity. For this reason, institutional initiatives to protect this heritage have been 

established and put in place over the past several centuries (Zanola, 2008). 

 However, France’s strict language policy is not having its intended effect. 

The use of English seems to continue to accelerate among French people in the 

media as well as in social media (Hofstee & Culturr, 2014). With the increase of 

business schools in France, these structured along the American education model, 

English has become an extremely attractive and valued asset (Grigg, 1997). In the 

age of globalization, English is seen as an essential tool for success. The ability to 

speak English is deemed less a choice than a necessity (Hofstee & Cultuur, 2014). 

 Furthermore, although most French people hold the French language in 

high regard, only an elite minority view English as a threat (Flaitz, 1993). While the 

intelligentsia, represented by political authorities, academics and journalists, tend 

to perceive the infiltration of the English language as detrimental and having a 
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negative impact on the French language, the younger generation, on the other 

hand, find English to be quite appealing and critically important. After all, English 

is the language of business and new technologies. Clearly, there is a generational 

gap when it comes to attitudes toward the use of English.  “Young people in France 

are often said to find English appealing because of its symbolic function as the 

language of freedom and a brighter future. Older people often view it as a threat 

to tradition and fear its corrupting influence on the community’s value system” 

(Flaitz, 1993:51). 

 La Francophonie (an ensemble of French-speaking countries around the 

world) on the other hand adopts a more humanistic perspective by advocating 

linguistic and cultural diversity in the learning of the French language. The 

International Organization of La Francophonie was created in 1970 to actively 

promote the French language. The Organization currently has 84 member-states 

and governments, and is one of the biggest linguistic zones in the world. It routinely 

gathers French-speaking countries together to discuss a variety of cultural and 

political matters.6 For instance, in July 2017 The International Organization of La 

Francophonie launched a training in the “Conduite de projets et ingénierie de la 

formation” [“Project management and engineering program”] which aims at 

developing the use of French in international relations. 

While many books have been published on the threat posed by the English 

linguistic invasion, not many studies are focused specifically on English borrowings 

and anglicisms in France. There are very few French research studies on 

                                                
6Source: https://www.francophonie.org/Welcome-to-the-International.html 
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anglicisms (Humbley, 2010). However, a recently published book by Saugera 

(2017) focuses on the influence of English on the French language. She studied 

English borrowings in the newspaper Libération over the course of one year and 

examined online archives, as well as the dictionary Le Petit Robert. In her 

research, she shares a wide range of recent anglicims found in different corpus 

such as best-of, coming out or fashion and looks at their various uses in the context 

of French lexical activity. She also shares her opinion about the prescriptive 

attitude of certain institutions such as the Académie Française. Her research 

yielded a thorough and extensive linguistic analysis. Hers is the most recent study 

on American borrowings in France.  

Languages are in constant evolution and different outcomes result from 

language contact, one of which is code-switching. It is not only minority languages 

that are subjected to influences from dominant languages; the dominant languages 

are also subject to influences from other external factors. In the next chapter, I will 

provide an overview of some important studies on code-switching. 
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Chapter 3 

Review of Literature 
 
 
3.1 Code-switching Literature  

 Code-Switching is not a new phenomenon in linguistics literature. In fact, it 

has been studied for several decades (Weinreich, 1953; Poplack, 1980; Myers-

Scotton, 1992; Auer, 2013). CS is the alternating use of two languages in the same 

discourse or a “juxtaposition within the same speech exchange of passages of 

speech belonging to two different grammatical systems or subsystems” (Gumperz, 

1982:59).  

 CS occurs in bilingual environments. A popular misconception about CS is 

that it indicates a lack of proficiency in both languages. However, linguists such as 

Weinreich (1968), Poplack (1980) and Myers-Scotton (1992), argue that CS is, on 

the contrary, a sign of bilingual ability. The more bilingual a person, the more likely 

he/she is to code-switch between languages: 

Code-switching is a verbal skill requiring a large degree of linguistic 

competence in more than one language, rather than a defect arising from 

insufficient knowledge of one or the other… [R]ather than representing 

deviant behavior, [it] is actually a suggestive indicator of degree of bilingual 

competence. (Grosjean, 2010:57) 

 

3.1.1 Grammatical Theories 

 CS is not a random mixing of languages. It follows certain well-established 

patterns and is subject to grammatical rules. Researchers commonly recognized 
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three types of CS based on the degree of integration: tag-switching, inter-sentential 

and intra-sentential switching (Poplack,1980). Tag switching “is an insertion of a 

tag in one language into an utterance which is entirely in other language” (Hamers 

& Blanc, 2000:25). Tags represent elements which can be moved anywhere in a 

sentence without violating any grammatical rule. Inter-sentential switching occurs 

between sentences and requires more fluency in both languages than tag 

switching because the user has to follow the rules of both languages. Intra-

sentential switching occurs within a clause or sentence, generally in the middle 

(Poplack, 1980). Romaine (1995) argues that this type of switching is likely to be 

used by the most fluent bilinguals because it requires the highest syntactical risk. 

 As seen above, CS can operate between sentences or turns of phrases 

such as in the example below (1) which is an instance of inter-sentential switching. 

The second example (2) represents an instance of intra-sentential switching where 

the switch occurs within the sentence with the word chicken. In the third example 

(3), the switch occurs within the sentence as well, but the tag OMG represents an 

instance of tag-switching since the tag can be moved anywhere in the sentence 

without transgressing any grammatical rule. 

(1) Viens dans ma chambre. We’ll play together  

[Come to my room. We’ll play together] 

(2) Je vais aller manger du chicken dans ma chambre 

[I’m going to eat chicken in my room] 

(3)  OMG tu es trop belle! 

 [OMG you’re so beautiful!] 
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The latter type seems to present some difficulty in determining whether phrases or 

lexical items belong to CS or to borrowing. Lexical borrowing is a word adopted 

from another language and involves culturally related words that are associated 

with sports, food or clothes (Romaine, 1995). Saugera (2017) provides several 

examples of English borrowings in her research such as golf, puzzle, or bacon. 

 Many linguists have taken different approaches to instances of borrowing. 

On the one hand, some linguists (Poplack et al.,1981, 1987, 1990) argue that CS 

and borrowing are two distinct phenomena. If a lexical item shows only syntactic 

integration or only phonological integration or no integration at all, then it is an 

instance of CS. However, if a lexical item is integrated morphosyntactically and 

phonologically into the base language, then it constitutes an instance of borrowing. 

For instance, in the sentence:  

(4) Il a liké la photo 

[He liked the photo] 

Liké would be an instance of borrowing. The English verb like is integrated 

morphosyntactically as well as phonologically in the French language; whereas in 

the sentence:  

(5) Oh My God, il est trop beau!  

[Oh My God, he is so handsome!] 

Oh My God would be an instance of code-switching because it only shows 

syntactic integration in the French language. On the other hand, other linguists, 

such as Bentahila & Davies (1983) and Myers-Scotton (1993), regard the use of 

single words and multiple words as two different forms of CS rather than as two 
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distinct processes. Consequently, they reject the morphosyntactic integration as a 

way to distinguish CS from borrowing and consider the “singly […] origin lexemes 

as material which must be accounted for in any codeswitching model” (Myers-

Scotton, 1992:28).  

 

3.1.2 Pragmatics of CS 

 This research project will focus on the different reasons for CS. Thus, it is 

important to provide a brief review of some foundational studies in CS.	Pragmatic 

factors involving why CS occurs have been developed in a number of studies and 

are explored below both in an individual and interactional context (Gumperz, 

1982), as well as in a broader social environment (Myers-Scotton, 1993). 

 Gumperz (1982) has examined in his research various reasons for the 

occurrence of CS in conversational interactions. For instance, he identifies several 

discourse functions of CS in conversations such as the use of quotations; 

addressee specification; reiteration, which is when the speaker repeats a message 

in another language to clarify or emphasize a message; and also interjections, 

which serve to mark sentence fillers and are similar to Poplack’s (1980) 

identification of the tag-switching type of CS.  

 CS carries a social meaning and can be linked to a broader social 

environment through the interlocutors’ surroundings and experiences. Speakers’ 

language behaviors offer various interpretations regarding their use of CS. Blom & 

Gumperz (1972) make a distinction between two types of switching, namely 

situational and metaphorical code-switching in conversations. Situational switching 
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occurs when a different language is used according to the social setting. For 

instance, the language used in a classroom can be different from the language 

spoken at home. Metaphorical switching occurs in conversations within a single 

social setting when another language is used based on the topic. In their study, 

Blom & Gumperz (1972) analyzed various interactions between clerks and 

residents in an administration setting, and found that business is conducted in the 

standard language as opposed to conversational greetings which are used in the 

local language.  

 Auer (1984) pioneered the investigation of CS within a Conversational 

Analysis framework. He examines CS at the conversational level and provides a 

general analytical approach. Conversational CS is implicated in social situations 

and is linked to a broader social context related to speakers’ experiences and 

identity. Auer (2005) argues that switching may be explained by a desire on the 

part of the speakers to express their identity. He shows how the multiple aspects 

of social identity can be illustrated by CS. 

  Auer (2005) also argues that communicating in another language can be 

seen as a reason to claim membership with or solidarity to a particular group (Auer, 

2005). In fact, Gumperz (1982) referred to this practice as the we-code and the 

they-code. The we-code is associated with in-group relations and is associated 

with privacy, intimacy, and subjectivity. The they-code refers to out-group relations 

and indicates authority, dominance, and objectivity. 

 A speakers’ speech may also be influenced by their interlocutor, and in that 

sense, CS may be used to adjust one’s speech style to align with present 
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circumstances. This is part of the Speech Accommodation Theory (Giles & 

Powesland, 1975; Giles & Smith, 1979). The theory argues that speakers adjust 

their speech style as a way of expressing (stylistically) their attitudes or intentions. 

Two notions introduced by the Speech Accommodation Theory are convergence 

and divergence. Convergence is when someone accommodates his/her speech 

style to convey a sense of solidarity while divergence is when a person seeks to 

create distance to communicate social disapproval.  

 Otsuji & Pennycook (2010) present a different perspective on the use of 

different languages in conversational interactions. They introduce the term 

metrolingualism to explain linguistic interactions resulting from various interactions 

among people with different backgrounds in a contemporary setting. They define 

metrolingualism as a “product of modern and often urban interaction, describing 

the ways in which people of different and mixed backgrounds use, play with and 

negotiate identities through language” (Otsuji & Pennycook, 2010:240). The term 

is used in order to capture the current social, cultural, linguistic, and geopolitical 

environment.   

 While many linguists have focused their attention on CS in verbal 

communication and face-to-face interactions, the emergence of several non-verbal 

communication devices over the past decades, due in part to the rapid 

development of technology, has resulted in a number of computer-mediated 

communications (CMC) such as in instant messaging, e-mails and social media 

platforms. The growing use of these technological communication tools has 

introduced a variety of new communicative functions and perhaps new reasons for 
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code-switching. It is for this reason that the present study will focus on examining 

CS in online interactions. Before proceeding, I will provide an overview of the 

preferred languages used online and in social media, as well as sociolinguistic 

studies done in CMC, more specifically on CS. 

 

3.2 Internet Language 

 Crystal (2004) opens his popular book Language and the Internet (2004) 

with the following three quotations that illustrate attitudes about the predominant 

use of English found in online outlets gathered just a few years ago: 

Will the English-dominated Internet spell the end of other tongues?  

Quite e-vil: the mobile phone whisperers  

A major risk for humanity (Crystal, 2004:1) 

He identifies the quotes as follows: “[t]he first is the sub-heading of a magazine 

article on millennial issues. The second is the headline of an article on the rise of 

new forms of impoliteness in communication among people using the short 

messaging service on their mobile phones. The third is a remark from the President 

of France, Jacques Chirac, commenting on the impact of the Internet on language, 

and especially on French” (Crystal, 2004:1). These quotes reflect the popular 

anxieties related to the Internet and language. Many believe that the Internet has 

a negative impact on language, the English language in particular.  

 Early studies of CMC begun in the 1990s tended to focus their attention on 

the use of the English language online (Lee, 2016). The Internet was created in 

the United States and first became popular there. Logically, English 

overwhelmingly dominated the Internet. Linguists predicted that English, with its 
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recently acquired lingua franca status, would remain the dominant online language 

(Crystal, 1997; Fishman, 1998). On the other hand, French is not as predominant 

on the Internet. “In 2012, only 4% of websites had French content. French was late 

to accept the Internet” (Cohen, 2012:20).  

 Hong et al. did a large-scale study of language choice on Twitter in 2011. 

They identified the 10 most popular languages in over 62 million tweets. They 

found that English is the predominant language on Twitter (see table 1 below). 

 

Table 1: The top 10 languages on Twitter (Hong et al., 2011:519) 

 

 The primary online language remains English, though its dominance has 

decreased over the last few years. Between 1998 and 2012, web content in 

English fell from 80% to 55% (Lee, 2016). The Internet is becoming increasingly 

multilingual and other language users are gradually increasing their online 

presence (Crystal, 2005). The publication of The Multilingual Internet in 2007 

(Danet & Herring) marked a significant phase in studies of multilingualism online. 

It was the first volume dedicated to studies about languages other than English in 

CMC.  
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 In fact, it is important to remember that most internet users are not native 

English speakers. Danet & Herring estimated in 2007 that two-thirds of the one 

billion Internet users communicate in other languages. By June 2017, the rate of 

English dominance had slipped to around 25%, meaning that three-fourths of all 

Internet users represented other languages. Chinese was ranked second to 

English with 19.8 percent of worldwide internet users, followed by Spanish with 

8%.7  

 

3.2.1 Sociolinguistic Research in CMC 

 Social media changed the way people communicate and thus, it offers an 

attractive research area in the field of linguistics (Bošnjak et al., 2012). The 

language used in social media and on the Internet falls under the heading of 

Computer-Mediated Communication (CMC). CMC tends to be quite informal and 

depends more on the vernacular and colloquial language. It closely resembles 

everyday conversations (Mesthrie, 2011). There are two types of CMC: 

synchronous or asynchronous. Synchronous CMC is when participants are online 

at the same time and can communicate in real time, making it quite similar to 

spoken conversation (e.g., chat, Skype, Facetime). On the other hand, 

asynchronous CMC is observed when participants are not available at the same 

time and the communication response is delayed (e.g., email, blog, discussion 

forums). Asynchronous CMC is more similar to written communication (Murray, 

2000).  

                                                
7 Source: https://www.internetworldstats.com/stats7.htm  
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 CMC has its own rules and is in constant evolution due to continual 

technological advancements (Crystal, 2001). It has become a well-documented 

research area and the massive volumes of data available from social media 

platforms have provided an opportunity to investigate a broad range of language 

variation (Androutsopoulos, 2013). Indeed, there are a growing number of 

sociolinguistic studies devoted to social media usage such as those involving 

computer-mediated discourse in chat forums and instant messaging (Herring, 

2004); online identities and language variation on YouTube and Facebook 

(Androutsopoulos, 2011, 2013); code-switching on Facebook (Seargeant et al., 

2012); hashtags and lexical choice on Twitter (Zappavigna, 2012) to name but a 

few. It bears noting that French linguists are not very present online. There is a 

lack of research literature on French linguistics on digital platforms, as opposed to 

their anglophone counterparts (Paveau, 2013). 

 Since this dissertation will concentrate on instances of French and English 

code-switching on Twitter, I will briefly discuss the type of language used online 

and in social media. I will then provide examples of previous studies done on CS 

and borrowing on social media outlets such as Facebook and Twitter.  

  

3.2.2 Code-Switching in Social Media 

 With the amount of text available online, and with the increase in multilingual 

internet conversations that resemble speech-like conversational interactions, 

studies of CS online have begun to proliferate. CS was the topic for The First 

Workshop on Computational Approaches to Code Switching (2014), and it 
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featured studies of language detection in CS online (Solorio et al., Carpuat, Jain & 

Bhat, Elfardy, Barman et al., Lin et al.), word-level Identification (Chittaranjan et 

al.), and predicting code-switching in multilingual communities (Papalexakis et al., 

Volk & Clematide). 

 CS is much more prominent in social media than in formal texts (Das & 

Gambäck, 2015). The proliferation of CS online is to be expected since it occurs 

so frequently in bilingual/multilingual communities, and social media is 

fundamentally a multilingual community. Since many users on social media 

platforms code-switch from one language to another, and sometimes use several 

languages at the same time, it comes as no surprise to note a recent surge of 

interest in processing CS data on social media (Page et al., 2014).  

 

3.2.2.1 Previous Linguistic Research in Social media 

 Twitter and Facebook are two of the most popular social media platforms, 

and because of the popularity of Facebook and Twitter, in recent years, linguists 

have developed a strong interest in studying CS on Facebook as well as Twitter.  

 Hidayat (2012) analyzed code-switching among Indonesian Facebook 

users using Poplack’s (1980) theory about types of code-switching. The findings 

show that Indonesian Facebook users tend to use inter-sentential switching the 

most in their comments (58.97%), and tag-switching the least (7.69%). The 

frequency of intra-sentential switching appears in 33.33% of their Facebook 

comments. 
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 Bali et al. (2014) gathered data from Facebook generated by English-Hindi 

bilingual users. They analyzed code-mixing both in English embedding in Hindi, 

and Hindi embedding in English. In their analysis, they make a differentiation 

between code-mixing and code-switching. Code-mixing refers to instance of inter-

sentential switching, as opposed to code-switching, which usually occurs at the 

intra-sentential level. They looked at the frequency of use in order to determine 

cases of borrowing or code-mixing. The results of the analysis showed a significant 

amount of code-mixing.  

 Barman et al. (2014) investigated word-level language identification, a 

computational search technique, on Facebook posts/comments that contain 

Bengali-Hindi-English code-mixing. The results showed that the dominant 

language is Bengali, followed by English and then Hindi. 

 In her research, Shapp (2014) analyses the function of hashtags from 

tweets from the United States collected at two various times. She investigates the 

function of Tag hashtags as well as Commentary hashtags. Tag hashtags are often 

used for publicity in order to advertise a company, place, event, or people. They 

can also be used to organize a discussion around a common topic. Commentary 

hashtags are used to add evaluative meaning to the tweet. The user expresses an 

evaluation of what has just been said. In this study, Shapp (2014) uses a 

quantitative approach by looking at the frequency of both hashtags, but also looks 

at the context surrounding the use of Tag and Commentary hashtags. While Tag 

hashtags represent the most common use of hashtags on Twitter, Shapp (2014) 
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found several instances of Commentary hashtags used to offer an evaluation of 

something that has just been said by a user.  

 

3.2.2.2 Large Scale Studies on CS on Twitter 

 During the past few years, there has been a rise in research focusing on the 

automatic analysis of code-switching in the field of computational linguistics. As 

mentioned earlier, there is lack of research literature in CMC, more specifically 

Twitter, in the field of French linguistics. Linguistics studies on Twitter are 

essentially found in international publications written in English using a quantitative 

approach (Pélissier & Gallezot, 2013).  

 Jurgens et al. (2014) conducted a study that constitutes the only quantitative 

research on CS in Twitter in France. The author did a large-scale analysis of 

instances of CS found in millions of tweets. Automatic language identification was 

used to identify the languages of the tweets. In a first experiment, they focused on 

tweets written in one language with a hashtag in another. From March 2014 to July 

2014, they selected the most commonly used hashtags and examined which 

languages adopted the hashtags of other languages, and which hashtags written 

in multiple languages provided evidence of CS. In a second study, they focused 

on three bilingual cities (Montreal, Quebec and Paris) and analyzed the frequency 

and content of code-switching in French and English tweets. Their findings have 

highlighted various types of hashtags used in multiple languages. 

 Nguyen et al. (2015) focused on language choice on Twitter. They studied 

users in the Netherlands who tweeted in a minority language (Limburgish or 
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Frisian) as well as in Dutch. They used an automatic language identification tool 

to classify the tweets according to languages. They divided their data according to 

two types of tweets: tweets made in response to another tweet, and tweets created 

independently. For tweets made in response to another tweet, they extracted initial 

conversations on Twitter and analyzed users’ language choices. For tweets 

created independently, they looked at tweets with direct addresses, (where the 

audience may be restricted) as well as tweets with hashtags (where the audience 

may be larger). The results showed that users tended to adapt their language 

choice to suit their audiences. Most tweets were written in Dutch in order to reach 

a wider audience, but during conversations, users often switched to the minority 

language. 

 Begum et al. (2016) studied code switching in English-Hindi tweets among 

Hindi-English bilinguals. They investigated the pragmatic motivation that prompted 

users to code-switch. They classified the data according to topics such as sports, 

movies, politics, current events and religion. They also established pragmatic 

functional categories as well, such as narrative-evaluative, reinforcement, 

quotations, abuse/negative opinion, reported speech, sarcasm, imperative, cause-

effect and translation. The findings revealed that users would code-switch most 

frequently when discussing movies (18,672 tweets) and sports (11,668 tweets). It 

was also noted that users have a tendency to switch languages when they move 

from expressing facts to expressing opinions (22% of total switch points). They 

also switch languages to reinforce an opinion (19% of total switch points).  
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 Rijhwani et al. (2017) conducted a large-scale quantitative analysis of code-

switching patterns on Twitter studying 58M tweets. They first collected 50M tweets 

from across the world and identified seven languages (Dutch, English, French, 

German, Portuguese, Spanish and Turkish) using a language detection device. 

They found that around 96.5% of the tweets were monolingual, with a majority 

being in English (74%). Only 3.5% of all tweets were code-switched, mostly 

English-Spanish (21.5%), English-French (20.8%) and English-Portuguese 

(18.4%). The majority of the CS tweets have English as one of the languages 

(85.4%), making it the most popular mixed language on Twitter. They also found 

that French was the next most popular mixed language. In a second study they 

analyzed 8M tweets from 24 cosmopolitan cities across Europe, North America 

and South America and found that code-switching was more common in Istanbul, 

a non-English speaking country where 90% of people speak Turkish (12% of code-

switched tweets), than in Houston (1% of code-switched tweets) where the majority 

of people speak English, and a third of the population speaks Spanish. 

 My research goes beyond previous work in the field of French Linguistics, 

by looking at the pragmatic functions of the use of two dominant languages 

English-French in tweets and in hashtags. This research shows and supports 

previous work done on CMC, such as studies by Begum et al. (2016), who 

considered the pragmatic motivations of CS in tweets, as well as those by Jurgens 

et al. (2014), and by Shapp (2014) who investigated the function of various types 

of hashtags.  
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Chapter 4 

Methodology 

 
4.1 Data Collection 

 This project examines French-English language Twitter data from users 

located in France. The data was collected in R (R Core Team, 2018) using the 

rtweet package (Kearney, 2018) to access and retrieve French tweets data through 

Twitter’s REST and stream APIs (Application Program Interface) using the 

software RStudio, the integrated development environment for R. In order to collect 

French tweets from France, several steps were necessary during the process.  

  Methods used to automatically collect and detect code-switched data from 

Twitter are still at the experimental level. Therefore, in order to collect a large 

number of code-switched tweets, tweets were first pulled if (a) language of the 

tweet was classified by Twitter as English and (b) the tweet was either geo-tagged 

in France or authored by an account with one of the French regions listed in the 

profile. Since the English language is more popular on Twitter than French, the 

idea was that it would be easier to collect a large number of tweets detected as 

English then filter it down by adding French language in a second code, as 

opposed to the opposite procedure. Even if a large portion of tweets had to be 

discarded because they did not show French-English code-switching, a significant 

corpus of tweets would remain for analysis in the dataset. The French regions in 

the code include Alsace, Aquitaine, Auvergne, Bretagne, Bourgogne, Centre-Val 

de Loire, Champagne-Ardenne, Franche-Comté, Île-de-France, Languedoc-
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Roussillon, Limousin, Lorraine, Basse-Normandie, Midi-Pyrénées, Nord-Pas-de-

Calais, Pays de la Loire, Picardie, Poitou-Charentes, Provence-Alpes-Côte 

d'Azur, Rhône-Alpes, and Haute-Normandie. Retweets were not included in the 

corpus since they were not authored by the users.   

  From March 7th, 2018 to April 22nd, 2018, data collection occurred three times 

a week, producing a total of around 600,000 tweets. These tweets were then 

filtered to include only tweets that were geo-tagged in France, or had French 

regions listed in the authored account profile, and at least one tweet in the French 

language. This resulted in a set of 46, 845 tweets. After this second refinement, 

the data was still not perfect. For instance, many tweets were geo-tagged in 

France, but the location listed in profile was from another country. Therefore, I 

had to filter down the data manually. 

 The format of the dataset is organized according to the following variables: 

language, geolocation, and region listed in profile. Therefore, in my manual filtering 

I focused on each variable. In the language dataset, several tweets appeared to 

be from other countries such as Canada or Belgium. Therefore, I removed all 

tweets from countries other than France. Moreover, since the language detection 

focuses on the user and not the individual tweet, some tweets were written 

exclusively in English or in French. Consequently, I removed all tweets written 

solely in French or in English. For instance, the same user tweeted first in French, 

then in English as seen below (see (1) and (2)). I did not keep any of these tweets 

because the CS did not occur at the tweet level. Since this study focuses on 

language mixing on Twitter, I only analyze tweets with instances of CS within a 
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single tweet (see (3) and (4)). It bears noting that for ease of reading, English words 

or phrases in examples of CS tweets and hashtags will be bolded throughout this 

study. 

CS at the user level: 

(1) HEY GENTLEMEN- WAIT A MINUTE~🔥 Happy birthday to one of the 
most talented person I feel so lucky and grateful to know about. ♡ 
#HappySugaDay #GeniusYoongiDay @BTS_twt 
https://t.co/bm7MwoOzZP 

 
(2) Dormir à 21h je pense que ça m'est pas arrivee depuis 2002] 

 
 [Sleeping at 9pm I think I haven’t done that since 2002] 

 
 
CS at the tweet level 
 

(3) @My_Laane Same faut absolument que je le vois 😣 
 

 [@My_Laane Same I really need to see him 😣] 
 
 
CS at the hashtag level: 
 

(4) Le Marché Dauphine fait des heureux!  #marchedauphine  #paris #france 
#keeptraveling #enjoylife #fridaymood #musictime  #vintagestyle 
#americanvintage #paulanka #decor #deco #decoration 
#midcentury  #retro #vintagedealer #antiquefinds #antiques #… 
https://t.co/g7iITgp1sr https://t.co/HpkeGUfPyJ  

 
[The market Dauphine is making some people happy!  #marketdauphine  #paris 
#france #keeptraveling #enjoylife #fridaymood #musictime  #vintagestyle 
#americanvintage #paulanka #decor #deco #decoration #midcentury  #retro 
#vintagedealer #antiquefinds #antiques #… https://t.co/g7iITgp1sr 
https://t.co/HpkeGUfPyJ ] 

 
 
 Some tweets were also posted repeatedly at the same time, such as the 

following tweet which was repeated 15 times. In such cases, I kept only one tweet 

and removed the duplicates:  
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(5) CENLorraine EXPO PHOTOS collaborative ! Envoyez-nous vos clichés de 
forêts lorraines et découvrez votre photo en expo les 21 et 22 avril lors du 
Printemps de la réserve naturelle de Lachaussée. Infos : 
https://t.co/d80QkIC2Hm #NaturePhotography #Lorraine #forest 
#biodiversité https://t.co/OzXd93M4aD 
 
[CENLorraine Collaborative PHOTOS EXHIBIT ! Send us your shots of lorraines 
forest and check out your photo in exhibit on April 21 and 22 during the Spring of 
the natural reserve of Lachaussée. Info : https://t.co/d80QkIC2Hm 
#NaturePhotography #Lorraine #forest #biodiversity https://t.co/OzXd93M4aD] 

 

 The final dataset I analyze in this dissertation involves 2797 statuses from 

1880 unique users, representing tweets from French users from France with 

instances of code-switching in either the tweets or the hashtag.  

 

4.2 Analytical Framework 

 In this dissertation, I adopt a broad approach to code-switching that 

considers any instance where a user incorporates one or several English elements 

(such as words or phrases) in a French tweet, either in the main text or the hashtag. 

I do not make any distinction between code-switching and borrowing. As discussed 

in chapter 3, some scholars distinguish cases of lexical borrowing from code-

switching on the basis of several factors including the frequency of use and the 

degree of phonological and morphological integration of the lexical item in the L2. 

The nature of language use in CMC, especially on Twitter, makes it difficult to 

decide whether a word or phrase is integrated in another language, let alone its 

usage frequency. It also bears mentioning that the terms code-switching and 

language mixing are used interchangeably in this study. 

 The research design examines the corpus of tweets through four different 

analyses. The analyses based on the type of CS (chapter 5), on topic (chapter 6), 
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and discourse functions (chapter 7) use the same dataset: 2212 tweets containing 

CS (585 tweets show instances of CS only at the hashtag level). The analysis of 

CS at the hashtag level (chapter 8) draws on a subset of 755 tweets with either a 

tweet written in French with hashtag written in English, or with instance of CS in 

different hashtags. 

 

4.2.1 Types of CS Analysis 

 The first analysis of the dataset is framed according to Poplack’s types of 

code-switching based on where the switch occurs. Tweets are manually divided 

into the three types of CS: 1) tag-switching (the insertion of a tag or certain phrases 

in an utterance that is entirely written in another language), 2) inter-sentential 

switching (a change of language between individual sentences where each 

individual sentence is written in one language or the other), and 3) intra-sentential 

switching (a change of language within the same sentence or clause). The process 

of the data categorization was pretty straightforward in distinguishing the different 

types of code-switched tweets. The categories are mutually exclusive in this 

chapter. 

 

4.2.2 Topic Analysis  

 The second analysis draws on Gumperz’s theory (Blom & Gumperz, 1972) 

of conversational switching. In conversational switching, metaphorical CS occurs 

when a speaker uses a different language according to the topic being discussed. 
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Moreover, according to Hoffman (1991), the topic or subject at hand is an essential 

factor determining language choice in code-switching: 

Topic has long been recognized as an important factor governing language 

choice. Individual speakers will usually have preferences for using a 

particular language when speaking about a certain subject. This preference 

can become particularly clear when the discussion of a topic leads the 

speaker(s) to switch from one language to another. There are many 

possible reasons for such switched: the speaker may feel more competent 

in handling a topic in a particular language, perhaps because (s)he has 

learnt the appropriate terminology only in the context of one language; or 

(s)he may feel that other language does not possess the required terms; or 

(s)he will somehow consider one language to be better than another for 

speaker about a particular subject. (Hoffman, 1991:179) 

 
 

Previous studies (Hidayat, 2012; Begum & al., 2016) provided a model for this style 

of analysis, and as I filtered the dataset manually, I observed certain repetition of 

themes. I identified a total of nine topic categories in the data (table 2). Therefore, 

this section is analyzed and divided into nine categories where each category is 

discussed individually. It should be noted as well that categories are not mutually 

exclusive; several tweets belong to more than one category. For instance, the 

tweet below fits into the category of technology with the word spam and into the 

category of social media with the word viewer (6).  
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Topics 

Entertainment 

Internet / Social media 

Events / Community 

Politics / News 

Sports  

Sex / Pornography 

Innovation / Technology 

Fashion / Make up 

Business 
 Table 2: List of topics 
 
 

(6) @AgatheLaBrune Je dis ça par rapport aux statistiques youtube en fait, la 
tranche d'âge dont je parle est passée de 10% des viewers à 20%, et 
justement comme tu dis c'est les plus jeunes qui commentent le plus donc 
ça devient la foire aux spams mdrrrr 

 
[@AgatheLaBrune I’m saying that because of youtube statistics actually, the age 
group that I’m talking about went from 10% of viewers to 20%, and exactly as 
you’re saying it’s the youngest who comment the most so it becomes the land of 
spams lmao] 

 
 
 Since in some tweets there were several instances of CS, the categorization 

was not an easy process. I looked at the context of the tweet as well as each 

individual instance of code-switched tweets in order to determine the topic. 

Moreover, several tweets did not belong in any category, such as in the example 

below (7). Therefore, I also looked at the discourse function of the tweets as 

explained in the section below. 

 
(7) Si si thanks https://t.co/AoC4nT2eJC  

 
[yeah yeah thanks https://t.co/AoC4nT2eJC]   
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4.2.3 Discourse Function Analysis 
 

 In order to provide more information about reasons of CS, and because 

several tweets did not belong in any of the topic categories, I looked at the 

discourse function of CS tweets. My analysis draws on both Gumperz’s analysis 

(1982) of discourse functions of code-switching as well as the recent Begum et 

al.’s study (2016) of functions of code-switching on Twitter. As I filtered the data 

manually, I identified a total of six discourse functions in this category (table 3). 

Therefore, this section is analyzed and divided into six categories where each 

function is discussed individually. It should be noted as well that several tweets 

with instances of CS fit multiple categories. For instance, the tweet below is 

translated into English to advertise a summer collection and so it is coded as both 

advertising and translation. 

(8) La nouvelle collection été est en ligne ! Lien dans la bio. The new 
summer collection is online! Link in bio..#mode #combishort #ete 
#ete18 #kaki #couleurs #femme #paris #france #shopping #vetement 
#womanclothing #womanstyle #frenchdesigner #frenchstyle #soleil 
#createu… https://t.co/ixLAdlXZsi 

 
Discourse functions 

Feelings 

Advertising 

Quotations 

Discourse Markers 

Phatic expressions 

Translations 
 Table 3: List of discourse functions 
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An example as well as a definition for each category are provided below: 

Feelings: when a user expresses or talk about emotions (including interjections 

as below (9)). 

(9) wtf jamais de la vie https://t.co/7BD5vHUF2s 
 

[wtf never in my life https://t.co/7BD5vHUF2s]  
 

 
Advertising: when a user advertises different items. 
 

(10)  2/21 pcs Flechettes Pointe Molle Safety Dart Arrows+ 100pcs 
 Replacement Soft Combo https://t.co/TwTL9tquD9 

 
[2/21 pcs Darts Soft Tip Safety Dart Arrows+ 100pcs Replacement Soft Combo 
https://t.co/TwTL9tquD9]  

 
 
Quotations:  when a user uses a quote or reported speech using quotation 

marks. 

(11)  « Enjoy la Life » mdrrrrrr il me tue 
 

 [« Enjoy life » lmao he’s killing me] 
 
 
Discourse Markers: neutral words used to organize or manage the flow of the 

discourse.  

(12)  @AlexisJover_ Yep bah après les allergies ça peut venir comme partir  
 à tout moment en fonction de comment tu vis ouais '^' 

 
[@AlexisJover_ Yep well allergies can come and go at every moment depending 
on how you live yeah '^'] 

 
 
Phatic expressions: words which include greetings, social cues used in everyday 

conversations.  

(13)  Hello les tweetos de la night  
 

 [Hello tweetos of the night] 
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Translations: tweets written in one language and translated in either French or 

English. 

(14)  Les salopes, venez acclamer votre Maître, je sais que vous aimez la   
 puissance et les muscles. Vous êtes inférieurs, venez aux pieds pour       
 raquer. Bitches, come cheer your Master, I know you love the power 
 and muscle. You are lower, come to my feet to pay. #cashmaster 
 @RTfaggot 🐶 

 
 
4.2.4 Hashtag Analysis 
 
 For the investigation of the use of English hashtags in French tweets, I have 

chosen to base my analysis on Jurgens et al.’s (2014) and Shapp’s (2014) studies. 

In Jurgens et al.’s paper (2014), they analyzed the frequency and content of code-

switching hashtags where the tweet is written in one language and hashtags in 

another.  Jurgens et al. (2014) propose a taxonomy about the different function of 

hashtags comprised of eight different types, such as Annotation, Community, 

Named Entity, Platform, Application, Voting, Advertising, and Spam, and provide 

a definition of each function in their study. In her paper, Shapp (2014) makes a 

distinction between Tag and Commentary hashtags. She analyzes the function of 

Tag hashtags, which are used as tools to connect and find other users sharing 

similar interests, as well as Commentary hashtags which are used to add meaning 

to the content of the tweet and function therefore as an evaluation of the tweet. 

 I have chosen to divide this section into two parts. First, I focus on the 

function of the hashtag. I have divided English hashtags into three categories: 

Tags, Commentary, and Combination of Both in order to investigate the role of 

hashtags. Below, the example in (15) shows an instance of Tag switching where 

#FantasticBeasts is used to advertise the trailer of a movie. The example in (16) 
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is an instance of a Commentary hashtag with #hardlife used as an evaluation of 

the tweet; it is an illustration of what has just been said. As Shapp (2014) mentions 

in her study, some hashtags belong in a hybrid category, where hashtags in a 

single tweet could be considered both Tag and Commentary hashtags. For this 

reason, I added a category Combination of Both. For instance, the tweet in (17) 

below belongs to both Tag and Commentary hashtags. The tweet is promoting a 

new wine. In consequence, the hashtag #wine is used for promotion, and #fun and 

#summeriscoming are used to add an evaluation in the tweet. There are also 

instances of single hashtags which could fit both in the Tag and Commentary 

hashtag categories. The tweet in (18) below is used to find other users sharing the 

same interests in the group One Directions as well as adding an evaluation with 

best.  

 Since hashtags on Twitter can become trending topics at a rapid pace, the 

manual process of categorization between Tag and Commentary hashtags was 

not easy. I considered the widespread use of certain hashtags, such as in the 

example below (15), as well as the context of the tweet and my own judgment in 

the classification process. 

 

Tag hashtag: 
 

(15)  Première bande-annonce pour Les Animaux Fantastiques 2 : Les Crimes 
 de Grindelwald #FantasticBeasts  https://t.co/waeSOAtbi1 
 

 [Trailer premier for Fantastic Beasts 2: Crimes of Grindelwald 
 #FantasticBeasts  https://t.co/waeSOAtbi1] 
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Commentary hashtag: 
 

(16)  Comment se créer une notoriété à ce niveau...?! #HardLife 
 

 [How to create a reputation at this level…?!#HardLife] 
 
 
Combination of Both: 
 

(17)  @shadexfbieber C'est pas nouveaux tout ça  #OneDirectionBestFans 
 

 [@shadexfbieber It’s not news to me  #OneDirectionBestFans] 
 

 
(18)  [[Wine and Furious ☀🍷] Accrochez-vous, les Vignerons de @Tutiac 

 déboulent dans les rayons avec le nouveau #Bordeaux #Rose #Carrelet 
 d’Estuaire ! #Vin #Wine #France #Arcachon #Fun #Insolite 
 #SummerIsComing @RayonBoissons @PlaneteBordeaux 
 @stephane_heraud @henaux_ric https://t.co/FEeloDXjmX  
 

 [Wine and Furious ☀🍷] Watch out, Wine-growers of @Tutiac arrives on shelves 
 with the new #Bordeaux #Rose #Carrelet d’Estuaire! #Wine #Wine #France 
 #Arcachon #Fun #Insolite #SummerIsComing @RayonBoissons 
 @PlaneteBordeaux @stephane_heraud @henaux_ric https://t.co/FEeloDXjmX] 
 
 

 Tag and Commentary hashtags are further explored according to several 

subcategories in order to go deeper into the analysis. In order to determine what 

types of Tag or Commentary hashtags are used in English, a total of eight 

subcategories are found manually in the data (table 4). Similar to the first part, 

some hashtags are categorized in both the Tag and Commentary categories since 

several hashtags have hybrid functions.  
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Tag Hashtags   Commentary Hashtags 

Advertising Annotation 

Sharing information on news/politics Community 

Named Entities  

Application  

Sharing information on technology / innovation  

Platform  
Table 4: List of tag and commentary hashtags 

 

An example as well as a definition for each category are provided below: 

Advertising: hashtags used for advertising purposes. 
 

(19)  Headband argent déesse 15€  #headband  #mariage  
 #AccessoiresCheveuxChic  #accessoirescheveux https://t.co/4EzmDAf7bT 
 #instagram https://t.co/5sPHZ4qXNY 

 
 [Headband silver goddess 15€  #headband  #marriage  #ChicHairAccessories  
 #hairaccessories https://t.co/4EzmDAf7bT #instagram https://t.co/5sPHZ4qXNY] 
 

Sharing information on news/politics: hashtags used to share information on news 

or politics. 

(20)  Haïti - RD : Création «d'un mur d'entreprises» à la frontière pour lutter 
 contre la migration ill - https://t.co/dHKPixQnmo #GoogleAlerts 
 

 [Haïti - RD : Creation «of a wall of companies» at the border to fight against 
 migration ill - https://t.co/dHKPixQnmo #GoogleAlerts] 

 
 
Named entities: hashtag which have a name recognized internationally.  
 

(21)  Journée internationale des droits de la femme : parce que toute les femmes 
 méritent d’être chéries ... 💗#InternationalWomensDay 
 #Journeeinternationaledesdroitsdesfemmes https://t.co/2ApN39ktgG 
 

 [International women’s day: because all women deserve to be cherished ... 
 💗#InternationalWomensDay #Internationalwomensday https://t.co/2ApN39ktgG] 
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Application: hashtag automatically generated from a third-party application. 
 

(22)  #NowPlaying Anoushka Shankar - Indian Summer 
 
 
Sharing information on technology / innovation: hashtags used to share 

information on technology and innovation. 

(23)  Pour que l'Europe ne devienne pas une colonie Numérique, le collectif 
 JEDI (Joint European Disruptive Initiative) se mobilise afin que l'Europe 
 reprenne le leadership dans les technologies du futur et finance les 
 innovations de rupture...' #IA #3D #data #Space #Digital 
 https://t.co/MtBlaWsE5t 
 

 [In order for Europe not to become a Numerical colony, the group JEDI (Joint 
 European Disruptive Initiative) is mobilizing so that Europe takes back
 leadership on technologies of the future and finance innovations of 
 shortage...' #AI #3D #data #Space #Digital https://t.co/MtBlaWsE5t] 

 
 
Platform: hashtags referring to social media platforms. 
 

(24)  @NestaTV Moi moi moi 😀 #FOLLOW 
 

  [@NestaTV Me me me 😀 #FOLLOW]  
 
 
Annotation: hashtags used as an evaluation of the tweet. 
 

(25)  Et si un jour on pense que tu n’es capable d’atteindre tes objectifs, tais-toi 
 et laisses les penser. Viendra le jour où la victoire se chargera de fermer 
 leurs gueules !  #StayStrong 

 
 [And if one day one thinks you can’t reach your goals, shut up and let them think. 
 The day will come when victory will be in charge of shutting their 
 mouths!  #StayStrong] 
 
 
Community: hashtags referring to a group or a community. 
 

(26)  La team je fais des videos youtube allez voir :) https://t.co/BJXoOL3pkj 
 #Nabilla #teamnabilla 
 

 [Team I make youtube videos go check them out :) https://t.co/BJXoOL3pkj 
 #Nabilla #teamnabilla] 
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In the second part of the analysis, similarly to Shapp’s study (2014), I 

discuss the different positions of the hashtags using a comparative approach 

analysis between Tag and Commentary hashtags, which provides a complement 

to this study by looking at the syntactic role of English hashtags on Twitter. 
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Chapter 5 

 Types of Code-Switching Analysis  

 
5.1 Introduction 

 As mentioned in chapter 4, tweets are analyzed in this section according to 

Poplack’s (1980) oft-utilized framework which identifies three types of code 

switching: tag-switching (the insertion of a tag or certain phrases in an utterance 

that is entirely written in another language), inter-sentential switching (a change of 

language between individual sentences where each individual sentence or clause 

is written in one language or the other), and intra-sentential switching (a change of 

language within the same sentence or clause).  

 A total of 2212 tweets are analyzed in this chapter with 1468 regular tweets 

and 744 replies. I will use a comparative approach between regular tweets and 

replies in order to determine the most frequently used type of CS. 

  

5.2 Findings 

 The results of the study reveal that intra-sentential switching is the most 

frequent type of code-switching used by French users on Twitter, both in replies 

and in regular tweets with a total of 1731 tweets. The study found that 1088 out of 

1468 regular tweets are switched at the intra-sentential level, which represents 

74% of study samples. In replies, 643 out of 744 tweets are also switched at the 

intra-sentential level, which represents 86% of the data. Inter-sentential switching 

is the next most commonly used switch in regular tweets and occurs 317 times out 
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of 1468, or 22% of the time. Tag-switching is found both in regular tweets and 

replies. It represents the least common type of CS in regular tweets (63 tweets). 

However, in replies, the least common type of CS is inter-sentential tweets (38 

tweets) (table 5). 
 

All tweets 
 

Regular tweets 
 

Reply tweets 
 

 
% N  % N % N 

Intra-Sentential 0.78 1731 0.74 1088 0.86 643 

Inter-Sentential 0.16 355 0.22 317 0.05 38 

Tag 0.06 126 0.04 63 0.08 63 

Total 1.00 2212 1.00 1468 1.00 744 
Table 5: Types of CS distribution 

 

5.2.1 Intra-Sentential Switching 

Intra-sentential switching was found in 1731 out of 2212 tweets in the 

sample, and it represents the most frequent type of code-switching by far in both 

regular tweets and replies, accounting for 78% of the corpus (table 5). Other 

studies (Poplack, 1980; Myers-Scotton, 1989; Hidayat, 2012; Novianti, 2013) 

found similar results. Intra-sentential switching is a common phenomenon in code-

switching, both in online communities and in face-to-face conversations. 

 With intra-sentential switching, the switch can occur anywhere in the tweet 

and can include one word (the word switched is inserted either in the middle of a 

sentence or at the end) or several words / phrases in English (the switch can occur 

only one time in one part of the sentence or several times in different parts of the 

sentence). Saugera (2017) suggests that there is a current influx of loanwords and 

loan phrases from the American English language in France. She studied the 

infiltration of English words in French newspapers and dictionaries and she 
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categorized her database into single and phrasal anglicisms. I have therefore 

decided to divide this section into two parts: tweets with one word in English, and 

tweets with several words or phrases in English (see examples below). Even 

though, I count these as switched under my broad definition, many of the examples 

listed below (one word in English) could easily be analyzed as borrowing. For 

instance, the adjective cute and the noun mood are both adapted 

morphosyntactically, and we could assume phonologically as well. 

One word in English 

(1) @harrystxpid @jarreash Bah oui elle est cute la photo 
 

 [@harrystxpid @jarreash Well yes the picture is cute] 
 
(2) @Dorigan_ C vrai que y'a besoin de tea là 

 
 [@Dorigan_ It’s true that we need tea here] 

 
(3) @Maxence_Ptrwski Elle ta juste demandé si tu faisais des nudes t parti ds 

un débat sur les meufs et les sentiments mdrrr 
 

 [@Maxence_Ptrwski She just asked you if you took nudes you went on a 
 debate/an argument on women and feelings lmao] 

 
(4) Mon plus grand mood de tout les temps: https://t.co/CXz8IedQw9 

 
 [My biggest mood of all time: https://t.co/CXz8IedQw9] 

 
 

Several words/phrases in English 

(5) @Kobar94 meilleur bae ever 
 

 [@Kobar94 Best bae ever] 
 

(6) @PandaTriste J'sais j'sais je continue de t'impressionné day after day, 
night after night 
 

 [@PandaTriste I know I know I continue to impress you day after day, night after 
 night] 
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(7) Psq kinkinkin men are trash #feministe 
#ecritureinclusiveexclusivekhraclusive https://t.co/4VPLEC3DfV 
 

 [Cause kinkinkin men are trash #feminist 
 #writinginclusiveexclusivekhraclusivehttps://t.co/4VPLEC3DfV] 

 
(8) Toujours je demande à Laura pour mes photos Instagram bc she will 

never lie to me 
 

 [I always ask Laura about my Instagram pictures because she will never lie to 
 me] 

 
 
5.2.2 Inter-Sentential Switching 

 Inter-sentential switching represents 16% of the tweets in our data sample, 

or 355 out of 2212 tweets (table 5). Because the results indicate three different 

patterns, we therefore chose to divide inter-sentential switching tweets into three 

categories. The first category of inter-sentential switching is a dialogue where a 

question is written in L1, and the answer written in L2. The second category is 

emotionally motivated; the switch occurs in order to illustrate or punctuate the 

tweet with a feeling or a comment. This usage bears similarities to the use of emojis 

to add tone or clarity to the tweet (Dresner & Herring, 2010). The last category 

occurs mostly when the switch takes place in a tweet in order to advertise a product 

or an event. The language used on Twitter is different from traditional written 

platforms; the use of punctuation marks might not be used in conventional 

manners, especially in tweets used for advertising purposes. Therefore, some 

tweets could be categorized as tag-switching as well. 

Some examples of each of these categories are listed below: 
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Personal question L1 / Answer L2 in regular tweets 

(9) T’es en couple — Nop https://t.co/XxByiq2LRQ 
 

 [Are you in a relationship? – Nope] 
 

(10)  Ton ex? — NEXT lol https://t.co/gRe73ZfHP2 
 

  [Your ex? – NEXT lol] 
 

(11)  Genre j’ai demain j’ai cours à 7h45 ? I did not sign up for this 
 

  [Tomorrow I have class at 7:45 am? I did not sign up for this] 
 
 
Feelings / comments  

(12)  Ça me fait rappeler que je n’ai toujours pas regardé Moana. Shame on 
 me. https://t.co/cLX1a26A00 
 

 [It reminds me that I still have not watched Moana. Shame on me. 
 https://t.co/cLX1a26A00] 

 
(13)  sinon..... on se rapproche encore plus du concert de lana.... breathe 

 
 [Otherwise… we are getting closer to lana’s concert… breathe] 

 
(14)  Ouais Tanya !! You’re the best!!! ❤❤❤ #LMDLA 

 
  [Yeah Tanya!! You’re the best!!! ❤❤❤ #LMDLA] 

 
(15)  @__logann Ah je vois vite fait qui c'est et je crois qu'elle a un mec. Sorry    

 :/ 
 

 [@__logann Oh I kinda see who she is and I think she has a boyfriend. Sorry:/] 
 

(16)  @kylogwen @ArthurSoraii @JulianeNcls @kindasnowhite @bucksyor 
 ÉVIDEMMENT JE PLAISANTE. I LOVE YOU MY LITTLE RED 
 SHIT💛💛💛 https://t.co/9AqtmKiBuw  
 

 [@kylogwen @ArthurSoraii @JulianeNcls @kindasnowhite @bucksyor Of course 
 I’m kidding. I love you my little red shit SHIT💛💛💛 https://t.co/9AqtmKiBuw]  
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(17)  @So_Ethereal I can't wait!!! Je suis entrain d'écouter la version de 
 Survivor en boucle ... https://t.co/2h5kLXotCZ 
 

 [@So_Ethereal I can’t wait!!! I’m listening the version of Survivor on 
 repeat…https://t.co/2h5kLXotCZ] 
 
 

Advertising  

(18)  Hybride CALLAWAY WARBIRD Regular https://t.co/3SBzrfoCOu ⛳ 
 Alerte Bons Plans Golf ⛳ ! (En savoir +) https://t.co/LbaaBwNOCd 
 

 [Hybride CALLAWAY WARBIRD Regular https://t.co/3SBzrfoCOu ⛳ Alert Good 
 Deals Golf ⛳ ! (more) https://t.co/LbaaBwNOCd] 

 
(19)  Leather Specialties Hand Loop French Horn - Prix Chocs le 16.03.2018 

 : 32 € - Précédemment 33 € - Mise à jour le 17-03-2018 03:38 - 
 https://t.co/GAnDou8idV https://t.co/nMHTGyKKmD 
 

 [Leather Specialties Hand Loop French Horn – Shocking Price on 03.16.2018 : 32 
 € - Previously 33 € - Update on 03-17-2018 03:38 - https://t.co/GAnDou8idV 
 https://t.co/nMHTGyKKmD] 

 
(20)  Gant Titleist Players https://t.co/OyP4TZiGl8 ⛳ Alerte Bons Plans Golf ⛳ 

 ! (En savoir +) https://t.co/GE5FGU361E 
 

 [Gant Titleist Players https://t.co/OyP4TZiGl8⛳ Alert Good Deals Golf ⛳ ! (more) 
 https://t.co/GE5FGU361E] 

 
 

5.2.3 Tag-Switching 

 Only 126 tweets out of 2212 insert a tag or an interjection in English, 

representing 6% of the tweets. However, tag-switching is more frequent in replies 

than in regular tweets, with 8% for replies and 4% for regular tweets (see table 5). 

In her study on CS, Poplack (1980) makes a distinction between “intimate” and 

“emblematic” CS, which refers to the form of the switch. Intimate CS occurs 

frequently and involves switching at the intra-sentential level, whereas emblematic 

CS occurs occasionally and involves tag-switching. Emblematic CS is more 
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common in out-group communication. Perhaps, users in this category are replying 

to people outside of their group. However, since we do not have information about 

the context of the replies, we cannot draw definite conclusions. 

 Among these 126 tweets, the top two most frequent tags/interjections in 

both replies and regular tweets at the tag-switching level are OMG (40 tokens), 

WTF (13 tokens), and Bro/Bruh (7 tokens). Some examples of the top three 

interjections are provided below: 

(21)  Omg! Question très compliqué mais je sais pas trop.. Harry peut-être 
 pourrait être contre.. Franchement, je ne sais pas trop  

 
[Omg! Very complicated question but I do not really know… Harry could maybe be 
against.. Honestly, I do not really know) 

 
(22)  @mugheadjones Omg J’espère ne pas te croiser sur la route 😂😂 

 
[@mugheadjones Omg I hope I won’t see you on the road 😂😂] 

 
(23)  @leonidasbrr Bruh t'es grave le dernier à être raciste même moi on pourrai 

 plus me taxer de raciste que toi 
 

[@leonidasbrr Bruh you’re the last one to be racist even I we could say I’m more 
racist than you] 

 
(24)  Ah clairement bruh ! https://t.co/FiDn4sAKez 

 
[Well clearly, bruh! https://t.co/FiDn4sAKez] 
 

(25)  @raph_lopes @cephalalgie WTF G RIEN FAIT 
 

[WTF I have not done anything] 
 

(26)  je voulais avoir ton avis stp , j'ai menti sur mon âge pour avoir des relations 
 avec un homme de l'âge de mon père — wtf ohlala non mais stoppe cette 
 relation tout de suite c hyper malsain te fais pas piéger 
 https://t.co/wcz5Ezq2GD 

 
[I wanted to have your opinion please, I lied about my age to have a relationship 
with a man with the same age as my father — wtf oh no but stop this relationship 
right away it’s really unhealthy don’t be fooled https://t.co/wcz5Ezq2GD] 
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 It is perhaps not surprising to find that OMG and WTF are the most used 

interjections in light of the findings provided by Alexandre des Isnards in his 

“Dictionnaire du nouveau français” (2014). He indicates that OMG and WTF are 

the most common acronyms used online. Isnard (2014) devotes two pages to the 

acronym WTF in his dictionary, and he indicates that usage of this particular 

acronym is beginning to extend beyond the online sphere. WTF and mais WTF 

[but WTF] are commonly used in text messages, tweets and emails, not only 

among younger generation users, but among “des gens comme il faut” [proper 

people] as well.8 Moreover, WTF in French does not have the same degree of 

vulgarity as it does in English. It could be considered more as a synonym for “C’est 

du grand n’importe quoi” [It’s a lot of nonsense]. It may also indicate exasperation 

or heightened emotion on the part of the user. WTF is thus becoming a generalized 

reference, often equivalent to OMG. In his 2014 dictionary, Isnards describes the 

usage of OMG in the following manner:  

En France, tout le monde l'emploie pour sa concision. Surtout les jeunes, 

qui s'exclament à la moindre occasion. "OMG le fou rire !!!", s'écrie une 

internaute qui vient de voir sur YouTube la vidéo d'une fille qui se brûle les 

cheveux en voulant faire une démonstration de fer à lisser." OMG en effet”! 

(Isnard, 2014) 

 

 

                                                
8  Quote from Didier Pourquery, a journalist from the newspaper Le Monde who wrote an article about the 
acronym “WTF”: https://www.lemonde.fr/m-actu/article/2014/04/25/juste-un-mot-
wtf_4406440_4497186.html   
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[In France, everyone used it for its concise purpose. Especially young people, who 

exclaim on any occasion. “OMG the laugh”, screamed an online user who just 

watched a Youtube video of a girl who got her hair burnt while doing a hair 

straightener demonstration.” OMG indeed”!]  

   

Other similar tags are also frequent with a few instances of vocatives such as 

honey, baby, love, sista, and buddy (see examples below). 

(27)  jsuis jaloux — De quoi honey? https://t.co/4cwlvZyxoL 
 

[I’m jealous— Of what, honey? https://t.co/4cwlvZyxoL] 
 

(28) 👯 ♀ oulaaa que jtaime toi, t'es un délire change pas baby 
 

[👯 ♀ oh I love you, you are something don’t change baby] 
 

(29)  Ah bah voila, margot m'a donné envie de regarder twilight love 
 

[Well, here you go, Margot made me want to watch twilight, love] 
 

(30)  @lavraiephyllis T’as compris tout de suite sista 
 

[@lavraiephyllis You got it right away, sista] 
 

(31)  @Ijimines t'arrive trop tard buddy 
 

[@Ijimines You came too late, buddy] 
 

(32)  @fatime_th écoute honey 🍯 
 

[@fatime_th listen, honey🍯] 
 

(33)  @moudyKeny C'est pas grave d'être fragile you know 
 

[It’s okay to be fragile, you know] 
 
 

5.3 Discussion  

  Inter-sentential and intra-sentential code-switching reflect higher language 

proficiency levels. According to Romaine (1995) this type of switching involves the 
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greatest syntactic risk and tends to be used only by the most fluent bilinguals. 

Poplack (1980) also argues that bilinguals often use complex intra-sentential 

language switches. Since it appears that intra-sentential switching is the most 

frequent type of code-switching in this study, one might assume that these French 

twitter users have a high-level proficiency in English. Moreover, when looking at 

the grammar of some of the CS tweets, the majority of tweets obey the equivalence 

constraint theory that Poplack et al. have identified which support the theory of the 

users’ higher language proficiency level. According to Poplack: 

Code switches will tend to occur at points in discourse where juxtaposition 

of L1 and L2 elements does not violate a syntactic rule of either language, 

i.e., at points around which the surface structures of the two languages 

map onto each other. According to the simple constraint, a switch is 

inhibited from occurring within a constituent generated by a rule from one 

language which is not shared by the other. (Poplack, 1980:586) 

For instance, with the following tweet, the use of the place to be does not violate 

the surface syntactic rule of either language (34). The same can be said about the 

next tweet with open data (35): 

(34)  Le Salon #Automobile d'#Auvergne ouvre ses portes aujourd'hui ! 🚗 
 Entre voitures d'exception, baptêmes de drift 🏁 et animations en tout 
 genre, c'est assurément The place to be ce week-end! 
 https://t.co/iD3dxCSkID 

 
[#Car Show of #Auvergne is opening their doors today! 🚗 Between exceptional 
cars, drifts, 🏁 and all kind of animations, it’s surely The place to be this 
weekend! https://t.co/iD3dxCSkID] 
 

(35)  Open data des territoires : les premiers résultats de l'observatoire dévoilés 
 - https://t.co/ElOYPbDDpN #batiment #btp #construction #actualite 

 
[Open data of territories: the first results of the observatory released - 
https://t.co/ElOYPbDDpN #building #btp #construction #news] 
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However, a few instances of CS tweets in the data show a violation of the surface 

structure of the English language. They have the following construction: go + 

infinitive verb/location. By looking at the grammar of the following tweets (36) (37), 

we can rate the users’ language proficiency level as not very high. The standard 

construction for the following example (36) should be: going to + infinitive. In the 

next tweet (37), a preposition is missing and the standard construction should be: 

go to + location. 

(36)  Go PRENDRE UN DOLIPRANNE  #RencontreLes5SOSAvecOTM 

[I’m going to take an aspirine #RencontreLes5SOSAvecOTM] 
 

(37)  Jpense j'vais go Lille samedi, qui pour venir ? 
 

[I think I’ll go to Lille on Saturday, who wants to come? 

 

The assumption that French are highly bilingual based on the complexity of 

their code-switching is also belied by the fact that French people are not 

particularly fluent in English. According to the 2018 EF English Proficiency Index, 

France ranks 35 out of 88 countries with regard to English proficiency, a ranking 

considered to be in the moderate rather than the high range. In 2015, French 

proficiency in English ranked 37 out of 70 countries studied, a ranking considered 

to be low. We can thus conclude that English proficiency in France is improving, 

but this improvement still falls short of the standard used to define bilingualism. 

Saugera (2017) concludes that French people are “not bilingual in English in any 

conventional way”. It should be noted that the evaluation of the English proficiency 

of French people is just approximate, and may not accurately reflect the degree of 

societal bilingualism in France. But how then are we to explain their online 
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proficiency? English overwhelmingly dominates the Internet, even as other 

languages are catching up, such as Chinese, used by 19.3% of Internet users, and 

Spanish used by with 8% of internet users9. Melitz (2016) points out that English, 

and primarily American English, is still the lingua franca of the Internet, and is 

channeled through a number of mass media platforms. Therefore, the global 

nature of the English language may explain the current influx of American 

loanwords and loan phrases. French online users navigate in a multilingual 

environment and in consequence are exposed to the English language every time 

they go online. Thus, they are able to easily pick up words and expressions from 

English examples, and then reuse them in accordance with the topic of their 

discussion. French people might not be bilingual in real life, but in an online 

environment, their proficiency appears to be quite high. Moreover, Twitter is 

considered a multilingual platform whose main language is English. As of 

December 2017, English was the most common language on Twitter, found in 

25.4% of the tweets.10 Therefore, it is not surprising that French twitter users 

routinely code-switch in English.  

 Additionally, it bears noting that the tweets analyzed in the data are from 

French twitter users who reside in France. Their backgrounds, such as age, 

gender, and language proficiencies are unknown. However, younger generations 

appear to be the predominate users of social media. In 2017, the most active age 

group on social media was identified as those between 18 and 24 years of age:   

                                                
9 Source: Internet World Stats; Nielsen; ITU; GfK; as of December 2017 
10 Source: Internet World Stats; Nielsen; ITU; GfK; as of December 2017 
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The penetration rate of social media services in France was highest among 

18-24 year olds. 94 percent of respondents in this age group reported using 

social media services, dropping to 82 percent of respondents among those 

aged 25-39 years11.   

It is therefore logical to presume that French twitter users fall into this age group 

as well. We would thus be interested in learning whether French people are more 

fluent in English online than in face to face communications. Another question of 

interest is whether younger generations of French people are more proficient in 

English than their older counterparts.  

 It bears mentioning as well that only 34% of all CS tweets are replies (see 

table 6 below). We have observed some intriguing differences of various types of 

CS in regular tweets versus reply tweets. Studies on language choice on Twitter 

provide some clues to help make sense of these findings. Nguyen et al. (2015) 

explored how audiences influence the use of minority languages on Twitter. They 

found that tweets directed to larger audiences were more often written in the 

majority language, whereas in personal conversations, twitter users were more 

likely to switch to the minority language. Is this because users are trying to alter 

their speech to accommodate a specific interlocutor? Giles & Powesland (1975) 

argue that people tend to accommodate their speech when speaking. They either 

converge (adopt similar styles of speaking) or diverge (speak differently) according 

to whether they want to show solidarity or whether they want to demonstrate 

distinctiveness and increase social distance. Unfortunately, logistical constraints 

                                                
11 Source: Survey conducted by Cint on the distribution of social media in France in 2016 and 2018  
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in how the corpus was constructed made it impractical for me to examine the initial 

tweets to which the user responded to see if the interlocutors code-switched in 

English. It would have been interesting to return to the initial conversations to see 

if English was used in the earlier tweets. This question could be explored in a 

continuation of this study.  
 

Regular 
tweets 

 
Replies 

 

 
% N % N 

CS tweets 0.66 1468 0.34 744 

Total 0.72 2020 0.28 777 
 Table 6: Regular tweets and replies distribution 
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Chapter 6 

 Topic Analysis 

 
6.1 Introduction  

 Scholars have offered numerous theories regarding the social factors and 

types of code-switching such as: the speech Accommodation Theory (Myers-

Scotton, 1983); audience design (Bell, 1984); group membership in conversational 

code-switching (Auer, 1984); situational and metaphorical code-switching (Blom & 

Gumperz, 1972). Since I was only able to focus on the tweet itself and had no 

knowledge of the background of the users or the targeted addressee, I analyze the 

dataset in this chapter drawing on Gumperz’s theory (Blom & Gumperz, 1972) of 

conversational switching. Metaphorical CS occurs in conversational switching 

when a speaker uses a different language according to the topic. It bears noting 

that in my analysis, CS is not necessarily triggered by a change in topic. The 

categorization is based only on the topic at hand (table 2): 

Topics 

Entertainment 

Internet / Social media 

Events / Community 

Politics / News 

Sports 

Sex / Pornography 

Innovation / Technology 

Fashion / Makeup 

Business 
Table 2: List of topics 
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Similarly to my procedure in chapter 5, I will also use a comparative approach 

between replies and regular tweets for each category. Even though most tweets 

are regular tweets, it will be interesting to examine the differences or similarities 

between regular tweets and replies. 

 In the “Dire, Ne pas dire” [to say, not to say] section on the website of the 

Académie Française, one can find a list of anglicisms criticized by the institution.  

Some words found in the data have been addressed in this section. It shows that 

those words are controversial and received close scrutiny from the institution. We 

will include a definition of some words founds in the data in those categories to 

show the widespread use of those words and the controversy surrounding them. 

 
6.2 Findings 
 
 The study reveals that 415 tweets fall under the category of Entertainment, 

which constitutes the most frequent topic in the data. Entertainment includes 

movies, music, games and books. Social Media is the next most recurring topic 

with 214 tweets. Politics / News comes third with a total of 78 tweets. The rest of 

the topics in which French users code-switch on Twitter are Fashion / Makeup, 

with 73 tweets; Sports, with 73 tweets. Innovation / Technology, with 71 tweets, 

Sex / Pornography, with 57 tweets; Events, with 55 tweets; and Business, with 27 

tweets (table 7). Let’s not forget that those categories are not mutually exclusive; 

some tweets fall into more than one category. 
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All 
tweets 

Regular 
tweets 

Replies 

 
N N N 

Entertainment 415 305 110 

Social Media 214 124 90 

Politics / News 78 67 11 

Fashion / Makeup 73 71 2 

Sports 73 44 29 

Innovation / Technology 71 50 21 

Sex / Pornography 57 52 5 

Events 55 46 9 

Business 27 24 3 
Table 7: Topic distribution 
 
 
6.2.1 Entertainment 

 
 In the corpus there are 415 CS tweets dealing with topics related to 

entertainment, including movies, music, gaming or books. This number represents 

the most frequent use of CS linked to a particular topic. Entertainment represents 

an important topic both in replies and regular tweets, with 305 tweets in regular 

tweets, and 110 tweets in replies (table 7). The influence of American culture on 

entertainment is quite significant in France. In the entertainment field, English is a 

predominant language. Indeed, there is a heavy presence of English words in 

movies and songs (Saugera, 2017). Many famous television shows use English 

words, such as The Voice, or Grey’s Anatomy. Therefore, it is not uncommon to 

find a variety of English words related to the entertainment world in the dataset (list 

below). 
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 Several tweets belong in several categories. For instance, tweets with the 

word live are accounted for both in the category of entertainment and events (see 

(8) and (9)). 

  The Académie Francaise criticizes the use of two specific words in this 

area, live and spoiler, both of which occur several times in the dataset. Indeed, in 

the “Dire, Ne pas dire section” of the Académie Francaise’s website, the words en 

live and spoiler are specifically mentioned. They were in fact added to the list a few 

years ago-- en live on February 5th, 2015 and spoiler on September 9th, 2014. The 

members of the Académie Française mock the formation of the word grouping en 

live, and forbid its use, characterizing it as incorrect. The Institution also warns 

about the spread of the term spoiler, and advises speakers to use the correct 

expressions listed below: 

En live: 
 
Cette forme n’est correcte ni en français ni en anglais parce qu’elle participe des 
deux langues. Les Anglais emploient le terme live seul quand nous utilisons la 
locution adjectivale ou adverbiale en direct : Notre envoyé spécial, en direct de 
New-York, une émission en direct, retransmettre en direct. C’est donc cette 
locution que l’on emploiera dans un texte français, non le monstre en live, pas plus 
que l’étrange et redondante juxtaposition en direct live.12 

[This form is correct neither in French nor in English because it is a combination of 
two languages. English use the term live alone when we use the adjectival or 
adverbial phrase en direct: Our special correspondent, live from New-York, a show 
live, broadcast live. It is therefore this phrase that will be used in a French text, not 
the monster en live, nor the strange and redundant juxtaposition en direct live.] 

 

 

 

 

                                                
12 Source: http://www.academie-francaise.fr/dire-ne-pas-dire/neologismes-anglicismes?page=8  
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on	dit	(to	say)	 on	ne	dit	pas	(not	to	say)	

Un	 concert	
retransmis	en	direct*	

Un	 concert	 retransmis	 en	
(direct)	live*	

*translation: A concert broadcasted live 
 
Spoiler: 

Le verbe anglais to spoil, « gâcher, abimer », est issu de l’ancien 
français espoillier, lui-même issu du latin spoliare, d’où nous viennent les formes 
actuelles spolier et dépouiller. Le verbe spoiler, croisement bâtard entre l’anglais, 
par son radical, et le français, par sa terminaison, se rencontre aujourd’hui avec le 
sens de « gâcher le plaisir », en parlant d’une personne à qui l’on dévoile la fin 
d’un film, ou les moments les plus intéressants de celui-ci. L’usage de ce terme se 
répand fâcheusement aujourd’hui, et d’autant plus rapidement que le nombre de 
séries anglo-américaines diffusées sur nos chaînes, dans lesquelles l’art du 
suspense est l’un des ressorts essentiels, ne cesse de croître. La construction de 
cet anglicisme est mal définie en français, puisqu’on le rencontre employé 
absolument (Ne spoile pas), employé avec comme complément d’objet direct le 
nom de la personne à qui on raconte l’histoire (Il m’a spoilé) ou le nom de ce dont 
on parle (Il a spoilé le film). Cet anglicisme peut être aisément évité tout comme le 
substantif qui en découle, spoiling (Pas de spoiling !). 13 

[The English verb to spoil, “waste, damage”, is from the Old French espoillier, itself 
from the Latin spoliare, from which the current forms spoiler et dépouiller derive. 
The verb spoiler, a bastard mixture of English, with its stem, and French, with its 
ending, come together today to mean “to spoil the pleasure” when talking about a 
person who spoils the end of a movie, or the most interesting moments of it. The 
use of this term is unfortunately spreading today, and even more rapidly as the 
number of Anglo-American shows broadcast on our stations, in which the art of the 
suspense is one of the essential elements, is on the increase. The construction of 
this Anglicism is not well defined in French since it is used in an absolute sense 
(Do not spoil), used as a direct object pronoun about the person to whom one tells 
the story (He spoiled me) or the noun about which we are talking (He spoiled the 
movie). This Anglicism can easily be avoided as well as the derived noun, spoiling 
(No spoiling!)] 

 

On	dit	(to say)	 On	ne	dit	pas	(not	to	day)	

Ne	gâchez	pas	le	plaisir	/	Ne	me	
racontez	rien	!14	

Ne	dites	pas	la	suite,	le	
dénouement	du	film	!15	

Ne	spoilez	pas	!		
		

Ne	spoilez	pas	le	film	!	

                                                
13 Source: http://www.academie-francaise.fr/dire-ne-pas-dire/neologismes-anglicismes?page=9  
14 Translation: do not spoil 
15 Translation: do not spoil the movie 
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Here are a few instances of CS tweets in Entertainment: 
 

Trailer 
 

(1) @gregocentrique Ils ont quand même mis la musique d'Avengers à la 
fin du trailer des Animaux Fantastique 2 pour essayer de t'alpaguer au 
cas où. 
 
[@gregocentrique They still put the music of Avengers at the end of the trailer 
of Fantastic Beast 2 to try to get you just in case.]  

 
(2) Le 1er trailer de gameplay de #Fortnite Battle Royale sur mobile ! Il 

sortira d'abord sur #iOS et plus tard sur #Android. Pour vous inscrire et 
tenter d'avoir une invitation pour tester le jeu en avance sur iOS, c'est 
par ici &gt; https://t.co/gXqLR3y9d9 https://t.co/sl6kUyKC2G 
 
[The first trailer of gameplay of #Fortnite Battle Royale on cell phone! It will be 
released first on #iOS and later on #Android. To register and try to have an 
invitation to test the game in advance on, it’s right here &gt; 
https://t.co/gXqLR3y9d9 https://t.co/sl6kUyKC2G] 

 
 
Teaser 
 

(3) Un teaser et la programmation complète du 
#OutchExtremeMetalFestival dévoilés : https://t.co/ZTdAvMOr5p 
https://t.co/PL1i2LERSc 
 
[A teaser and the complete programming of #OutchExtremeMetalFestival 
released] 

 
(4) tu t’es sentit attaquée comment quand t’as vu les teaser de taeil — jai 

étouffé genre 5 fois, j’ai perdu l’équilibre et jai pleuré can’t wait for the 
mv woohoo... https://t.co/r8vo3yuePY  
 
[You felt attacked how when you saw taeil’s teaser – I suffocated like 5 times, 
I stumbled and I cried can’t wait for the mv woohoo] 

 
 
Game/gaming 
 

(5) @doomsytb Je crois qu'ils ont pas la même définition du Gaming eux 
et nous. 
 
[@doomsytb I think they don’t have the same definition of Gaming than us.] 
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(6) @Jesuisthothos @PlayStationFR @microsoftfrance @FortniteGame 
Et heureusement, si tu lances comme dab ta game, tu auras 100% de 
joueurs ps4 dans ton lobby, peut importe si la connection mobile et pc 
est faite...Comme actuellement, jamais t'es tombé contre un joueur 
PC, malgre le faite que des joueurs pc et os4 jouent ensemble 
 
[@Jesuisthothos @PlayStationFR @microsoftfrance @FortniteGame And 
fortunately, if you launch your game as usual, you will have 100% of ps4 
players in your lobby, no matter if the mobile and pc connection is made… 
Like now, you never played against a PC player, despite the fact that PC and 
os4 players play together]  

 
 
Spoil 
 

(7) @Fullmetal_02 J'ai pas regardé la vidéo justement parce qu'il y a écrit 
spoil en gros.du coup je ne connais pas le contenu. Je relève du coup 
que le message est un peu absurde ^^ 
 
[@Fullmetal_02 I have not watched the video specially because it is written 
spoil in big. So that meant, I don’t know the content. I noticed then that the 
message is a bit absurd ^^]   

 
 
Live 
 

(8) 🎵Dans 30 minutes, @YvanCujious reçoit El Maestro @Gillesramade 
dans le @LoftMusicSR ! Il nous présente, tout en humour et en live, 
son spectacle, "Piano Furioso" 🎹 ! ➡ Direct et podcast sur 
https://t.co/rFJl3zQCJB #LoftMusic #Live #Piano 
https://t.co/tPpumOKhbx 
	
[🎵In 30 minutes, @YvanCujious receives El Maestro @Gillesramade in the 
@LoftMusicSR ! He presents us, with humor and live, his show, "Piano 
Furioso" 🎹 ! ➡ Live and podcast on https://t.co/rFJl3zQCJB #LoftMusic 
#Live #Piano https://t.co/tPpumOKhbx] 

 
(9) @MehdiTWD Merci le Live est pour bientôt venez nombreux mais me 

mettez pas la pression 
 
[@MehdiTWD Thanks the Live is soon all welcome but do not put pressure]  
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Cover 
 

(10)  je viens d’écouter le cover de jungkook COMMENT ON RESPIRE 
 
[I’ve just heard the Jungkook cover WE CAN BREATHE] 

 
 
Binge watch 
 

(11)  @FQBZS_1 Gros g binge watch la série comme un grand malade, y'a  
 presque pas de chevalier et la série tourne pas autour de ça 
 
[Dude I binge watched the tv show like crazy there are almost no knights and the 
tv show does not revolve around that] 

 
 

6.2.2 Social Media 

 The Internet was created in the United States and anglicisms increased with 

widespread Internet and social media usage (Saugera, 2017). English 

overwhelmingly dominates the Internet today. In a large-scale study, Hong et al. 

(2011) found that English is the number one language used on Twitter. Moreover, 

in 2012 only 4% of websites had French content (Cohen, 2012). Therefore, it is not 

surprising to discover that the second most common CS tweets are related to 

social media, numbering 351 tweets. It represents a common topic both in replies 

and regular tweets with 90 tweets in replies and 124 tweets in regular tweets. 

 It has been noted that the word follow and its derivations (such as follower, 

unfollow, unfollower) frequently fall into this category. These terms can be used 

both as a verb or a noun (see (12), (13), (14), and (15)).  

 The initials dm (short for direct message) are also found in numerous 

tweets, used either as a noun or as a verb (see (16), (17), (18), and (19)). The 

proper French translation for dm would be mp, short for message privé. 
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 Terms like like, follow, dm, appear commonly on social media sites, and are 

mostly often found in social media platforms such as Facebook, Instagram and 

Twitter. 

 The term postbad is also present in the data (see (20) and (21)). It is related 

to social media since the expression designates a person – often a girl or a woman 

– who posts regularly on social media16. What is surprising with this word is that it 

is a combination of two English words used in the French language. This word 

does not exist in English, so perhaps this term was invented because of the 

attractiveness of the English language. Saugera (2017) suggests that anglicims 

have a modern connotation, and can be used as tools to grab attention. Below, I 

provide a list of CS tweets related to social media.  

Follow and unfollow used as a verb 

(12)  Moi jvs follow back et Vs vs desabonez juste après snif �� 
 
 [Me I follow you back and you unsubscribe right after boo hoo] 

 
(13)  @Cigiiit J'ai failli unfollow à cause du choc :p 

 
 [@Cigiiit I almost unfollow because of the shock: p] 
 
 

Follower used as a noun 
 

(14)  Ptn il a 220 follower oh non 😭😭😭 https://t.co/xyjdGZSBBx 
 
 [Fuck he has 220 followers oh no) 

 
(15)  @batsflip Tu mérite encore plus de followers ! 

 
 [@batsflip You deserve way more followers!] 

 
 

                                                
16 Source: https://www.francebleu.fr/loisirs/evenements/le-dico-des-ados-que-signifie-l-expression-post-
bad-1523363721  
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Dm used as a noun 
 

(16)  @barbarosa3_ Mdrrrr tu dis ça mais elles sont toute dans tes dm... 
 

 [@barbarosa3_ Mdrrrr you say that but they are all in your dm...] 
 

(17)  petit à petit je suis amoureuse de toi.. — mes dm sont ouverts 
 https://t.co/mnHG74uMC4 
 

 [little by little I’m in love with you – my dms are open] 
 
 
Dm used as a verb 

 
(18)  on sconnait pas mais t’as grv du charme. Dm qtv 

 
 [We don’t know each other but you’re hell of cute. Dm whenever] 

 
(19)  @lrnv_ On peut se dm tu sais. https://t.co/l7recgN5WX 

 
 [We can dm each other you know] 

 
 
Post bad 
 

(20)  imaginez un shoot de sese et moi en mode post bad 
 

 [imagine a shoot of sese and I like postbad] 
 

(21)  C’est ça d’être une postbad https://t.co/IoXeDku42d 
 

 [That’s how it is to be a postbad] 
 

 

6.2.3 Politics / News 

 We found 78 CS tweets in the category that includes politics / news (table 

7). The words News and Fake news are used frequently in this category, both in 

replies and in regular tweets. They are used both by random users and news 

channels accounts such as @ParisFranceNews and @Figaro_Live, as can be 

seen in the tweets below (see (22), (23), (24), and (25)). 
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 The increasing use of the expression fake news receives attention both from 

the Académie Française and the media. Indeed, in the “Dire, Ne pas dire” section 

of the Académie Francaise’s website, the Academy denounces use of the term 

fake news which originated in the United States (see below). Along with the 

Académie Française, the British newspaper The Telegraph also published an 

online article on October 5th, 2018 about the controversial use of the expression 

fake News in France17. It explains that a decree has been issued to ban the use of 

the word fake news and proposes use of the alternative word information 

fallacieuse instead. Considering the awkwardness of the term, the Commission for 

the Enrichment of the French Language (CEFL) proposed the word infox, a 

combination of info (short for information) and intox [hoax] to avoid anglicisms. 

 Additionally, the acronym FYI was recently added (November 8th, 2018) to 

the “Dire, Ne pas dire” section of the Académie Française’s website. The institution 

categorized its usage as a “calamity” (see below): 

 
Fake news 
 

Depuis plusieurs mois l’expression fake news s’est largement répandue en 
France. Celle-ci nous vient des États-Unis et nombre de commentateurs et de 
journalistes semblent avoir des difficultés pour lui trouver un équivalent français. 
Pourtant, ne serait-il pas possible d’user de termes comme bobard, boniments, 
contre-vérité, mensonge, ragot, tromperie, trucage ? 18  

 
[For a several months now, the expression fake news has spread widely in France. 
It comes from the United-States and numerous commentators and journalists 
seem to have trouble finding a French equivalent. However, wouldn’t it be possible 
to use terms such as lie, baloney, untruth, lie, gossip, fraud, fixing?]  
 
 
 
 

                                                
17 Source: Full article: https://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/2018/10/05/fake-news-non-cest-information-
fallacieuse-say-french-language/  
18 Source: http://www.academie-francaise.fr/fake-news  
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on dit (to say) on ne dit pas (not to say) 

La prolifération des contre-vérités19 

Alimenter la presse en ragots 20 

La prolifération des fake news 

Alimenter la presse en fake news  

	

FYI 

L’abus de sigles et d’abréviations est une calamité, tout comme la prolifération des 
anglicismes, mais il arrive de surcroît, hélas, que ces maux se combinent. C’est 
ce que nous avions vu naguère avec le comminatoire ASAP, as soon as 
possible, « dès que possible ». Nous allons voir aujourd’hui LMK et FYI. Le 
premier est l’abréviation de let me know, « faites-moi savoir, donnez-moi votre 
avis », le second celle de for your information, « pour votre information ». Il s’agit 
de deux sigles qu’il serait préférable de remplacer par des tours français 
développés – comme « pour information », par exemple –, et il y a fort à parier que 
cela ne nuirait guère à la rapidité de transmission des messages. 21  

[The abuse of acronyms and abbreviations is a calamity, as well as the proliferation 
of anglicisms, but it happens increasingly, unfortunately, that these evils occur in 
combination. This is something we have seen before with the threatening ASAP, 
as soon as possible, “dès que possible”. Today we are going to see the equivalent 
with LMK and FYI. The first is the abbreviation of let me know,” faites-moi savoir, 
donnez-moi votre avis”, the second the abbreviation for your information, “pour 
votre information”. It is about two acronyms which would be better replaced by 
developed French turns – such as “pour information”, for instance-, and it is a safe 
bet to say that this would not harm the rapidity of message transmission.] 

 

Here are a few instances of CS tweets related to Politics / News: 

Fake news used by News channels 

(22)  Fake News : les pistes de travail de la commissaire européenne au 
 Numérique https://t.co/MM650xrl74 Il est nécessaire de "redoubler d'efforts" 
 contre la désinformation en ligne pendant les périodes électorales, plaide 
 la commissaire européenne au Numér… https://t.co/FniJZXB1HZ 
 

 [Fake news: job leads from the digital European commissioner It is necessary to” 
 redouble efforts” against online disinformation during election period, claims the 
 digital European commissioner] 
 
 

 

                                                
19 Translation: The proliferation of fake news 
20 Translation: Feed the press with fake news 
21Source: http://www.academie-francaise.fr/lmk-et-fyi  
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(23)  "Fake news" : feu vert des députés LREM au dépôt de la proposition de  
 loi https://t.co/8Z5YfdXF47 
 

 [“Fake news”: green light from the LREM congressmen at the bill submission] 
 
 
Fake news used by individuals 
 

(24)  @LeNigga2Paname Ouais mais askiparait c fake news mais bon 
 

  [Yeah but apparently it’s fake news so well] 
 

(25)  @FlowMew_38 Attention au fake News 
 

  [Beware the fake News] 
 
 
News 
 

(26)  "News Update #3 - 20 Mars 2018" : https://t.co/2sl4H124VY via 
 @YouTube 
 

 [“News Update #3 – March 20 2018”]  
 

(27)  Meilleure news du jour 😂 
 

  [Best news of the day] 
 

(28)  News Vendredi 30 mars 2018, les étudiants des différentes facultés de 
 Montpellier sont venus manifester devant la fac de droit suite aux 
 évènements de la semaine passée. Ils demandent la mise en examen des 
 personnes qui sont intervenues lors de l'expulsi… https://t.co/d1PjNPcr92 
 https://t.co/FG4KZAiqGJ 
 

 [News Friday March 30, 2018, students from different universities from Montpellier 
 came to protest in front of the law school following last week events. They asked 
 for an investigation of the people who intervened during the expulsi…] 

 
 
Bashing 
 

(29)  Pour les haineux lisez cela et stop au #Cantat bashing  
 https://t.co/TakDR4d2YW 
 

 [For the haters read this and stop #Cantat bashing] 
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(30)  À tou•te•s celles et ceux qui comme moi peine à supporter la personnalité 
 de M. Mélenchon: Concentrez, s'il vous plais, vos critiques sur les conneries 
 qu'il dit parfois. -Ne tombez pas dans le Méluche-Bashing stérile. -Ne nous 
 trompons pas d'adversaire ! -L'Union avant tout ! 
 

 [To everybody who like me has trouble supporting the personality M. Mélenchon -
 Focus, please, your critics on the bullshit that he says sometimes -Don’t fall into 
 the sterile Méluche-Bashing -Let’s not get the wrong opponent -Union first] 

 
 
FYI 
 

(31)  FYI: Maisons de retraite : Buzyn s'emploie à calmer le mécontentement 
 https://t.co/byGoG4S3XE 
 

 [FYI: Retirement homes: Buzyn is working on calming the insatisfaction]  
 

(32)  FYI: En France, la préférence pour les salaires n'est plus aussi forte 
 https://t.co/wPYIqlHD68 
 

 [FYI: In France, the preference for salaries is not as strong anymore] 
 
 

6.2.4 Fashion / Makeup 

 Makeup and fashion represent the next category with 73 tweets in total 

(table 7). It bears mentioning that most of the tweets related to makeup and fashion 

are for advertising purposes. Saugera (2017) suggests that the use of anglicisms 

here might be used to grab the attention of the reader. Therefore, it could be that 

CS tweets are used as a tool to attract readers since many tweets are used to 

advertise beauty products or a fashion item.  

 Only two tweets in replies are related to makeup (see (33) and (34)). Terms 

such as too faced, glow up, make up, sneakers, and fashion are some of the terms 

found in the data (see below). 
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In replies 

(33)  @Luciethuau ben on s’parle pas plus que ca mais t’as fais un super glow 
 up depuis le college! 

 
 [@Luciethuau well we don’t talk much but you did a great glow up since middle 
 school!] 
 

(34)  @mclsaan_ J’en ai une mini Huda et elle est top même si elle est 
 minuscule ! Après la Too faced je me demande si elle vaut vraiment le coup 
 sachant que j’ai déjà la sweet peach 🤔 
 

 [@mclsaan_ I have one a mini Huda and it’s nice even if it is tiny! Then the Too 
 faced I wonder if it’s really worth it knowing that I already have the sweet peach 
 🤔] 

 
 
Makeup 
 

(35)  J’aurai grvvvvvv aimé être claire pour avoir grave du choix niveau make 
 up 
 

 [I would’ve really liked to be fair-skinned to have way more choice in makeup] 
 

(36)  Mon make up était on fleek 😩😍 mais j’ai pas fait de photos 
 

 [My makeup was on fleek But I did not take pictures] 
 
 
In advertising 
 

(37)  Asics Gel-Zaraca 4, Chaussures de Running Compétition femme  
 https://t.co/OFmY9aNGFb 
 

 [Asics Gel-Zaraca 4, Running Shoes Competition women 
 https://t.co/OFmY9aNGFb]  

 
(38)  Gabor Shoes Fashion, Ballerines Femme https://t.co/Ik8HSpjrGY 

 
 [Gabor Shoes Fashion, Ballet Flat Women https://t.co/Ik8HSpjrGY]  

 
(39)  5.5CM Chunkly Heel Chelsea Boots Femmes Handsome Round Toe 

 Seude Elastic Band Ankle Boots Casual Shoes 2017 Automne 
 https://t.co/Zhy1n63664 
 

 [5.5CM Chunkly Heel Chelsea Boots women Handsome Round Toe Seude Elastic 
 Band Ankle Boots Casual Shoes 2017 Fall https://t.co/Zhy1n63664]  
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(40)  Sneakers + sac : les bons duos du printemps ! https://t.co/Rknbvzpc8U 
 

 [Sneakers + bag: good duos of spring! https://t.co/Rknbvzpc8U] 
 

(41)  Re: Conseils : Les sneakers homme, bien les porter, bien les choisir: Re: 
 Conseils : Les… https://t.co/KL6QjDFGyA 
 

 [Re: Advice: men sneakers, wear them properly, pick them properly: Re: Advice: 
 The… https://t.co/KL6QjDFGyA]  

 
 
6.2.5 Sports 

 In this category, the results show that CS tweets related to sports are used 

in 73 tweets which represent the same number of tweets as the category fashion / 

makeup above. Sports represents the third category in replies, as opposed to 

regular tweets (table 7). French users are therefore more likely to use CS in topics 

related to sports in conversations rather than in regular tweets. Since English 

sports terminology is widespread and has an influence on the French language 

regarding sports (Saugera, 2017), Twitter users simply use those terms when they 

exchange comments related to sports. 

 The data shows that the word Playoff is used frequently in this section. It is 

also used commonly in the media. The famous sports online newspaper L’Équipe 

uses this term in several of its headlines such as “Ligue 2 : Des play-offs en fin de 

saison [Ligue 2: End of season playoffs]”22  or “RSM Classic : Charles Howell III gagne 

en play-off [RSM Classic : Charles Howell III  wins in playoff]”23 

 The word running is also found in the data, a term the Académie Française 

ridicules in its “Dire, Ne pas dire” online section. The Institution uses sarcasm in 

                                                
22 Source: https://www.lequipe.fr/Football/Actualites/Ligue-2-des-play-offs-en-fin-de-saison/810870  
23 Source: https://www.lequipe.fr/Golf/Actualites/Rsm-classic-charles-howell-iii-gagne-en-playoff/960406  
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order to communicate its position regarding the use of the word running. It clearly 

mocks its usage by calling this activity a “new practice”, as indicated below:  

Running 

Une nouvelle activité physique est apparue, qui, assurément, n’avait jamais encore 
été pratiquée. Voici en quoi consiste cette chose si surprenante qu’elle n’a pas 
encore été nommée en français : on se vêt d’une tenue sportive et l’on s’en va 
courir à pied, pour son plaisir, pour se maintenir en forme, pour se changer les 
idées, etc. Cette activité s’appelle le running, mot anglais dérivé de to 
run, « courir ». Avouons qu’il faudrait singulièrement être de mauvaise foi pour 
trouver quelque ressemblance entre cette pratique si neuve et celles que l’on 
appelait, en des temps très anciens, course à pied ou naguère, à l’aide 
d’anglicismes entrés dans la langue, footing ou jogging. 24  

[A new physical activity has appeared, which, surely, has never yet been practiced. 
Here is what this thing - so amazing that it has never yet been named in French - 
is all about: one wears sporting apparel and goes running, for fun, to stay in shape, 
to develop new ideas, etc. This activity is called running, an English word derived 
from to run, “to run”. Let’s admit that one has to be particularly hypocritical to find 
any slight resemblance between such a new practice and the one we used to call, 
in very ancient times, running or what we formerly referred to, - thanks to 
anglicisms that entered in the language – as footing or jogging.]  

On dit (to say) On ne dit pas (not to say) 

Je vais courir25 

Des chaussures de 
course à pied26 

Je vais faire du running 

Des chaussures de running 

 
 
Here are a few examples of CS tweets related to sports: 
 
Playoff  
 

(42)  @SantiagoMarion Chris Paul il a en plus tendance à se blesser en 
 approche des Play Off on se souvient des Play off des Clippers toujours 
 un des big 3 absent 

 
 [Chris Paul also tends to hurt himself as we approach the Play Off we remember 
 the Play off of the Clippers always one of the big 3 absent] 
 
 
 
                                                
24 Source: http://www.academie-francaise.fr/running 
25 Translation: I’m going to go for a run 
26 Translation: running shoes 
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(43)  Si le réal Madrid joue les playoffs je suis sûr qu’ils gg 
 

 [If the Real Madrid plays the playoffs I’m sure they’ll win] 
 
 
Champions Cup 
 

(44)  Le Real et la Juventus se retrouveront en International Champions Cup 
 https://t.co/L0aehoL8xh 
 

 [The Real and Juventus will meet in International Champions Cup 
 https://t.co/L0aehoL8xh] 

 
(45) 🏆Champions Cup 🏉 Racing 92 : Malgré la grève, 2 000 supporters 

 attendus à Bordeaux https://t.co/NEMkPg0fJ3] 
 

	 [🏆 Champions Cup 🏉 Racing 92 : Despite the strike, 2 000 supporters expected 
 in Bordeaux https://t.co/NEMkPg0fJ3]  

 
 
Running/runner 
 

(46)  Ça dépend de la saison, mais natation et running. Badminton c'est trop 
 bien. En club j'ai fais natation, judo et BMX. https://t.co/0smjad0ZgE 
 

 [It depends on the season but swimming and running. Badminton it’s awesome. In 
 club I did swimming, judo and BMX. https://t.co/0smjad0ZgE] 

 
(47)  @tibsx @91Benji Heureusement que ma communauté d’ami runner n’est  

 pas comme ça ! 
 

 [Luckily my friend community of runners is not like this!] 
 
Team 
 

(48)  @AizeN3th il était all nba first team de 2008-2010 tu perd du niveau en 2 
 ans oue mais tu pue pas ta grand mere regard les pt qui mettait en PO sur 
 les années ou ils ont gagnés la plupart du temps y suivait LBJ 
 

 [He was all nba first team of 2008-2010 yeah you lose leverage in 2 years but you 
 don’t suck look at the points he scored in PO in the years they won most the time 
 following LBJ] 
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(49)  @isabelleklea14 Pareil puis ils ont inscrits 5 buts d'affilée, cette team en 
 playoffs faut jamais douter d'eux ! 
 

 [Same then they scored 5 goals straights that team in playoffs never doubt them] 
 
 
6.2.6 Innovation / Technology 

 In the corpus, 71 CS tweets related to innovation and technology appeared, 

which represents the fourth least frequent use of CS (table 7). Even though this 

topic is not as common as other topics discussed previously, we note that many 

words related to innovation and technology are used more frequently in replies 

than in regular tweets. It is surprising that tweets in this category are not as 

predominant as other topics since anglicisms are so prevalent in the technology 

sector where innovations continue to come primarily from overseas. According to 

Grigg (1997), the English terms which identify advancements are difficult to replace 

due to the frequency of their usage in the industry, the ease of global 

communication and standardization, or because of the failure to find a concise 

French equivalent. An explanation for this position could be the fact that 

researchers in this field are not very active on Twitter. Sylvain Deville (2014), a 

research fellow from the CNRS [National Center for Scientific Research], published 

an article in the newspaper Le Monde’s online format where he discusses the fact 

that, unlike Americans, most French researchers do not perceive mass 

communication and social media to be important research tools. The long tradition 

of “if the science is good, others will see it” is still present in certain fields such as 

science and innovation. Here are a few instances of CS tweets used in the 

innovation/technology field: 
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Soundcard 
 

(50)  @60nes_ ramène ta soundcard et mic stupeux 
 

 [@60nes_ bring your soundcard and mic if you can] 
 
 
Geek 
 

(51)  T geek un peu ? — pas vraiment https://t.co/EUOpgUp8LS 
 

 [You’re a geek a little bit? — not really https://t.co/EUOpgUp8LS] 
 
 
Hardware 
 

(52)  @Fafnir_kun @LinusTech Bahui normal, le hardware m'intéresse de ouf 
 et je regarde toutes leurs vidéos haha 
 

 [@Fafnir_kun @LinusTech Bahui that’s normal, the hardware interests me a lot 
 and I watch all of their videos haha] 

 
(53)  @Ceslanon Hoh. Pas après les leaks hardware c'est dur aujourd'hui, faut 

 être vraiment disruptif ou être une grosse boite car tout le monde s'en cogne 
 sinon 
 

 [@Ceslanon Hoh. Not after the hardware leaks it’s hard today, you really have to 
 be disruptive or a big company because otherwise everybody does not care] 

 
 
Data 
 

(54)  L’intelligence client : la data inbound comme levier de performance 
 https://t.co/BH1MAi1E62 via @wearethewords 
 

 [Client intelligence:  inbound data as performance leverage] 
 

(55)  Open data des territoires : les premiers résultats de l'observatoire dévoilés 
 - https://t.co/ElOYPbDDpN #batiment #btp #construction #actualite 
 

 [Open data of territories: first results of observatory revealed - 
 https://t.co/ElOYPbDDpN #building #btp #construction #news] 
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Spam 
 

(56)  Mes vidéos n'ont jamais eu pour cibles des enfants hyper jeunes, et là 
 quand je lis les commentaires c'est la fête aux spams "t tro belle" "t ma 
 youtubeuse preferé ta tro raison!!!" "Jtdr" 
 

 [My videos never had an audience of very young kids and now when I read 
 comments it’s full of spams “you’re so pretty” “you’re my favorite youtuber you’re 
 so right” “ily”] 

 
 
Host Web 
 

(57)  @MagVsFred @Jeanba88 enfin adapters sur Windows du coup et, 
 l'interface du host Web 
 

 [@MagVsFred @Jeanba88 finally adapters on Windows so and, host Web 
 interface] 

 
 
6.2.7 Sex / Pornography 

 CS tweets related to the topic of sex and pornography appear in 57 tweets 

(table 7). The majority of CS tweets in this section are spams generated by a third-

party application and are more common in regular tweets than replies. The tweets 

generally have the same format and are posted several times (see (58), (59), and 

(60)). Only five tweets related to sex are used in replies.  

 The most commonly used term in this section is the word nude. It is used 

as a noun by users (see below). Online newspapers such as Nouvelobs or 

Neonmag also routinely use the term nude in their articles, but it is generally 

surrounded by quotation marks. Two of their headlines are: “Les « nudes », des 

selfies dénudés envoyés à la nuit tombée”27 [“Nudes”, denuded selfies sent at 

nightfall”], “[SOCIETE] Empêcher vos exs de publier vos « nudes » grâce à 

                                                
27 Source: https://www.nouvelobs.com/rue89/rue89-nos-vies-connectees/20160323.RUE2474/les-nudes-
des-selfies-denudes-envoyes-a-la-nuit-tombee.html  
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Facebook, c’est bientôt possible” 28. [“[Society] Stop your ex from publishing your 

“nudes” thanks to Facebook, it’s going to be possible soon”]. Here are a few 

instances of CS tweets related to sex and pornography: 

Spamming 
 

(58)  #hardcore elle, 54 ans - elle 54 ans Paris 1er …read more L’article elle, 
 54 ans est apparu en premier sur https://t.co/WCYnTsmMbV. 
 https://t.co/cbDjZGHC13 
 

 [#hardcore her, 54, her 54 Paris 1st … read more The article her, 54 appeared first 
 on]  

 
(59)  elle, 29 ans - elle 29 ans Paris 10e …read more Cet article elle, 29 ans est 

 apparu en premier sur Video Porn. https://t.co/MnIp937kPY 
 

 [Here, 29 – her 29 Paris 10th … read more her. 29 appeared first on Video porn] 
 

(60)  #sexe elle, 24 ans - elle 24 ans Meaux …read more L’article elle, 24 ans 
 est apparu en premier sur Lien Sexy. https://t.co/P9JJVcE02s 
 

 [#sex her, 24 – her 24 Meaux …read more The article her, 24 appeared first on 
 Link Sexy] 
 
 

Nude in regular tweets 
 

(61)  J'attends les Easter Nudes 
 

 [I’m waiting for Easter Nudes] 
 

(62)  Pour ou contre les nudes — Pour à 40000% https://t.co/lJlzC797qn 
 

 [For or against nudes — For at 40000% https://t.co/lJlzC797qn] 
 

(63)  Nude please? — J’envoie des nudes qu’a Helena sorry 
 https://t.co/jIhJjLzNYY 
 

 [Nude please? I only send nudes to Helena sorry] 
 
 
 
 
 
                                                
28 Source: https://www.neonmag.fr/societe-empecher-vos-exs-de-publier-vos-nudes-grace-a-facebook-cest-
bientot-possible-496868.html  
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Nude in replies 
 

(64)  Mais le problème c'est que je peux rien faire pour "empêcher" ça ??? Ou 
 alors go poster des nudes jsp 😭 
 

 [But the problem is that I can’t do anything to “prevent” that??? Or you go post 
 nudes I hope 😭] 

 
(65)  @BoobsEtTorses Fallait demander, en plus j'ai pas eu de nude pour mon 

 anniversaire 😏😁 
 

 [@BoobsEtTorses you should have asked, on top of that I did not get a nude for 
 my birthday 😏😁] 

 
(66)  @JxdeOrDior J’compte sur toi et si j’l’ai pas avant samedi tu peux dire bye 

 a mes nudes 
 

 [@JxdeOrDior I’m counting on you if I don’t have it before Saturday you can say 
 bye to my nudes]  

 
 
6.2.8 Events  

 
 Topics related to events represent the second to last topic in this section 

with 55 tweets (table 7). It is more common to find CS tweets related to events in 

regular tweets than in replies: only nine tweets in replies are events-related. The 

fact that English words are more common in regular tweets could perhaps be 

because users hope to reach a wider audience, especially in light of the fact that 

they are promoting an event.  

 English words such as save the date, events or place to be are found in 

many of these CS tweets (see below).  
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The place to be 
 

(67)  Le Salon #Automobile d'#Auvergne ouvre ses portes aujourd'hui ! 🚗 Entre 
 voitures d'exception, baptêmes de drift 🏁 et animations en tout genre, c'est 
 assurément The place to be ce week-end ! https://t.co/iD3dxCSkID 
 

 [The #Auvergne #car show is opening its doors today! Between exceptional cars, 
 first times drift and sales demonstrations of all kind, it’s surely the place to be this 
 weekend!] 

 
 
Save the date 

 
(68)  [Save the date] @BaseLaunch arrive à Strasbourg avec un événement 

 #startup #santé le 18/04 aux @HarasBiocluster <=  @Roivant Want to 
 know how to create a successful #HealthTech startup? Don't miss the 
 @BaseLaunch event 18/04! more info &gt; https://t.co/j8mHTeudxY 
 

 [[Save the date] @BaseLaunch arrives in Strasbourg with and event #startup 
 #health on 04/18 at @HarasBiocluster Want to know how to create a successful 
 #HealthTech startup? Don't miss the @BaseLaunch event 18/04! more info &gt; 
 https://t.co/j8mHTeudxY] 

 
(69)  Save The Date | #FoodUseTech | 20 &amp; 21 sept. 2018 | Dijon 

 Expérimentez les solutions technologiques et rencontrez les acteurs du 
 digital dans tous les domaines de l’alimentation, du champ à l’assiette ! 
 @LaFoodTech https://t.co/2ball3SFRy https://t.co/Fd4ySv4nUS 
 

 [Save The Date | #FoodUseTech | 20 &amp; sept. 21st 2018 | Dijon 
 Experience technological solutions and meet digital actors from all the fields 
 of food, from the field to the plate @LaFoodTech https://t.co/2ball3SFRy 
 https://t.co/Fd4ySv4nUS]  

 
 
Event 
 

(70)  [EVENT] Prêt pour le salon entrepreneur CHR! Rendez-vous le 05/04 avec 
 les copines de @hellosmaak! #communication #food #illustration #gni 
 #nantes @ La Troc' Évènements 
 

 [[EVENT] Ready for the entrepreneur fair CHR! Let’s meet on 04/05 with the 
 girlfriends from @hellosmaak! #communication #food #illustration #gni #nantes @ 
 La Troc' Event] 
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(71)  [Events] #UnitedGrandParis @gpamenagement et l’EPA Orly Rungis 
 Seine Amont #ORSA vous donnent rendez-vous au #MIPIM2018 
 #GrandParis #attractivité Retrouvez le programme de nos événements ici 
 &gt;&gt; https://t.co/MPULcdQwHu https://t.co/zP7CbJUlJI 
 

 [[Events] #UnitedGrandParis @gpamenagement and the EPA Orly Rungis Seine 
 Amont #ORSA is meeting you at #MIPIM2018 #GrandParis #attractivité Check out 
 the program of our events here &gt;&gt; https://t.co/MPULcdQwHu 
 https://t.co/zP7CbJUlJI] 

 
 
6.2.9 Business 

 CS tweets related to business are the least frequent in the data, with a mere 

27 tweets (table 7). The dataset shows that the word business is the one most 

frequently used in this category. The expression speed business is found in the 

data (74). It is a combination of the words speed dating and business. Similar to 

the term postbad in the social media category, this expression does not exist in 

English. These inventions reflect the attractiveness of the English language in 

France. Many anglicisms related to business are a consequence of the United 

States’ position as the world’s financial superpower. In order to compete in the 

global market, French bankers and industrialists must be able to speak English 

(Grigg, 1997). Additionally, France has seen a rise in the number of business 

schools in France, these based on the American model (Hofstee & Cultuur, 2014). 

Therefore, there are numerous English loan words in the business world in France. 

 The Académie Française attacks the use of the word business in their “Dire, 

Ne pas dire” section online, arguing that the “genie de la langue française” [French 

language genius] offers more logical formulations: 
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Business   

 
Business est un anglicisme assez ancien ; il apparaît en 1884 dans La Rue à 
Londres, de Jules Vallès, et signifie « affaires commerciales ». Il se spécialise 
ensuite, dans la langue populaire, au début du xxe siècle pour désigner le 
commerce des corps, la prostitution surtout dans la locution faire le business, « se 
prostituer ». Depuis les années cinquante, ce mot est employé en apposition dans 
la locution showbusiness, souvent abrégée en showbiz. Ce type de construction, 
propre à l’anglais mais assez éloignée du génie de la langue française qui lui 
préfère les tours prépositionnels, semble se multiplier aujourd’hui. Qui n’a pas 
rencontré des formes comme sport business, foot business, charité business et 
bien d’autres encore. Dans ces emplois, business peut être avantageusement 
remplacé par des formes comme marchandisation, exploitation, etc. Pourquoi s’en 
priver?29  

 
[Business is a fairly old Anglicism; it appeared in 1884 in La Rue à Londres, written 
by Jules Vallès, and means “business” (or commercial affairs). It was later 
particularized in popular language, at the beginning of the 20th century, to 
designate commerce related to the body, or prostitution, especially in the 
expression, to do business, “to prostitute oneself”. Since the fifties, this word is 
used in apposition in the expression showbusiness, often abbreviated to showbiz. 
This type of construction, so characteristic in English, but quite far from the French 
language genius which prefers prepositional turns- seems to proliferate today. 
Who has not found forms such as sport business, soccer business, charity 
business and so many others. In these uses, business can be advantageously 
replaced by forms such as marchandisation, exploitation, etc. So why go without?] 
 
 
 

On dit (to say) On ne dit pas (not to say) 

La marchandisation de la charité30 

L’exploitation commerciale du sport31 

Un plan de développement32 

Le charité business  

Le sport business 

Un business plan 

 
Here are a few examples of CS tweets in the Business field: 
 
Business  
 

(72)  « Guérir les patients est-il un business model durable ? » Goldman Sachs 
 https://t.co/mbYwZIt3gW via @siecledigital 
 
[“Heal patients is that a lasting business model?”)] 

  
                                                
29 Source: http://www.academie-francaise.fr/business  
30 Translation: Charity business 
31 Translation: Sports business 
32 Translation: A business plan 
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(73)  Rencontre des équipes @servicenow au siège de Santa Clara pour 
 renforcer notre partenariat BusinessPartner #ServiceNow 
 #ServiceManagement #Adoption https://t.co/qn0HIPLFC6 
 

 [Meet teams @servicenow at the Santa Clara headquarters to reinforce our 
 partnership Business Partner] 

 
(74)  @CFPMidiPyrenees prêt pour vous accueillir sur notre stand ou vous 

 rencontrer au speed business à la Organisation 👍#ConventionCPME31 
 du 13/03 Centre des Congrès Pierre Baudis à #toulouse 👨 💼👩 💼 
 #business #cpme @CroixRouge https://t.co/x7AHg84fnU 
 

 [@CFPMidiPyrenees ready to welcome you in our booth or to meet you at our 
 speed business at the Organization 👍#ConventionCPME31of 03/13 Centre 
 Centre des Congrès Pierre Baudis in #toulouse 👨 💼👩 💼 #business #cpme 
 @CroixRouge https://t.co/x7AHg84fnU]  

 
(75)  Tu te demandes comment écrire un bon questionnaire pour ton Business 

 Plan ? Tu n'as plus d'excuse je te donne tout...https://t.co/0omFPh98QX 
 #LeBusinessPlanner #BusinessPlan #CreationdEntreprise #Questionnaire 
 #Sondage #Avis #Client #Business #Reussir #Entrepreneur #StartUp 
 https://t.co/M0Pddoxb1J 
 

 [You wonder how to write a good survey for your Business Plan? No excuse 
 anymore I give you everything...https://t.co/0omFPh98QX #BusinessPlanner 
 #BusinessPlan #CompanyCreation #Survey #Survey #Comments #Client 
 #Business #Succeed #Entrepreneur #StartUp https://t.co/M0Pddoxb1J)] 

 
 
Trendline 
 

(76)  $BTC 1. Zone très importante en analyse technique car on est au niveau 
 de la trendline long terme (rouge) 2. Basiquement, 2 scénarios possibles: 
 A: On passe la trendline (8500$) et retour dans une tendance haussière B: 
 On reste sous la trendline et on retourne tester le support 
 https://t.co/1PpdvNEIoY 
 

 [$BTC 1. Zone very important in technical analysis because we are at the long 
 term trendline level (red) 2. Basically, 2 scenarios possible: We pass the trendline 
 (8500$) and back to a top tendency B: We stay under the trendline and we go back 
 testing the support https://t.co/1PpdvNEIoY] 
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6.3 Discussion 

 As can be seen from the results of this study, English has a profound 

influence on the French language in several areas such as entertainment, social 

media, news and politics, sports, technology, and business. For instance, many 

slogans incorporate English words because the language has a modern 

connotation and reflects globalization. Observatoire des Slogans, a website 

dedicated to the different tendencies in slogans, discusses the infiltration of English 

words in France. It justifies the use of English borrowings by the fact that “l'anglais 

est considéré par les marques comme une langue plus tendance, plus moderne 

et constitue souvent un outil de rajeunissement de la marque” [“English is 

considered by brands to be a language more up to date, more modern, and often 

constitutes a rejuvenation of the brand”]. It is either “se transformer ou mourir” 

[“transform yourself or die”]. For instance, the Beaugrenelle mall has a sign that 

reads The Feel Good Place. The Altos group uses French and English in their 

slogan the beauty savoir-faire.  

 As early as 1997, Grigg had already noticed the influence of the English 

language in these different areas. Many French people see English as a necessary 

tool for success in the age of globalization. Indeed, the dominant status of English 

worldwide promises advantages such as better access to information, better jobs 

and enhanced business opportunities (Hofstee & Cultuur, 2014).  

 Other words such as fake news, spoiler, en live, etc. are also widespread 

and the Académie Française is still trying to control the French language by 

imposing French equivalents in their “Dire, Ne pas dire” section online. A website 
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named francophonie-avenir.com also tries to stop the infiltration of English words 

by asking people to participate in their “lutte contre l'anglicisation de notre 

environnement linguistique” [“fight against the anglicization of our linguistic 

environment”] using the hashtag #jecollecontreletoutanglais33 

[#IstickagainstallEnglish].  Any person who notices an English word on a billboard 

can call a number, send an email, or fill out a form to protest against the use of 

English in advertising. They can even file a complaint with the district attorney. 

Here is an example below:  

 

 

 
This poster shows an ad in English with the hashtag “Born to dare”. A random 

person put a sticker on it saying “Vous ne voulez pas de ma langue, vous n’aurez 

                                                
33Source: https://francophonie-avenir.com/fr/Tableaux-d-honneur/298-Tableau-d-honneur-annee-2018  
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pas mon argent” [“You don’t want my language, you won’t have my money”] and 

reported it on the website Observatoire des slogans to protest against anglicims.  

 However, the effectiveness of France’s language policy remains dubious. 

Given their ineffectiveness, why do the Académie Française and other institutions 

still try to impose regulations on the French language? Saugera (2017) suggests 

that it is most likely a political gesture, and the fact that the Académie Française, 

a well-respected and prestigious institution, is mediatized means that it can still 

influence French attitudes, even if it is unable to alter linguistic behavior:  

These well-known opinions show that the objections to Anglicisms are 

explicitly lexical (substitution of French words for English words) and 

implicitly political (Anglicisms as products of the hegemonic United States). 

Because the Académie Française (…) receive(s) preeminent media 

attention, their views have contributed to shaping a national image of 

Anglicisms as lexical polluters. (Saugera, 2017:5) 

 
 Moreover, in an interview published in the famous newspaper Le Figaro, 

the linguist Pierre Frath points out that French is not going to die, and that 

anglicisms should not be perceived as a threat. Here is an extract of the interview: 
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Les anglicismes ne sont pas une catastrophe. Il n'y a que les langues 

mortes qui n'empruntent pas de mots aux autres langues. Si vous enleviez 

tous les termes d'origine étrangère au français, vous ne pourriez plus parler 

de pantalon, d'alcool, de chiffres, d'algèbre, de café, de thé, de démocratie, 

etc. En réalité, il y a des anglicismes irritants parce qu'ils révèlent un certain 

snobisme, comme dire «process» au lieu de «processus». Mais s'ils ne 

sont pas utiles, la langue les oublie et ils disparaissent. 34 

[Anglicisms are not a catastrophe. Only dead languages do not borrow 

words from other languages. If you remove all the terms with foreign origins 

from the French language, you could no longer talk about pants, alcohol, 

numbers, algebra, coffee, tea, democracy, etc. anymore. In reality, some 

anglicisms are irritating because they reveal a kind of snobbism, like saying 

“process” instead of “processus”. But if they are not useful, the language 

forgets them, and they disappear.] 

 
If a language does not borrow words from other languages, that means the 

language is dead. Therefore, the Académie Française and other institutions should 

stop obsessing about the influence of English on French speakers and promote 

linguistic diversity instead.  

  

                                                
34 Source: Full interview: http://www.lefigaro.fr/langue-francaise/expressions-
francaises/2017/02/01/37003-20170201ARTFIG00202-il-y-a-une-soumission-du-francais-a-l-anglais.php    
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Chapter 7 

Discourse Function analysis 

 
7.1 Introduction 

  In this section, I discuss the various discourse functions of CS tweets 

drawing from Gumperz’ analysis (1982) of discourse functions of code-

switching in a conversational setting as well as Begum et al.’s study (2016) of 

functions of code-switching on Twitter. A total of 6 discourse functions are 

found in the data (table 3), and are analyzed individually below. As mentioned 

in chapter 4, the following categories are not mutually exclusive. Several 

tweets have multiple functions. 

Discourse functions 

Feelings 

Advertising 

Quotations 

Discourse Markers 

Phatic expressions 

Translations 

 Table 3: List of discourse functions 
 
 
7.2 Findings 

 The results show that French users resort to code-switching most often on 

Twitter when they are expressing or talking about feelings with a total of 489 

tweets. CS tweets used for advertising purposes are the next most common 

function, used in 144 tweets. The results of the other discourse functions of code-
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switched tweets in the data are Quotations, with 102 tweets, Discourse Markers 

with 58 tweets, Phatic expressions, with 49 tweets, and Translations, with 41 

tweets. 

 

7.2.1 Feelings 

 Dewaele (2008; 2010) argues that emotions increase the frequency of 

code-switching.  Similarly, Begum et al. (2016) found that CS is used most 

frequently when expressing or discussing opinions and sentiments. Therefore, it is 

not surprising to find that the results of this study show that users express or talk 

about their feelings in 489 tweets, which represent the most frequent function.  

 Moreover, among the ten most commonly used English words in this 

category, OMG is the most common, found in 43 tweets. This is not surprising 

since OMG is considered to be the most commonly used acronym online (along 

with WTF). The adjective Best is used 25 times, followed by Love (23 times), Crush 

(21 times), Yes - and its variants yeah, yep, and yup- (15 times), WTF (13 times), 

Bae (12 times), Fuck / Fucking (12 times), Cute (11 times), and finally Sorry (9 

times). 

 The word crush, which appears 55 times in the dataset, is one of the words 

criticized by the Académie Française. The institution argues that since the French 

language contains so many words capable of describing this feeling, the English 

word crush should not be used. It bears noting that the Académie Française has 

the word crush followed by the preposition pour for what French people should not 

say, whereas the examples from the dataset show that French Twitter users use 
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the term crush followed by the preposition sur, which is closer to the English 

translation (see below). The definition of crush according to the Académie 

Française is the following: 

Crush 
 

Le verbe anglais to crush, « écraser, broyer », est emprunté de l’ancien 
français cruisir, une des nombreuses variantes de croissir, « rompre, casser, 
briser, détruire ». De to crush a été tiré le nom crush, « foule, cohue, bousculade 
», mais aussi « béguin, coup de cœur, engouement » que l’on trouve dans la 
locution to have a crush on someone. Un tel glissement de sens n’est pas sans 
rappeler celui du français craquer pour quelqu’un, « céder à l’attrait d’une 
personne, d’un objet ». Dans la mesure où le français a à sa disposition de 
nombreux termes pour désigner ces attractions, le plus souvent passagères, on 
réservera crush à l’anglais. 35   

 
[The English verb to crush, “crush, grind”, is borrowed from the old French cruisir, 
one of the numerous variations of croissir, «, break, destroy ». From the verb to 
crush is drawn the noun crush, « crowd, scramble, melee », but also « crush, 
favorite, enthusiasm» which we found in the expression to have a crush on 
someone. Such a shift in meaning is not dissimilar to the French expression 
craquer pour quelqu’un, « yield to the attraction of a person, an object ». Since 
French has numerous terms available to designate those attractions, which are 
most often temporary, we would leave crush to English.]  

 
 

On	dit	(to	say)	 On	ne	dit	pas	(not	to	say)	

Avoir	 un	 petit	 faible,	 un	 penchant	
pour	 quelqu’un	 ;	 en	 pincer	 pour	
quelqu’un,	 avoir	 le	 béguin	 pour	
quelqu’un*	

Avoir	 un	 crush	 pour	
quelqu’un*	

* translation: to have a crush on someone 
 
 
Some examples of the top ten most used English words are provided below: 
 
OMG 
 

(1) Je t'aime mei — Omg tu m’as appeller Mei? 😭 https://t.co/ajdi66SX8O 
 

 [I love you mei — Omg you called me Mei? 😭 https://t.co/ajdi66SX8O]  

                                                
35Source: http://www.academie-francaise.fr/crush-pour-beguin  
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(2) @dbstick MERCI LEONIE 😭😭😭😭😭 ÇA ME TOUCHE TROP 

OMGGGKXJXK 💕💕💕💕💕💕 
 

 [@dbstick Thanks LEONIE 😭😭😭😭😭 it means a lot OMGGGKXJXK 
 💕💕💕💕💕💕] 

 
 
Yes/Yeah 
 

(3) Yes yes yes yes Magloire est là :) #TPMP 
 

 [Yes yes yes yes Magloire is here :) #TPMP] 
 

(4) @kibumjk Yeaaaah that's ma girl 
 

 [@kibumjk Yeaaaah that's my girl] 
 
 
Crush 
 

(5) Je crush sur toi mais toi non... — Mais qui es-tu?? https://t.co/uGrK3P9IG0 
 

 [I have a crush on you but you no... — But who are you?? https://t.co/uGrK3P9IG0]  
 

(6) @_hululu Mais moi je crush sur toi 
 

 [@_hululu But I have a crush on you] 
 
 
Love 
 

(7) Ah ouais gros j’suis love to love https://t.co/1QQ9O6tEQe  
 

 [Oh yeah dude I’m really in love] 
 

(8) Je vous love 💖 #CQDLT @CQDLT8 @C8TV https://t.co/8GPqSpKhI1 
 

 [I love you 💖 #CQDLT @CQDLT8 @C8TV https://t.co/8GPqSpKhI1] 
 
 
Best 

(9) @lea_lefbvre best meuf  
 

 [@lea_lefbvre best girl] 
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(10)  ton rire c le best — mdrrrrr boh merci https://t.co/O3ConW6rY6   
 

 [your laugh is the best – lmao well thanks https://t.co/O3ConW6rY6] 
 
 
Bae 
 

(11)  Heureuse mais bae me manque énormément https://t.co/bCNeJtP3nG 
 

 [Happy but I miss bae so much https://t.co/bCNeJtP3nG]  
 

(12)  @milashoneys bah oui vitaa c’est bae voyons 
 

 [@milashoneys well yes vitaa is bae obviously] 
 

 
Fuck/Fucking 
 

(13)  @hypotyposes @Luksehr fuck ! Si tu connais des gens que ca intéresse, 
 je les fais un peu moins chères :)  
 

 [@hypotyposes @Luksehr Fuck! If you know people who are interested, I’ll make 
 them a little cheaper:)] 

 
(14)  Ça existe encore cette fucking écriture de Samsung ? :'( 

 https://t.co/TCdsTk2JVE 
 

 [It exists, still this fucking spelling of Samsung? :'( https://t.co/TCdsTk2JVE]  
 
 
WTF 
 

(15)  et mon dieu wtf is going on  
 

 [and my god wtf is going on] 
 

(16)  @Kan4_CSGO @NarkussLol @GamersAssembly Ce faire voler son pc 
 fixe.... Wtf ? 
 

 [@Kan4_CSGO @NarkussLol @GamersAssembly Having your desktop 
 stolen.... Wtf ?] 

 
 
Cute 
 

(17)  @jarreash @harrystxpid Mais si t'es cute  
 

 [@jarreash @harrystxpid yes you’re cute] 
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(18)  Tellement cute 😭 https://t.co/GCg5nhEBW5 
 

 [So cute 😭 https://t.co/GCg5nhEBW5]  
 
 
Sorry 
 

(19)  @spacialariana j'espère aussidjdjfj la dernière fois ct rapide sorry :(( 
 

 [@spacialariana I hope also last time it was fast sorry :((] 
 

(20)  Nude please? — J’envoie des nudes qu’a Helena sorry 
 https://t.co/jIhJjLzNYY 
 

 [Nude please? — I just send nudes to Helena sorry https://t.co/jIhJjLzNYY] 
  

	
7.2.2 Advertising 

 Advertising represents the second most common function in the dataset 

with 144 CS tweets. In this section, it will be noted that a number of CS tweets in 

advertising are spams generated from a third-party source. The tweets have the 

same format and are posted several times by the same user. Items such as food, 

apparel or electronic equipment are occasionally advertised using direct 

translations in the posting (see below). It bears noting that all tweets in this 

category are regular tweets. Users who are advertising for a job or different items 

want to reach as wide an audience as possible. It is also not surprising to find that 

no replies were written for advertising purposes. 

 A few CS tweets are generated from individuals or companies to advertise 

a product or a job offer, as in the following examples: 
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Apparel spams 

(21)  Chaussettes Faded Diamond, Taille 41-46 - Category: Apparel &amp; 
 Accessories &gt; Clothing &gt; Underwear &amp; Socks &gt; Socks 
 Vendor: Happy Socks FR Price: 9.00 Retail Price: 9.00 Condition: Happy 
 Socks Scintillez comme un diamant avec nos chaussettes... - 
 https://t.co/by3gdizSA6 https://t.co/wpzf1B4z9T 

 
(22)  5.5CM Chunkly Heel Chelsea Boots Femmes Handsome Round Toe 

 Seude Elastic Band Ankle Boots Casual Shoes 2017 Automne 
 https://t.co/Zhy1n63664 

 
(23)  Crocs Sabots Gris Crocband™ -Category: Chaussures Vendor: Crocs FR 

 Currency: EUR Price: 22.39 Ship Price: 6.95 Condition: Crocs Une rayure 
 façon sport automobile ajoute une touche de couleur à nos sabots 
 emblématiques. Confectionnées en... - https://t.co/nvQsP8dFPc 
 https://t.co/tdJw6F0APQ 

 
(24)  Ray Ban Rb2180 clip-on Unisex Argent - RB2180C 2501B6 49-21 - 

 Vendor: Ray-Ban FR Price: 82.00 Condition: Ray Ban Les Nouvelles 
 Couleurs Intenses Et L'acétate Poli Modernisent Un Des Modèles Les Plus 
 Vendus De Ray-ban, Avec De Nouveaux Clips... - https://t.co/2aG5qdHzu2 
 https://t.co/FQc6i0q54E 

 
 
Food spams 
 

(25)  Diet Whey Isolate 97 - Category: Shakes Protéinés Vendor: 
 Theproteinworks FR Price: 42.79 Condition: Protein Works FR Diet 
 Whey Isolate 97 est très apprécié car, parmi toutes les whey protéines 
 utilisées à l'heure actuelle, elle offre... - https://t.co/HknMb9N1j7 
 https://t.co/9CkPkjWt0G 

 
(26)  Eukanuba Healthy Digestion Adult pour chat - 2 x 4 kg: Les croquettes 

 Eukanuba Healthy Digestion Adult vous permettront d'offrir une 
 alimentation complète et adaptée à votre chat. https://t.co/JHF7Ye3Mav 
 
 

High tech spams 
 

(27)  Nouveautés High-tech #8: Coque iphone 7 plus, Coque iphone 8 plus,J 
 Jecent [Fibre de Carbone] Silicone TPU Souple Bumper Case Cover de 
 Protection Premium Non Slip Surface Housse Etui [Anti-Choc et Anti-
 Rayures] Coque pour iPhone 7 plus 2016 / iphone 8… 
 https://t.co/muJlgRwfqc https://t.co/tLjor3NQCK 
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Personal tweets 
 

(28)  tu recherches ?????????????? UN LOGO POUR NOUVELLE ANNE2 
 2018 §§§ logo dj et autre  banniere face book / VIDEO / photo couverture 
 et profil face book etc flyers /carte de visite and more contacter moi en pv 
 for those... https://t.co/lDFcGpjZBf 
 

 [You’re looking for?? A logo for new year 2018 logo dj and other banner facebook 
 / video / cover photo and facebook profil etc. flyers / visit card and more contact 
 me in private for those/…https://t.co/lDFcGpjZBf] 

 
(29)  Je vends cette figurine mutant leader NEUVE #Multiverse #dccomics 

 #batman https://t.co/By9VB1gT7H 
 

 [I’m selling this new leader mutant figurine NEUVE #Multiverse #dccomics 
 #batman https://t.co/By9VB1gT7H]  
 
 

Job advertising 
 

(30)  Poste en CDI #Montreuil - Tech Lead Data -  https://t.co/wzrfEplRn2 
 

 [Job permanent position #Montreuil – Tech Lead Data] 
 

(31)  Développeur  (front-back,full,designers) [POSTULER] ==&gt; 
 https://t.co/DEf8BY2h4o https://t.co/DEf8BY2h4o 
 

 [Programmer (front-back full designers) [APPLY]] 
 

(32)  Tu aimes les #médias ? les #startups ? Tu souhaites travailler dans la 
 #communication ? J'ai le stage parfait (6 mois) pour toi, chez 
 @ByMaddyness 👉 https://t.co/6e6lnZPvm9 A pourvoir ASAP ! #Stage 
 #RTplease https://t.co/X2KDVEN43y 
 
[You like the #media ? #startups ? You want to work in #communication? I have 
the perfect internship (6 months) for you at @ByMaddyness 👉 
https://t.co/6e6lnZPvm9 Position available ASAP ! #Stage #RTplease 
https://t.co/X2KDVEN43y] 

 

7.2.3 Quotations 

In the data sample, 102 CS tweets are quotes, which represent 5% of the data. 

Hoffman (1991) points out that sometimes people like to quote famous expressions 

in the original language of the quotation. Begum et al. (2016) also observed 
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instances of quotations and reported speech. However, quotations and reported 

speech accounted for two distinct categories where quotations marks were not 

necessarily used. In this analysis, only instances of quotations and reported 

speech with quotations marks were considered for this category. A few instances 

of quotations in English can be found below: 

(33)  “i’m not here to play dirty” mais gros tu vas te faire éliminer personne 
 saura t’es qui! #Untucked #RPDR 
 

 [“i’m not here to play dirty” but man you are going to get eliminated no one will 
 know who you are! #Untucked #RPDR] 
 

(34)  Céline Vacchiani-Marcuzzo, Maitre de Conférences HDR en géographie, 
 est “Visiting Scholar” à l’Université de Californie Los Angeles (UCLA) de 
 février à août 2018. https://t.co/m02oeUnrBe 
 

 [Céline Vacchiani-Marcuzzo, Associate Professor HDR in geography, is "Visiting 
 Scholar" at the University of California Los Angeles (UCLA) from February to 
 August 2018. https://t.co/m02oeUnrBe] 

 
(35)  salut salut, aujourd'hui en anglais on devait faire un exposé sur un sujet 

 libre "show and tell" donc présenter quelque chose ect 
 

 [Hi, hi, today in English we had to do a presentation about an open subject "show 
 and tell" so present something etc.] 
 

(36)  @b31stfc C’est un « french major club » 
 

 [@b31stfc It’s a “french major club”] 
 

(37)  @frogita Non pas d'achats apparemment. juste "very poor content" avec 
 un commentaire dessous. 
 

 [@frogita No no purchase apparently just "very poor content" with a comment 
 under.] 
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(38)  @pentqgon @moonlightsik - quand tu cjoisis un vetement y'a ecris 
 "usually ship within 7 days" ou 24 hours c'est le temps qu'ils le reçoivent 
 donc ça peut etre assez long la préparation de commande sans compter la 
 livraison 
 

 [@pentqgon @moonlightsik – when you chose a pair of clothing that says "usually 
 ship within 7 days" or 24 hours it includes the length of time that they receive it so 
 the preparation of the order can be quite long without taking into account the 
 shipping] 
 
 

7.2.4 Discourse Markers  

 Discourse markers are used in 58 tweets. They can be used to mark a 

pause or punctuate a sentence. A few examples of discourse markers can be 

found below such as yes and its variants, indeed and of course (see below). It 

bears mentioning that the word yes and its variants are classified in this context as 

discourse markers because they are not used to express feelings or emotions. 

They act as neutral discourse markers and are not used to express enthusiasm 

(as opposed to the use of yes in section 7.2.1).  

(39)  Yes, 50 ans au service du rock progressif https://t.co/VF30BpLkCZ 

 [Yes, 50 years working for progressive work https://t.co/VF30BpLkCZ] 

(40)  @0swin Ah oui sur les 18:9 ! Yup mais bon ça touche bien moins de 

 personnes que ceux qui tournent en 16:9 ou 21:9 

 [@0swin Oh yes on the 18:9 ! Yup but it affects less people that those who have 

 16:9 or 21:9] 

(41)  Indeed c'est top pour un job — Yep je sais https://t.co/G5UGHrMEWY 

 [Indeed it’s good for your job — Yep I know https://t.co/G5UGHrMEWY] 
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(42)  Les parfums pour homme que je préfère sont : bleu de Chanel, Aqua di Gio 
 et bois d’argent of course 
 

 [Colognes for men I prefer are: bleu de Chanel, Aqua di Gio and bois d’argent of 
 course] 
 
 

7.2.5 Phatic Expressions 

 Phatic expressions are used in 49 tweets in the data. A majority of greetings 

are found in the data (43) (44). Similar examples of greetings are also found in 

Begum et al.’s study (2016). Other phatic expressions such as thanks (45) (46) 

and please (47) (48) can also be found below. 

(43)  @Lucasuyt Hello ! Tu as quelle config ? 
 

 [@Lucasuyt Hello ! What configuration do you have ?] 
 

(44)   ▪ GOODNIGHT ▪Hello les filles J'espère que vous avez passé une belle 
 journée ?!De mon côté, j'ai déjà hâte d'être à ce week-end E Ce soir c'est 
 #cocooning devant #netflix ☁ et vous quoi de prévu ?Bonne soirée mes 
 jolies 💗#goodnight #flowers… https://t.co/AVH3Ab2jfL 
 https://t.co/en3Fifl0P8 
 

 [▪ GOODNIGHT ▪Hello girls I hope you had a beautiful day ?!Me, I can’t wait to 
 be this weekend E Tonight it’s #cocooning in front of #netflix ☁ and you what’s 
 going on ?Good evening beautiful 💗#goodnight #flowers… 
 https://t.co/AVH3Ab2jfL https://t.co/en3Fifl0P8] 

 
(45)  @smokysex D'accord c'est bien, ce que je le disais, thank 

 
 [@smokysex Ok it’s really what I said, thank] 

 
(46)  Si si thanks https://t.co/AoC4nT2eJC 

 
 [Yeah yeah thanks https://t.co/AoC4nT2eJC] 

 
(47)  @_Yessouf Prend moi en un please ! 
 
 [@_Yessouf Bring me one please !] 

 
(48)  @SJallamion A retweeter please !!! Encore et encore !!! 

 
 [@SJallamion Retweet please !!! Again and again !!!] 
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7.2.6 Translations 

 A total of 41 tweets are categorized as translations. In this category, the 

switch occurs for the purpose of translation: one sentence is in one language, and 

the next sentence translates it into either French or English. This type of switch 

appears to be used primarily for advertising, news purposes, or for publicizing an 

event (49) (50) (51). According to Begum et al. (2016), translation from one 

language to another on Twitter could be a sign of reinforcement, or a way to reach 

a wider audience with the translated tweet. Only two instances of translations are 

addressed to specific users. They are used to express feelings in L2 and announce 

winners for a giveaway (52) (53). The majority of tweets in this category are not 

addressed to specific users. They are regular tweets which can be seen by 

everyone. Therefore, the translation in English can be interpreted as a way to 

reach a wider audience. 

Here are a few instances of translation cases: 

(49)  La nouvelle collection été est en ligne ! Lien dans la bio. The new 
 summer collection is online ! Link in bio..#mode #combishort #ete 
 #ete18 #kaki #couleurs #femme #paris #france #shopping #vetement 
 #womanclothing #womanstyle #frenchdesigner #frenchstyle #soleil 
 #createu… https://t.co/ixLAdlXZsi 

 
(50)  THERANEXUS : THERANEXUS ANNOUNCES THE FIRST 

 EUROPEAN APPROVAL FOR ITS PHASE 2 CLINICAL TRIAL WITH 
 THN 102 IN PARKINSON’S DISEASE PATIENTS https://t.co/q4dvqmqft2 
 THERANEXUS : THERANEXUS ANNONCE L’OBTENTION D’UNE 
 PREMIERE AUTORISATION EUROPEENNE POUR L’ETUDE CLINIQUE 
 DE PHASE 2 AVEC THN102 DANS LA MALADIE DE PARKINSON 
 https://t.co/8wjtR2XszT 
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(51)  Rencontrez-nous au Le Cafe Soufflot pour le vin ou le cafe et discutez 
 l'Homme Dans le Costume Noir _ 17h00 NYT Mercredi. Meet us at Cafe 
 Soufflot for wine or coffee and discuss The Man in The Black Suit by 
 @sylvainreynard at 5pm NYT Wednesday.æhttps://t.co/sWLM3U1GXT 
 https://t.co/7BYubpl5u3 
 

(52)  @olivierminne Je t'aime I love you https://t.co/EkU9DMtcnX 
 

(53)  Le concours est terminé ! Merci à tous les participants. 😊Les 2 gagnants 
 sont @unemiraille et @jeonmat. Merci de nous MP au plus vite. 😉Our 
 giveaway is finished. Thanks to all contestants! The 2 lucky winners 
 are announced as stated above. Please DM us as soon as possible. 
 https://t.co/xiEEd3VPun 
 

(54)  An insect about 2 mm across on my pajama’ slower shirt. I crushed 
 it to death after. Wonder if it’s a bed bug. Un 112laisi d’environ 2 mm de 
 112laisir112 sur le bas du shirt de mon pyjama. Je l’ai écrasé à mort après. 
 Je me demande si c’est un acarien. 

 
(55)  Bienvenu a tous mes nouveaux followers ca fait 112laisir 😍😍 welcome 

 to my new followers ♥♥JJ https://t.co/1KgosQURdY 
 

(56)  Quand je vais gagner au loto😂 When I win the lottery😂 
 https://t.co/bA2choLBPx 

 

7.3 Discussion  

 The data shows that English is used principally on Twitter when people 

express or talk about their emotions. Words related to emotions such as WTF, 

OMG, crush, best, love or bae are used most commonly. CS tweets are also found 

in commercial tweets to advertise different items or events. The results are not 

surprising since Twitter is an important social networking platform where users can 

exchange ideas, but also connect with other users sharing similar interests. 

Twitter’s popularity, which have encouraged the formation of numerous 

communities, has attracted many marketers who are able to advertise any item on 

a large scale (Aladwani, 2015). The use of hashtags has facilitated the role of 
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promoters making it easier to target and connect with a large pool of users. The 

various functions of hashtags are discussed in the following chapter. 
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Chapter 8 

 Hashtag Analysis 

 
8.1 Introduction 

 Hashtags are used in 913 tweets, representing 33% of the data sample. 

Among those 913 tweets, 755 have English hashtags which will be analyzed in this 

section. In this chapter, I will be looking at the function as well as the various 

positions of hashtags. The hashtag, which was developed on Twitter, is used 

widely online and has become one of the most popular and recognizable symbols 

in the virtual world as well as in the real world. It represents a new way of 

communication, providing users with an important tool that can allow them to 

exchange ideas on a global level and make a tweet more visible. It can increase a 

user’s visibility. And even if hashtags represent only 33% of the data, this new way 

of communication can provide an additional perspective to our investigation into 

the reasons why French users code-switch on Twitter.  

 The hashtag was invented by product designer Chris Messina in 2007. The 

original idea behind the hashtag was to organize topics of discussion relative to 

common themes. In order to gauge support for his idea, Messina posted this 

famous tweet on Twitter regarding the use of hashtags:  

How do you feel about using # (pound) for groups. As in #barcamp 

[msg]? — Chris Messina™ (@chrismessina) August 23, 2007 
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Messina’s proposal to Twitter focused on “improving contextualization, content 

filtering and exploratory serendipity within Twitter by creating a system of ‘channel 

tags.’” He was interested in “simply having a better eavesdropping experience on 

Twitter.” However, Twitter first rejected the idea. It was not until October 2007, 

during the San Diego wildfires, that hashtags began to gain in popularity. Messina 

encouraged other users to incorporate #sandiegofires in their tweets so they could 

more easily follow discussions on the topic. The idea became popular and Twitter 

officially added an option two years later in 2009 allowing users to search for 

hashtags. The original role of hashtags on Twitter, then, was to allow users to 

easily find posts relevant to their interests. In fact, Twitter now provides the 

following definition on its website: 

 A hashtag—written with a # symbol—is used to index keywords or topics 

on Twitter. This function was created on Twitter, and allows people to easily 

follow topics they are interested in. 

Using hashtags, twitter users can find topics in which they are interested and 

exchange information with other users who share similar interests. This remains 

the primary function of the hashtag today.  However, since its creation, other 

functions for hashtags have emerged. For instance, Commentary hashtags are 

used to provide additional information regarding an original tweet in order to 

emphasize or illustrate a point. Shapp (2014) indicates that the most common type 

of Commentary hashtag is the user’s evaluation of something he or she just said. 

The format could be illustrated in the following manner: “Text of tweet in a full 

sentence. #evaluation” (Shapp, 2014:7). She provides several examples below:  
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-  Can this award ceremony start already... #anxious 

- @TimFinch for real though .. How do I get it off ... Lol #annoying (; 

- Why is Nelly’s new song so catchy?! #loveit 

- im tierd (sic) of being invited to these house parties for little kids and hookah bars 

for some “teen function” talkin bout some 16+ #yeahright 

- @JaneSmith: That 3 second lap dance you get at the movies when someone 

walks by... #holarious (sic) (Shapp, A., 2014, p. 7) 

 

 For this study, our interest is the inclusion of an English hashtag in a mostly 

French tweet. The decision to use hashtags in another language could be a 

strategy to increase the size of a potential audience, either for the purpose of 

advertising a product or simply to exchange ideas with a broader multilingual 

community (Jurgens et al., 2014). In this study, the majority of CS hashtags are 

used in regular tweets, representing 93% of the data, which could be an indication 

of users wanting to reach a wider audience. Only 60 tweets with hashtags are 

found in replies.  

 

8.2 Findings 

8.2.1  Function of the Hashtag 

 In this section, I look at the function of the hashtag where I first look at Tag, 

Commentary, and Combination of Both hashtags separately to investigate the role 

of hashtags. Then, Tag and Commentary hashtags are divided into the following 

subcategories (table 4) and are further explored to go deeper in the analysis. 
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Tag hashtags Commentary hashtags  

Advertising Annotation 

Sharing information on news/politics Community 

Named Entities  

Application  

Sharing information on technology / 
innovation 

 

Platform  
Table 4: List of Tag and Commentary hashtags 
 

 The results of the study indicate that French Twitter users most often use 

English in Tag hashtags. Tag hashtags are used to connect and find users sharing 

the same interests. The study reveals that 487 tweets with English hashtags are 

Tags, which represent 65% of the dataset. In 209 cases (28%), French Twitter 

users use English hashtags to comment on a tweet. An additional 58 tweets (8%) 

have hashtags which belong in both categories. Similar to Shapp’s results based 

on monolingual tweets (2014), French users are more likely to write Tag hashtags 

than Commentary hashtags in the sample of French tweets with CS in English. 

The results are not surprising since the main function of hashtags is to exchange 

with other users interested in similar topics.  

 In this project, comparable to Shapp’s 2014 study, it has been noticed that 

some hashtags, such as #metoo or #MyTwitterAnniversary (1) (2), which started 

as Commentary, now belong to the Tag category (named entity) because of the 

widespread use of the hashtag and its universal or local recognition.  
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(1) #MeToo : le second procès de Bill Cosby s'annonce beaucoup moins 
confortable https://t.co/0u7X0LWTfm #Monde https://t.co/pEgqIieTB6 
 

 [#MeToo: Bill Cosby’s second trial is looking a lot less comfortable 
 https://t.co/0u7X0LWTfm #Monde https://t.co/pEgqIieTB6] 

 
(2) Vous souvenez-vous quand vous avez rejoint Twitter ? Moi, oui ! 

#MyTwitterAnniversary https://t.co/OhZWRiH0MH 
 

 [Do you remember when you join Twitter? I do, yes ! #MyTwitterAnniversary 
 https://t.co/OhZWRiH0MH] 

 

 A few examples of Tag, Commentary, and Both hashtags are provided 

below. Tag hashtags are used to either advertise an event (3), a fashion blog (4), 

or a movie trailer (5). It bears noting that #fakenews (6) is similar to 

#MyTwitterAnniversary (2), in the sense that it started as Commentary but now, 

with its widespread use and universal recognition, belongs to Tag hashtags. 

Commentary hashtags are adding an evaluative or a commentary value to the 

tweet with #charming (7), #nohomo (8), #hardlife (9), and #mybodymyrules (10). 

In both categories, instances of both Tag and Commentary hashtags are provided 

in each tweet. 

Tag hashtags: 

(3) [#ATELIER] - 🗓#Startup, venez perfectionner votre #pitch en anglais au 
#VillageByCA le 26/3 L🏴������N et soyez prêts à concquérir le 
monde O🚀! Inscriptions obligatoires &gt;&gt; https://t.co/oXCF3VclNz 
#bordeaux #english #international https://t.co/QsdGBC14oM 
 

 [[#WORKSHOP] - 🗓#Startup, come improve your #pitch in English at 
 #VillageByCA on 3/26 L🏴������N and be ready to conquer the world 
 O🚀! Registration mandatory &gt;&gt; https://t.co/oXCF3VclNz #bordeaux 
 #english #international https://t.co/QsdGBC14oM] 
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(4) [COMMENT LA MODE NOUS DEVOILE] 👀 Envie de découvrir une mode 
libérée, subtile et interchangeable? C'est par ici et c'est BEAU ! 
https://t.co/rqpa8LxQdW #BlogPost #mode #voile #transparence #look 
#trench #style #accessoires #outfit #ButtonsParadise #fashion 
#BoutonsBijoux #bijoux https://t.co/7XcjmWDBJf 
 

 [[HOW FASHION REVEALS US] 👀 Want to discover a free, subtle and 
 interchangeable trend? It is right here and it’s BEAUTIFUL ! 
 https://t.co/rqpa8LxQdW #BlogPost #fashion #veal #transparency #look #trench 
 #style #accessories #outfit #ButtonsParadise #fashion #ButtonsJewelery 
 #jewelery https://t.co/7XcjmWDBJf] 

 
(5) Première bande-annonce pour Les Animaux Fantastiques 2 : Les Crimes 

de Grindelwald #FantasticBeasts  https://t.co/waeSOAtbi1 
https://t.co/dRlJGJvEqd 
 

 [Trailer premier for Fantastic Beasts 2: Crimes of Grindelwald 
 #FantasticBeasts  https://t.co/waeSOAtbi1 https://t.co/dRlJGJvEqd] 

 
(6) #Fakenews : est-ce que ce type de manipulation rentrera dans cette 

catégorie ? https://t.co/lD0ZeYyxM1 #MédiasDominants #FI 
 

 [#Fakenews : Will this type of manipulation will fit in this category? 
 https://t.co/lD0ZeYyxM1 #DominatingMedia #FI] 
 

 
Commentary: 
 

(7) #Délicatesse super bonne soirée émissions télévisées séries films repas 
du soir émission préfère #TPMP sortir ou pas delicious very happy 
relaxing welcome to pleasure crazy and good night march very 
#charming🆒🚶🚶🚶🚶🚶💃💞💞💞💞🎊🎊🎊🍲🍝🍛😀😄😇🎼📺📽📀💿🎼🎼
🎼👍 
 

 [#Delicateness very good evening tv shows series film evening meal favorite 
 show #TPMP go out or not delicious very happy relaxing welcome to pleasure 
 crazy and good night march very 
 #charming🆒🚶🚶🚶🚶🚶💃💞💞💞💞🎊🎊🎊🍲🍝🍛😀😄😇🎼📺📽📀💿🎼🎼🎼👍]	

 
(8) @Sofxuchiha c'est gentil #nohomo 

 
  [@Sofxuchiha it’s nice #nohomo] 

 
(9) Comment se créer une notoriété à ce niveau...?! #HardLife 

 
 [How to create a reputation at this level…?!#HardLife] 
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(10)  @RomaneSoumise oui, effectivement c'est ce que j'aurais aimé, cela dit 
 je respecte tes choix hein #mybodymyrules 
 

 [@RomaneSoumise yes, indeed it’s what I would have liked, that being said I 
 respect your choice right #mybodymyrules] 
 

 
Combination of Both categories: 
 

(11)  [[Wine and Furious ☀🍷] Accrochez-vous, les Vignerons de @Tutiac 
 déboulent dans les rayons avec le nouveau #Bordeaux #Rose #Carrelet 
 d’Estuaire ! #Vin #Wine #France #Arcachon #Fun #Insolite 
 #SummerIsComing @RayonBoissons @PlaneteBordeaux 
 @stephane_heraud @henaux_ric https://t.co/FEeloDXjmX 
 

 [Wine and Furious ☀🍷] Watch out, Wine-growers of @Tutiac arrives on shelves 
 with the new #Bordeaux #Rose #Carrelet d’Estuaire ! #Wine #Wine #France 
 #Arcachon #Fun #Insolite #SummerIsComing @RayonBoissons 
 @PlaneteBordeaux @stephane_heraud @henaux_ric https://t.co/FEeloDXjmX] 

  
(12)  Yup. #journeeinternationaledesfemmes #WomansDay #bullshit   

 https://t.co/F5YFZNU8zn 
 

 [Yup. #internationalwomensday #WomenDay #bullshit https://t.co/F5YFZNU8zn] 
 

(13)  #projet #immobilier presque #done ! O�� confiez-nous votre 
 appartement, on s’occupe de tout ! #realestateagent #power in #paris 
 #appartement #offre #vendu #felicitation #owner #proprio #soon Pour 
 nous suivre sur Instagram &gt;&gt;&gt;https://t.co/MzVhC5hRJx 
 https://www. https://t.co/HN13trBDyR 
 

 [#project #realestate almost #done ! O�� hand us over your appartment, we 
 take care of everything ! #realestateagent #power in #paris #appartment #offer 
 #sold #congratulations #owner #owner #soon To follow us on Instagram 
 &gt;&gt;&gt;https://t.co/MzVhC5hRJx https://www. https://t.co/HN13trBDyR] 
 
 

8.2.1.1 Tag 

8.2.1.1.1 Advertising 

 The study reveals that hashtags used the most under the Tag category are 

for advertising purposes and represent 43% of the data (with 237 tweets). In this 

section, hashtags are used for commercial purposes such as advertising apparel, 
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travel destinations, pornography, or are used to promote an event. This is not 

surprising since hashtags are a great resource for promoting visibility (Page, 

2014). Additionally, all the tweets in this category have a link to a video which is 

advertised in the content and the hashtags of the tweet, as indicated below:  

 
Apparel: 
 

(14)  Tommy Hilfiger Robe chemise ceinturée à carreaux bleu et blanc prix 
 Robe Monshowroom 149.00 € TTC - #Robechemise #TommyHilfiger 
 #dress #robe  #dressTommyHilfiger #fashion #robefemme 
 #ventespascher https://t.co/EMejQUiVQa https://t.co/oHA8nMAPmy 
 

 [Tommy Hilfiger Shirt dress with a belt with blue and white squares price Dress 
 Monshowroom 149.00 € (tax included) - #Shirtdress #TommyHilfiger #dress 
 #rdress  #dressTommyHilfiger #fashion #dresswomen #cheapsells 
 https://t.co/EMejQUiVQa  https://t.co/oHA8nMAPmy] 

 
(15)  Robe ethnique  pour femme, bleue et motifs polynésiens, courte, ethnique 

 et exotique! Woman’s dress, #sexy dress, #MadeInFrance #etsyshop 
 https://t.co/ayop9OnxNe via @Etsy 
 

 [Ethnic dress for women, blue and Polynesian patterns, short, ethnic and exotic! 
 Woman’s dress, #sexy dress, #MadeInFrance #etsyshop https://t.co/ayop9OnxNe 
 via @Etsy] 

 
(16)  La nouvelle collection été est en ligne ! Lien dans la bio. The new summer 

 collection is online !Link in bio..#mode #combishort #ete #ete18 #kaki 
 #couleurs #femme #paris #france #shopping #vetement #womanclothing 
 #womanstyle #frenchdesigner #frenchstyle #soleil #createu… 
 https://t.co/ixLAdlXZsi 
 

 [The new summer collection is online ! Link in bio. The new summer collection is 
 online !Link in bio..#mode #onesieshorts #summer #summer18 #kaki #colors 
 #women #paris #france #shopping #clothing #womanclothing #womanstyle 
 #frenchdesigner #frenchstyle #sun #createu… https://t.co/ixLAdlXZsi] 
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Travel destinations: 
 

(17)  Le #soleil refait surface c'est l'occasion de vous munir de vos chaussures 
 de #randonnée pour tester un de nos 25 circuits dans les #montsdegueret 
 ! https://t.co/vQ9Jd225pR 📷 circuit 19 - Saint-Vaury - Puy des 3 cornes 
 #MagnifiqueFrance #NaturePhotography #Creuse 
 https://t.co/AGQypxzPMD 
 

 [The #sun is back it’s a good opportunity to grab your #hiking shoes to try one of 
 our 25 trails in the #montsdegueret ! https://t.co/vQ9Jd225pR 📷 trail 19 - Saint-
 Vaury - Puy des 3 cornes #BeautifulFrance #NaturePhotography #Creuse 
 https://t.co/AGQypxzPMD] 

 
(18)  Hôtel Vila Galé Albacora 4* TUI à Tavira prix promo  Séjour Portugal TUI 

 pas cher à partir 539.00 € TTC au lieu de 769 €.  #TUI #Algarve #Portugal 
 #Tavira #Vacances #Holidays #Voyage https://t.co/1cVX0wEiNO 
 https://t.co/gN9z0BoP1K 
 

 [Hotel Vila Galé Albacora 4* TUI in Tavira sale price Stay Portugal TUI cheap from 
 539.00 € TTC instead of 769 €.  #TUI #Algarve #Portugal #Tavira #Vacation 
 #Holidays #Travel https://t.co/1cVX0wEiNO https://t.co/gN9z0BoP1K] 

 
(19)  = Que faites-vous ce Week-end ? "Une escapade au Nord Pinus ... 

 "🛎🛏� Info &amp; Résa: 04 90 93 44 44 ou info@nord-pinus.com À 
 partager sans modération 🙏 ! 💛 #Escapade #Arles #Stay #Hotel #Mood 
 #Friends #love #Authentichotel #bestplace #nordpinus #room 
 @VilledArles https://t.co/H6ppzj1SRb 
 

	 [= What are you doing this weekend? "A gateaway at Nord Pinus ... "🛎🛏� Info 
 &amp; Reservation: 04 90 93 44 44 or info@nord-pinus.com Share 🙏 ! 💛 
 #Escapade #Arles #Stay #Hotel #Mood #Friends #love #Authentichotel 
 #bestplace #nordpinus #room @VilledArles https://t.co/H6ppzj1SRb] 

 
 
Pornography: 
 

(20)  Je vends mes #nudes #sexy VENEZ DM 😍🔥 #sexy #sugarbaby 
 #moneymiss #cashmistress #jeune #nue #naked #sexypic 
 https://t.co/SBHdpq4lSh   
 

 [I’m selling my #nudes #sexy COME MP 😍🔥 #sexy #sugarbaby #moneymiss 
 #cashmistress #young #naked #naked #sexypic https://t.co/SBHdpq4lSh] 
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(21)  #hardcore elle, 54 ans - elle 54 ans Paris 1er …read more L’article elle, 
 54 ans est apparu en premier sur https://t.co/WCYnTsmMbV. 
 https://t.co/cbDjZGHC13 

 
 #hardcore her, 54 – her 54 Paris 1st …read more The article her, 54 appeared first 
 on https://t.co/WCYnTsmMbV. https://t.co/cbDjZGHC13) 

 
(22)  THE LAST PORN MOVIE IS ONLINE Massage Sensuel avec Huile et 

 Sodomie #ROLEPLAY2018 https://t.co/pzcFSrnh1r 
 
 [THE LAST PORN MOVIE IS ONLINE Sensual Massage with Oil and Sodomy 
 #ROLEPLAY2018 https://t.co/pzcFSrnh1r] 

 
 
Promoting an event 
 

(23)  📢#SaveTheDate : RENDEZ-VOUS le 10 avril de 9h à 11h30 (16 lieux 
 près  de chez vous, 700 places disponibles) pour la 2e édition des tables 
 rondes connectées avec un #quizz INTERACTIF sur « les 
 déplacements professionnels ». #RisquesPro + d'informations 
 ➡https://t.co/PyMcu755Dw https://t.co/qD5EWCnxT6 
 

	 [📢#SaveTheDate : Let’s meet on April 10 from 9 to 11:30 (16 places near your  
 house, 700 tickets available) for the 2nd edition of connected round tables with an 
 interactive #quiz on “business trips” ». #RisquesPro + informations 
 ➡https://t.co/PyMcu755Dw https://t.co/qD5EWCnxT6] 

 
(24)  #WEBINAR|"La #data au coeur de votre stratégie digitale : optimisez 

 votre #ROI" ***Marquez vos agendas*** Ne manquez pas l'occasion 
 d'apprendre à suivre la performance de votre stratégie digitale : Inscrivez-
 vous avant le 20/03 à 14h30 - 👉https://t.co/E8hmAx7EQa 
 https://t.co/xz4A7Qv2PW 
 

 [#WEBINAR|#data at the heart of your digital strategy : optimize your #ROI" 
 ***Mark your calendar*** Do not miss the opportunity to learn to follow the 
 performance of your digital strategy : Sign up before 03/20 at 2:30 pm - 
 👉https://t.co/E8hmAx7EQa https://t.co/xz4A7Qv2PW] 

 
(25)  🗣� Venez échanger autour d'un petit-déjeuner le lundi 9 avril, pour tout 

 savoir sur le @villageCAAngers ➡ Inscription :  https://t.co/kGvIeSn3je 
 #StartupFirst #Acceleration #EventVillage #Angers 
 https://t.co/c2teCVKsNc  
 

	 [🗣� Come exchange around breakfast on April, Monday 9, to know everything 
 about @villageCAAngers ➡ Inscription :  https://t.co/kGvIeSn3je #StartupFirst 
 #Acceleration #EventVillage #Angers https://t.co/c2teCVKsNc] 
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8.2.1.1.2 Information-Sharing on News and Political Topics  

 A total of 115 tweets have hashtags which are used to share information on 

news and political topics, representing 21% of the data. The results are not 

surprising since Twitter has been described as a platform used for information-

sharing. The use of Twitter as an online space to share news events has been well 

documented (Dwyer & Martin, 2017). News channel accounts found in the data 

such as @ParisFranceNews and @FigaroLive are very active on Twitter and these 

sources share information with readers everyday through this medium. Hashtags 

such as #GoogleAlert, #News, and #FigaroLive are generated from the same news 

accounts namely @ParisFranceNews, @Kazy_France, and @Figaro_Live, and a 

few examples of those hashtags can be found below: 

#GoogleAlerts 
 

(26)  Grève des fonctionnaires. EN DIRECT: 40.000 manifestants à Paris, 
 400.000 en France, selon la ... - https://t.co/tpl5JHG5X4 #GoogleAlerts 
 

 [Local government officers on strike. Live: 40 000 protestors in Paris, 400 000 in 
 France, according to the... - https://t.co/tpl5JHG5X4 #GoogleAlerts] 

 
(27)  François Asselineau - La montée des partis anti-européens peut-elle 

 paralyser l'UE ? - https://t.co/BLiZzalHZT #GoogleAlerts 
 

 [François Asselineau – Can the rise of anti-european parties paralyze the EU? - 
 https://t.co/BLiZzalHZT #GoogleAlerts] 

 
(28)  Les Comores renvoient vers Mayotte un bateau de clandestins expulsés - 

 https://t.co/NJUkGuF8mg #GoogleAlerts 
 

 [Comores sent back towards Mayotte a boat of deported illegal immigrants- 
 https://t.co/NJUkGuF8mg #GoogleAlerts] 
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#News 
 

(29)  ⭐ #News • Les maires du Nord s'appellent Michel ou Alain et ils ont 64 
 ans: Un étudiant de… https://t.co/9a8AHN6W9N 
 

	 [⭐ #News • Mayors from the North of France are named Michel or Alain and they 
 are 64 years old: A student from… https://t.co/9a8AHN6W9N] 

 
(30)  ⭐ #News • Contre le changement climatique, la France va donner un 

 million d'euros de plus… https://t.co/eHAiGOvuNe 
 

	 [⭐ #News • To protect against climate change, France is going to give one million 
 euros more … https://t.co/eHAiGOvuNe] 

 
(31)  ⭐ #News • Isère: Cinq personnes interpellées dans une opération 

 antiterroriste: Les… https://t.co/CizoH3bXAk 
 

	 [⭐ #News • Isère: Five people taken in for questioning on an antiterrorist 
 operation… https://t.co/CizoH3bXAk] 
 
 
#FigaroLive 
 

(32)  @marclandre « Macron se dépêche de faire ses réformes, car il a bien 
 compris que les réformes ont un effet différé. » @GTabard 
 #CreationDEmploi #PointsDeVue #FigaroLive https://t.co/HOhFc6grcg 
 

 [@marclandre “Macron hurries to write his reforms because he understood that 
 reforms have a deferred effect.” @GTabard #JobCreation #PointsOfView 
 #FigaroLive https://t.co/HOhFc6grcg] 

 
(33)  @marclandre @GTabard « Hollande a attendu désespérément les effets 

 de la reprise, ça ne s'est pas produit. » @CarineBecard #CreationDEmploi 
 #PointsDeVue #FigaroLive https://t.co/HigweTwfzw 
 

 [@marclandre @GTabard “Hollanted waited desperately the effects of the come 
 back, it did not happen.” @CarineBecard #JobCreationi #PointsOfView 
 #FigaroLive https://t.co/HigweTwfzw] 
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(34)  @marclandre @GTabard @CarineBecard @F_SaintClair « Sur l'année, il 
 y a eu plus de mille emplois créés dans l'industrie. Ça paraît insignifiant, 
 mais c'est important. » @marclandre #CreationDEmploi 
 #PointsDeVue#FigaroLive https://t.co/Fnrxd7KNGy  
 

 [@marclandre @GTabard @CarineBecard @F_SaintClair “This year, more than 
 a thousand jobs have been created in the industry. It seems insignificant, but it is 
 important.” @marclandre #JobCreationi #PointsOfView #FigaroLive 
 https://t.co/Fnrxd7KNGy] 

 
 
8.2.1.1.3 Named Entities 

 A total of 87 tweets have hashtags which have a widely recognized name, 

representing 16% of the data. Named entities represent events, locations, names 

of people, organizations, or expressions which are known worldwide. Hashtags 

such as #internationalwomansday, #FlickerWorldTour, #FantasticBeasts can be 

found below: 

#InternationalWomensDay 

(35)  Journée internationale des droits de la femme : parce que toute les femmes 
 méritent d’être chéries ... 💗#InternationalWomensDay 
 #Journeeinternationaledesdroitsdesfemmes https://t.co/2ApN39ktgG 
 

 [International women’s rights day: because all the women deserve to be 
 cherished... 💗#InternationalWomensDay #Internationalwomenday 
 https://t.co/2ApN39ktgG] 

 
(36)  On pourrait y aller ensemble @MamanBCBG et @Bal_Parisiennes ? 

 #internationalwomensday https://t.co/PTCE4O3WQ0 
 

 [We could go together @MamanBCBG and @Bal_Parisiennes ? 
 #internationalwomensday https://t.co/PTCE4O3WQ0] 

 
 
 #FlickerWorldTourLondon 
 

(37)  #INFO | Niall a répété “Where The Streets Have No Name“ de U2 
 aujourd’hui ! -Ali #FlickerWorldTourLondon 
 

 [#News | Niall rehearsed “Where The Streets Have No Name” by U2 today ! -
 Ali #FlickerWorldTourLondon] 
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(38)  #INFO | Lors du soundcheck aujourd’hui, Niall a dit qu’il aime bien la série 
 “Peaky Blinders“ et qu’il commence à faire des imitations des personnages 
 -Ali   #FlickerWorldTourLondon 
 

 [#News | During the soundcheck today, Niall said he likes the TV show “Peaky 
 Blinders” and he starts imitating some characters -Ali   #FlickerWorldTourLondon] 

 
 
#FantasticBeasts  
 

(39)  OMG, OMG, OMG !!! Le trailer de #FantasticBeasts2 😍 Je veux être au 
 mois de Novembre !!! Retour à Poudlard ❤ ❤ ❤ #FantasticBeasts 
 #LesAnimauxFantastiques 
 

 [OMG, OMG, OMG !!! The trailer of FantasticBeasts2 😍 I want to be in 
 November!!! Back to Poudlard ❤ ❤ ❤ #FantasticBeasts 
 #LesAnimauxFantastiques] 

 
(40)  Première bande-annonce pour Les Animaux Fantastiques 2 : Les Crimes 

 de Grindelwald #FantasticBeasts https://t.co/waeSOAtbi1 
 https://t.co/dRlJGJvEqd 
 

 [First trailer for Fantastic Beasts 2: Crimes of Grindelwald #FantasticBeasts  
 https://t.co/waeSOAtbi1 https://t.co/dRlJGJvEqd] 
 
 
8.2.1.1.4 Application 

 A total of 56 tweets have hashtags generated from a third-party application, 

representing 10% of the data. #NowPlaying is automatically used in all the tweets 

in this section to provide information about the music being played. This hashtag 

is also related to radio accounts such as @RadioKingLiveTweet, @radiomusicos 

or @tsugiradio. Some specific examples of #NowPlaying are provided below: 

#NowPlaying 
 

(41)  #NowPlaying Damien DUBOIS - La longue route Damien DUBOIS La 
 longue route 
 

(42)  #NowPlaying Claudio Capéo - Un Homme Debout Un Homme  
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(43)  #NowPlaying  Maître Gims, Vianney, Maître Gims en duo avec Vianney - 
 La même SUR LA WEB RADIO TROPICALE DU LEBLOGDUZOUK 
 https://t.co/JDlCyzDJmZ https://t.co/83gCrXTsiw 
 

 [#NowPlaying  Maître Gims, Vianney, Maître Gims featuring Vianney- The same 
 on  the WEB RADIO TROPICALE of DU LEBLOGDUZOUK 
 https://t.co/JDlCyzDJmZ  https://t.co/83gCrXTsiw] 

 
 
8.2.1.1.5 Sharing Information about Technology and Innovation 

 A total of 40 tweets have hashtags which are used to share information 

about technology and innovation, representing 7% of the data. As in the section 

on innovation and technology found in the topic analysis chapter (chapter 6), the 

results show that hashtags used to share information about those topics are not 

discussed frequently in the data. Even if anglicisms are common in this sector, 

French users may not want to discuss technological or digital advancements on 

Twitter. A few examples of hashtags used to share information about technology 

and innovation are provided below:  

(44)  Le régulateur américain du commerce, la FTC, lance une enquête sur 
 #Facebook #Facebook #dataprotection @FTC 
 https://t.co/kWRwW2CPm2 — via @lemondefr 
 

 [The American regulator of commerce, FTC, launches an investigation on 
 #Facebook #Facebook #dataprotection @FTC https://t.co/kWRwW2CPm2 — via 
 @lemondefr] 

 
(45)  #Google confirme une #MAJ de son algorithme de #ranking [#SEO 

 #Référencement #Digital] 👉 https://t.co/lw97Pj9Dsd via @arobasenet 
 https://t.co/2rSHk0af43 
 

 [#Google confirms a #MAJ in its #ranking algorithm [#SEO #Referencing #Digital] 
 👉 https://t.co/lw97Pj9Dsd via @arobasenet https://t.co/2rSHk0af43] 
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(46)  Pour que l'Europe ne devienne pas une colonie Numérique, le collectif 
 JEDI (Joint European Disruptive Initiative) se mobilise afin que l'Europe 
 reprenne le leadership dans les technologies du futur et finance les 
 innovations de rupture...' #IA #3D #data #Space #Digital 
 https://t.co/MtBlaWsE5t 
 

 [In order for Europe to not become a numerical colony, the  group JEDI (Joint 
 European Disruptive Initiative) rallies so that Europe does not get the leadership 
 back on the technology of the future and finance the breach innovation...' #IA 
 #3D #data #Space #Digital https://t.co/MtBlaWsE5t] 

 
(47)  Une IA a été entrainée à repérer près d'une centaine de sortes de cancer 

 du cerveau et a mieux diagnostiquer que les médecins dans 12% des cas 
 nouveaux présentés. https://t.co/9Qi56sjurV #IntelligenceArtificielle #IA 
 #Tech #Innovation #Digital #TransfoNum #Robot #Futur #BigData 
 

 [An AI was trained to locate almost hundred kinds of brain cancer and better 
 diagnose than doctors in 12% of new case presented.  https://t.co/9Qi56sjurV 
 #ArtificialIntelligence #AI #Tech #Innovation #Digital #TransfoNum #Robot #Futur 
 #BigData] 

 
 
8.2.1.1.6 Platform 

 In this section, only 10 tweets have hashtags related to social media, a 

majority of which have the hashtag #follow. Other hashtags such as #unfollow and 

#tbt are also found in the data in this category. Here are a few instances of English 

hashtags related to social media: 

(48)  #ThrowbackThursday @CFIAexpo Zoom en vidéo sur #UsineAgroFutur 
 et les 2 démonstrateurs #photonique @InfoDiafir et @Photon_Lines. ▶ 
 https://t.co/pvYVCcWYE6 via @YouTube @BretagneBDI @Pole_Valorial 
 

 [#ThrowbackThursday @CFIAexpo Zoom in video on #UsineAgroFutur and the 
 two demonstrators #photonique @InfoDiafir and @Photon_Lines. ▶ 
 https://t.co/pvYVCcWYE6 via @YouTube @BretagneBDI @Pole_Valorial] 

 
(49)  @fzael Trop de bogossitude, je ne peux plus.... #Unfollow 

 https://t.co/h6MnCrHzNx 
 

 [@fzael Too handsome, I can’t.... #Unfollow https://t.co/h6MnCrHzNx] 
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(50)  @NestaTV Moi moi moi 😀 #FOLLOW #GIVEAWAY 
 
[@NestaTV Me me me 😀 #FOLLOW #GIVEAWAY] 
 
 

8.2.1.2 Commentary 

8.2.1.2.1 Annotation  

 The majority of tweets in the Commentary category contain hashtags 

related to feelings or comments, representing 70% of the data (or 188 tweets). In 

this section, the user either offers an evaluation, expresses an emotion, or makes 

a comment about the tweet written. Different hashtags written in English such as 

#nofake, #proud, #staystrong, #ohwait, or #thug are used in this category. They 

are used as a way to add an evaluative meaning or emphasize a tweet. Most of 

them follow the same format described in Shapp’s study: “Text of tweet in a full 

sentence. #evaluation.” (2014:7). Moreover, a few French-English hashtags are 

found in the data such as #LastTweetEffacé, #MaBest or #freestylerdesoiréelevrai, 

which represent a perfect example of code-switched hashtags. A few instances of 

hashtags classified as annotation are provided below: 

 
Tweet + hashtag construction 
 

(51)  @bmnnL Demain on va au CDI mec #nofake 
 

 [@bmnnL Tomorrow we are going to CDI man #nofake] 
 

(52)  Quand ton "petit frere" est plus si petit que ca 😂😂💪💪#proud 
 https://t.co/xK9aRq5Tle 
 

 [When your “little brother” is not as little anymore 😂😂💪💪#proud 
 https://t.co/xK9aRq5Tle] 
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(53)  Et si un jour on pense que tu n’es capable d’atteindre tes objectifs, tais-toi 
 et laisses les penser. Viendra le jour où la victoire se chargera de fermer 
 leurs gueules !  #StayStrong 
 

 [And if one day one thinks that you are not able to reach your goals, shut up and 
 let them think. The day will come when success will be in charge of shutting their 
 mouth!  #StayStrong] 

 
(54)  @Imperavador @dc_morel @ValTigerCS @citroyen_X @millerofficiel 

 @FranceInsoumise @LeMediaTV @LePoint Et il n’a jamais caché d’argent 
 en Sui... #OhWait ! 
 

 [@Imperavador @dc_morel @ValTigerCS @citroyen_X @millerofficiel 
 @FranceInsoumise @LeMediaTV @LePoint And he never hid money in Swe... 
 #OhWait !] 

 
(55)  bon allez flemme demain jvai pas au cours du matin #Thug 

 
 [Alright, I’m not going to morning class tomorrow #Thug] 

 
 
CS hashtag: 
 

(56)  On va plutôt prendre la version non-censurée, ça sera plus sympa...on 
 recommence donc...#LastTweetEffacé 
 

 [We are going to take the uncensored version instead, it will be nicer… we start 
 back then...#LastTweetEffacé] 

 
(57)  Ma daronne si c pas quel a déjà un mec ..... #MaBest 

 
 [My mom if she has already a boyfriend..... #MaBest] 

 
(58)  @franck_237 @louannelbt Faut qu on mdonne des lunettes et une veste  

 trasher et jsuis cho #freestylerdesoiréelevrai 
 

 [@franck_237 @louannelbt I need glasses and a trashy jacket and I’m ready 
 #freestylerdesoiréelevrai] 

 
 
8.2.1.2.2 Community 

 In this section, 79 tweets have hashtags related to a particular community, 

representing 30% of the data. Hashtags classified in this category indicate a user’s 

affiliation with that community. As was found in Shapp’s study (2014), some tweets 
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follow this format: full tweet + #team. It bears mentioning that #TeamParieur is an 

instance of a code-switched English-French hashtag (59), and #TeamHlel is an 

example of an English-Arabic hashtag but the word Hlel is commonly used in the 

French language (61). Other hashtags with different formats are also used to 

indicate support and affiliation such as #brassensforever, #ATLCrew, or 

#OneDirectionBestFans. A few instances of community hashtags can be found 

below: 

Team construction 
 

(59)  PRONOSTIC : Très bon ces derniers temps je vois les Pélicans 
 s’imposer à domicile contre Utah sauf si Anthony Davis est out.  #NBA 
 #TeamParieur #ParisSportif #pronostics https://t.co/d1VS0Lnkeo 

 
 [PRONOSTIC : Very good those past Très bon ces derniers temps je vois les 
 Pélicans s’imposer à domicile contre Utah sauf si Anthony Davis est out.  #NBA 
 #TeamBet #ParisSportif #pronostics https://t.co/d1VS0Lnkeo]  
 

(60)  Forza l'olympique #OMATH #TeamOM 
 

 [Go Olympique #OMATH #TeamOM] 
 

(61)  Tu regardes quoi en premier chez un homme ? — Je regarde pas les 
 hommes #TeamHlel https://t.co/vWXH2I1AGW 
 

 [What do you look at first in a man? — I don’t look at men #TeamPure 
 https://t.co/vWXH2I1AGW] 

 
 
#brassensforever 
 

(62)  Attention émotion et poésie et grâce  🎵 x 🎥 bravo @Chabralove 
 Christophe Coffre @HavasParis https://t.co/nJWdViAN2u Via @lesinrocks 
 @MercuryFrance #brassensforever #lespassantesmenchantent  
 

 [Attention, emotion and poesy and grace  🎵 x 🎥 bravo @Chabralove Christophe 
 Coffre @HavasParis https://t.co/nJWdViAN2u Via @lesinrocks @MercuryFrance 
 #brassensforever #lespassantesmenchantent]  
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#ATLCrew 
 

(63)  Toujours pas au lit après un big training danse le corps tout flagada 😣😏 
 retour sur scène ça arrive #ATLCrew #Marseille #HipHop 
 

 [Still not in bed after a big dense training my body is weak 😣😏 live back soon 
 #ATLCrew #Marseille #HipHop] 

 
 
#OneDirectionBestFans 
 

(64)  Omg ! Question très compliqué mais je sais pas trop.. Harry peut-être 
 pourrait être contre.. Franchement, je ne sais pas trop 
 #OneDirectionBestFans https://t.co/ZNQ5zPMHD7 
 

 [Omg ! Very complicated question but I don’t really know.. Harry could be maybe 
 against. Frankly, I don’t really know #OneDirectionBestFans 
 https://t.co/ZNQ5zPMHD7] 
 
 

8.2.2 Position of the Hashtag 

 Hashtags can be used in various places in the tweet, raising questions as 

to why users would incorporate English hashtags in different positions. They can 

be either at the beginning, in the middle, or at the end of the tweet. Hashtags can 

also be integrated either in the syntax of the tweet, making it part of the sentence 

and the content of the tweet; or outside of the tweet, which could add an 

extrasentential meaning to the tweet. Their position will be analyzed in this section 

using a comparative approach between Tag and Commentary hashtags. It has 

been noticed as well that a few tweets have only hashtags, and these will therefore 

be analyzed separately in light of their particular situation. 

 The results show that, similar to the findings in Shapp’s study (2014), 

hashtags appear most commonly at the end of the tweets. This was the case in 

429 tweets, representing 62% of the data. 165 tweets (24%) have hashtags at the 
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beginning of the tweet, and only 97 tweets have hashtags in the middle, 

representing 14% of the data (see table 8).  
 

Beginning 
of tweet 

 
Middle of 
tweet 

 
End of 
tweet 

 
Only 
hashtags 

 

 
% N % N % N % N 

Tag hashtags 0.29 141 0.11 52 0.59 289 0.01 6 

Commentary 
hashtags 

0.11 24 0.22 45 0.67 140 0 0 

Total 0.24 165 0.14 97 0.62 429 0.01 6 
Table 8: Position of hashtags distribution 

Several tweets have multiple hashtags used in different places in the tweet. Some 

hashtags are used at the beginning of the tweet as well as in the middle and 

sometimes also at the end of the tweet. I have decided to focus on the first English 

hashtag encountered in the tweet without considering the positions of the other 

hashtags that followed. For instance, in the following tweet, since it begins with an 

English hashtag, it will fit into the category of “beginning” regardless of the other 

hashtags used in the tweet (65). 

(65)  #HeaventMeetings, c'est aussi l'occasion de vous présenter l'offre de 
 Brainsonic Event ! Pour tout savoir ➡ #Event #Evenementiel 
 #Communication cc @HeaventMeetings https://t.co/qJx6f2gEK2 
 
 

8.2.2.1 Beginning of the Tweet 

	 The majority of hashtags used at the beginning of the tweet are Tag 

hashtags with 141 tweets and represent 29% of the data. Only 24 tweets have 

Commentary hashtags at the beginning of the tweet, representing 11% of the 

dataset. Many examples of Tag hashtags used at the beginning of the tweet are 

found in advertising. Moreover, a majority of hashtags in this category are not 
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syntactically integrated in the body of the tweet, as opposed to hashtags used in 

the middle of the tweet (see below). The fact that more hashtags used at the 

beginning of the tweet are Tag hashtags are opposed to Commentary hashtags is 

not surprising. Using a hashtag at the beginning of a tweet can reflect users’ first 

intentions. The user’s first thought when creating a tweet may be how to optimize 

the tweet’s visibility with the hashtag and then, the user composes the rest of the 

tweet.  Moreover, it bears mentioning that a few of the hashtags used at the 

beginning of the tweets are in French, with English hashtags following later. The 

explanation for the use of French at the beginning could be that the targeted 

audience may be mainly French speakers, and the subsequent addition of an 

English hashtag later in the tweet could be a way to ensure that it reaches the 

largest possible audience. A few instances of Tag and Commentary hashtags at 

the beginning of the tweet are provided below: 

Beginning tag hashtags 
 

(66)  #ChampionsCup 76' Essai extraordinaire de Scott Williams qui scelle 
 l'issue du match ! Transformation réussie derrière ! Aucun point inscrit par 
 La Rochelle en seconde période... #SCASR ⬇https://t.co/52pk5DMGGZ 
 https://t.co/lZKCtyDGeF 
 

 [#ChampionsCup 76' Extraordinary try from Scott Williams who seals the 
 outcome of the game ! Transformation successful behind ! No point scored by La 
 Rochelle in second period... #SCASR ⬇https://t.co/52pk5DMGGZ 
 https://t.co/lZKCtyDGeF] 

 
(67)  #DigitalTrends 2018 w/@Econsultancy 59% des entreprises les plus 

 performantes simplifient les #workflows entre créatifs et marketeurs. 
 Privilégiez une approche inter-équipe : https://t.co/1v24m04PYg 
 

 [#DigitalTrends 2018 w/@Econsultancy 59% of the most companies simplify the 
 #workflows between creators and marketers. Favor an inter-team approach: 
 https://t.co/1v24m04PYg] 
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(68)  #disruptnight Bayrem Foudhaili head of IT Fnac Darty : en relation client 
 il y a une masse de données qu’on perd ou non exploitée, les innovations 
 les plus interessantes du moment sont celles qui permettent de les utiliser 
 intelligemment. https://t.co/DmdIbe4CqF 
 

 [#disruptnight Bayrem Foudhaili head of IT Fnac Darty : in customer service 
 there is a lot of data that we lost or not exploitable, the most interesting 
 innovations of the moment are the ones which allow to use them intelligibly. 
 https://t.co/DmdIbe4CqF] 

 
(69)  #EmployeeAdvocacy « Ma conviction est "qu’on ne fait" pas de nos 

 collaborateurs nos ambassadeurs. Ils le deviennent naturellement » 
 explique @Eric_Lemaire dircom @AXAFrance #emploi #digital 
 #recrutement #RH https://t.co/hsLda2ALpY via @We_are_com 
 

 [#EmployeeAdvocacy “My conviction is "we don’t make" our collaborators our 
 ambassadors. They naturally become one”  explains @Eric_Lemaire dircom 
 @AXAFrance #job #digital #recruitment #RH https://t.co/hsLda2ALpY via 
 @We_are_com] 

 
 
Beginning commentary hashtags 
 

(70)  #flying back #home: merci #transavia pour le #dico de 
 #neerlandais))#funintheplane #endofholidays https://t.co/uJdsmpqaJj 

 
 [#flying back #home: thanks #transavia for the#dutch 
 #dictionnary))#funintheplane #endofholidays https://t.co/uJdsmpqaJj] 
 

(71)  #Mood Souvenir. https://t.co/BCj4Bf0wEa 
 

 [#Mood Memory. https://t.co/BCj4Bf0wEa] 
	
	
8.2.2.2 Middle of the Tweet  

 Hashtags in the middle of a tweet are not found frequently in the data and 

represent the least frequent position, with 14% of the data. 11% of tweets with Tag 

hashtags and 22% of tweets with Commentary hashtags are found in the middle. 

Hashtags found in this category become part of the tweet and are more likely to 

be used as Commentary hashtags. Interesting examples of code-switching 

hashtags such as #jeudistory are used as Commentary hashtags. Other hashtags 
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such as #crowdfunding and #jazzlive are also used as Tag hashtags. In this 

section, hashtags are included in the structure of the sentence, making the words 

with the hashtags more visible and sometimes they are used as a way to 

emphasize the main function of the tweet.  A list of Tag and Commentary hashtags 

positioned in the middle of the tweet can be found below: 

Middle tag 
 

(72)  Elle cherche des soutiens et lancera prochainement son #crowdfunding 
 sur le sujet que le CMNFIS relayera. https://t.co/8K3CsbMoFL 
 clubmedicalnumerique@gmail.com https://t.co/6QopfeNov2 
 

 [She is looking for support and will launch here #crowdfunding soon on the 
 subject which the CMNFIS will pass on. 

 https://t.co/8K3CsbMoFL clubmedicalnumerique@gmail.com 
 https://t.co/6QopfeNov2] 
 

(73)  Ce soir à 21h on vous offre un #Jazzlive d'exception !La légende et le 
 pionnier du Cool Lee Konitz sera en concert  au Sunset Sunside ! Sax 
 Tenor Extraordinaire, il a accompagné les plus grands : Bill Evans, Dave 
 Brubeck, Gerry Mulligan... Préparez-vous ! https://t.co/5aMuHD6Au3  
 

 [Tonight at 9pm an exceptional #Jazzlive! The legend and the Cool Lee Konitz 
 pioneer will be live at the Sunset Sunside! Sax Tenor Extraordinary, he worked 
 with the best: Bill Evans, Dave Brubeck, Gerry Mulligan… Get ready! 
 https://t.co/5aMuHD6Au3] 
  

(74) Toujours du côté de Dragon Ball, Bandai Namco vient de dévoiler son 
nouveau jeu mobile sur la licence : #DragonBallLegends  Préinscriptions 
ici : https://t.co/C3h65mVbP7   Article sur @EclypsiaCOM 
https://t.co/74CJfgOvu3 
 

 [Always on Dragon Ball’s side, Bandai Namco just released his new mobile 
 game about the licence: #DragonBallLegends  Pre-inscriptions here: 
 https://t.co/C3h65mVbP7  Article on @EclypsiaCOM https://t.co/74CJfgOvu3] 

 
 
Middle commentary 
 

(75)  @robardelles @EmmanuelMacron Les rosbifs ont voté pour le #Brexshit 
 et commencent à s'en mordre les doigts. Crois-moi, better in than out ! 
 

 [@robardelles @EmmanuelMacron Brits voted for #Brexshit and are starting to 
 regret it. Believe me, better in than out!] 
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(76)  @abbebeaudard @patriciaRenaul3 @EmmanuelMacron 
 @lesRepublicains @laurentwauquiez Ils vont dire que c’est du 
 #bullshitmediatique. C’est le fils caché de @laurentwauquiez après 
 tout... 
 

 [@abbebeaudard @patriciaRenaul3 @EmmanuelMacron @lesRepublicains 
 @laurentwauquiez They are going to say that’s #mediabullshit. He is the hidden 
 son of @laurentwauquiez after all...] 

  
(77)  J’ai une cinquantaire de #fairytail a voir aussi mais je ne me souviens 

 plus où jle suis arrété xD. 
 

 [I have around fifty #fairytail to watch also but I don’t remember where I stopped 
 xD.] 

 
(78)  "Coeur de plomb" ce soir, dans #jeudistory, juste après #jeudipolar... 

 what else ? :) #conte #andersen #drame #romantique 
 https://t.co/SBQ6WgxFDT 
 

 [“Coeur de plomb” tonight, in #Thursdaystory, right after #Thursdaycrime… what 
 else? J #tale #andersen #drama #romantic https://t.co/SBQ6WgxFDT]  
 
 

8.2.2.3 End of the Tweet  

 The end of the tweet represents the most commonly used position for the 

hashtag, both in Tag hashtags with 289 tweets, and Commentary hashtags with 

140 tweets. It appears to be the most popular position. The majority of all hashtags 

- Commentary hashtags in particular, with 67% of Commentary hashtags, as 

opposed to 59% of Tag hashtags - come at the end of the tweet and are generally 

used outside of the main tweet. This is not surprising since Shapp argues that 

“Commentaries ordinarily act as evaluations of the main body of the tweet. As 

such, they are more likely to come at the end, and follow the sentiment that they 

are evaluating” (Shapp, 2014:22). Here are a few instances of Tag and 

Commentary hashtags used at the end of the tweet: 
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End tag 
 

(79)  @ins_temps est de retour ! Le numéro 7 est enfin disponible ! On vous le 
 poste dès ce soir ! Bravo à notre super rédac chef de la semaine, 
 @KynigopoulosA ! #chine #syrie #facebookgate #yezidi #etatsunis 
 #NDDL #iscpalyon #journalism #magazine #international @iscpaLyon 
 l https://t.co/aZHtuuU6RT 
 

 [@ins_temps is back ! The number 7 is finally available! We’ll post it tonight! 
 Thanks to our great publication director, @KynigopoulosA ! #china #syria 
 #facebookgate #yezidi #unitedstates #NDDL #iscpalyon #journalism #magazine 
 #international @iscpaLyon l https://t.co/aZHtuuU6RT] 

 
(80)  Un petit coup de pouce pour @dokkito Un pas de géant pour les circuits-

 courts en votant 🙏---&gt;https://t.co/olihPoOwEl #circuitscourts 
 #collaboratif #foodtech @LaFabriqueAviva #MonIdeeFab 
 https://t.co/b7BNv4loc2 
 

 [A little help for @dokkito A huge step for the local distribution channel by voting 
 🙏---&gt;https://t.co/olihPoOwEl # localdistributionchannel #collaborative 
 #foodtech @LaFabriqueAviva #MonIdeeFab https://t.co/b7BNv4loc2] 

 
(81)  Co-création : EDF lance son 33e projet de co-innovation avec Fanvoice 

 sur le site communautaire « EDF Pulse &amp; You » 
 https://t.co/2O9xdal4kl #cocreation #innovation #betatesting 
 https://t.co/EEwJ51Q5FJ 
 

 [Co-creation : EDF launches its 33rd project of co-innovation with Fanvoice on 
 the community website  “EDF Pulse &amp; You” https://t.co/2O9xdal4kl 
 #cocreation #innovation #betatesting https://t.co/EEwJ51Q5FJ] 

 
(82)  Petite liste des objects de ma collection que je vends par ici ⬇ #comics 

 #collection #figurine https://t.co/9qJyLJvtkA 
 

 [Small list of objects from my collection that I am selling here ⬇ #comics 
 #collection #figurine https://t.co/9qJyLJvtkA] 
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End commentary 
 

(83)  Reprise ce soir de l'écriture du tome 2 de Nouvelle vie ensemble aillant 
 bien avancé dans mon autre histoire 😏 #amwriting #writinglove 
 #author #writer #auteur #livre #book #story #military #militaire 
 https://t.co/tNzeuP2fou 
 

 [Continuation of the writing of New life together volume 2 making good progress 
 in my other story😏 #amwriting #writinglove #author #writer #auteur #livre #book 
 #story #military #militaire https://t.co/tNzeuP2fou] 

 
(84)  Les James Bond Girls de Meurs un autre jour #GirlPower 🏍� ♀🏄 ♀🍸� 

 https://t.co/ESVFs3A8bk 
 

 [James Bong Girls from Meurs un autre jour #GirlPower 🏍� ♀🏄 ♀🍸� 
 https://t.co/ESVFs3A8bk] 

 
(85)  Comment se créer une notoriété à ce niveau...?! #HardLife 

 
 [How to create a reputation at this level...?! #HardLife] 

 
(86)  @Sofxuchiha c'est gentil #nohomo 

 
 [@Sofxuchiha that’s nice #nohomo] 

 
 
 
8.2.2.4 Hashtags Only 

 A very small number of tweets (6 tweets in total) consist of just hashtags 

with no text. The hashtags are commonly used to advertise a video link provided 

in the tweet. In this category, searchability seems to be the goal. Therefore, the 

users want to issue a maximum number of hashtags to be as visible as possible. 

Examples of tweets with only hashtags are provided below: 
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(87)  #News #Arnaud_Beltrame #AFP #NationalPuppyDay #Brussel 
 #TousGendarmes #Beltrame #Trèbes #ONPC #BourdinDirect 
 #Sidaction2018 #Wauquiez #Perpignan  #SNCF #Russie #Ambassadors 
 #diplomates #Rennes #EnqueteExclusive #EnvoyéSpécial #Congo 
 #ComplémentdEnquête #Carcassonne #Mayotte #Boxe 
 https://t.co/nQ7rw14mgN 
 

 [#News #Arnaud_Beltrame #AFP #NationalPuppyDay #Brussel #AllPolicemen 
 #Beltrame #Trèbes #ONPC #BourdinLive #Sidaction2018 #Wauquiez 
 #Perpignan  #SNCF #Russia #Ambassadors #diplomates #Rennes 
 #EnqueteExclusive #EnvoyéSpécial #Congo #ComplémentdEnquête 
 #Carcassonne #Mayotte #Boxe https://t.co/nQ7rw14mgN] 

 
(88)  #Pont de #Cordon entre #aoste #bregniercordon #lesavenières 

 🌉🌞🌉🌞🌉 #patrimoine #lafranceestbelle #AuvergneRhôneAlpes #bridge 
 #water #river #lerhone #bugey #lain #paysage #instago #architecture 
 #outdoors #tree #sky #tourism #nature #reflection #landscape 
 #summer2018  #viarhona https://t.co/cnoNLlenJ8 
 

 [#Pont de #Cordon between #aoste #bregniercordon #lesavenières 🌉🌞🌉🌞🌉 
 #heritage #franceisbeautiful #AuvergneRhôneAlpes #bridge #water #river 
 #lerhone #bugey #lain #landscape #instago #architecture #outdoors #tree #sky 
 #tourism #nature #reflection #landscape #summer2018  #viarhona 
 https://t.co/cnoNLlenJ8] 

 
(89)  #univers d’ #ado 🎒 #adolescence #slowlife #pause #retourdesession 

 #skate #sk8  #surf s ♂ #lecture #guitare 🎸 #musculation #halteres u ♂ 
 #boxe � #peinture 🎨 #musique 🎧 #enceintes 🎶 #piano 🎹 #theatre 🎭 
 #cinema 🎬#casquette � #ordinateur #laptop 💻 #portable 📱 
 https://t.co/eHBbe4pSPD 
 

 [#teenager #universe 🎒 #adolescence #slowlife #pause #sessionreturn #skate 
 #sk8  #surf s ♂ #reading #guitare 🎸 #workout #weight u ♂ #boxing � #painting 
 🎨 #music 🎧 #speakers 🎶 #piano 🎹 #theater 🎭 #cinema 🎬#hat � #computer 
 #laptop 💻 #cellphone 📱 https://t.co/eHBbe4pSPD]  

 
 
8.3 Discussion 

 The results of this study show different uses of hashtags using English. As 

noted in the introduction, the original use of the hashtag was to create a community 

of followers who were able to exchange ideas about the same topics. One of the 

functions of the hashtag is to connect and organize group discussions around 
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similar topics and affiliate users within this community (Zappavigna, 2011). As we 

saw in the results, there is a distinction between Tag and Commentary hashtags. 

Tag hashtags are used by users who wish to be associated or to connect with a 

community, or exchange ideas about the same subjects at both the global and 

local level, while Commentary hashtags are more personal and function as 

evaluative assessments of the tweet. Page (2012) argues that hashtags are most 

often used for branding and promotions, making visibility of the topic of a tweet its 

primary function. Therefore, the fact that this study reveals that the most frequent 

type of hashtag is the Tag hashtag confirms results found in previous research 

regarding the different uses of hashtags. Visibility and searchability are the main 

goals of hashtags; advertising represents the most frequent use according to our 

results. Commentary hashtags are not as predominant as tag hashtags but still 

constitute a non-negligible percentage of the data. They are mostly used at the 

end of the tweet and add an evaluative value. Their primary function is not visibility 

but rather to comment and add meaning to the content of the tweet.	 

 The use of another language does not change the functions of hashtags, 

but rather expands it. French twitter users might use English from a desire to 

increase their audience size since it is the primary language used on Twitter (Hong, 

2011). With the incorporation of English hashtags, French Twitter users might hope 

to reach out to the wider global community rather than limit their audience to a 

smaller, local, virtual community. Twitter users may also be motivated to include a 

hashtag in another language to increase their potential audience size and their 

number of followers.   
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Chapter 9 

 Discussion and Limitations  

 
9.1 Summary of the Findings 

 The present work has provided an initial study of English and French 

language mixing on Twitter from French users at both the tweet and hashtag level. 

First, in a manual analysis of types of code-switching, I identified where the switch 

occurs most frequently at the tweet level. Intra-sentential switching represents the 

most frequent type of CS, which tends to be frequent among the most fluent 

bilinguals. Then, I used a topic analysis approach to investigate the reasons for 

CS among French users on Twitter. Entertainment appeared to be the most 

frequent topic in the use of CS tweets. I also looked at various discourse functions 

in the data where CS tweets to express or discuss emotions as well as to advertise 

different items were used commonly. Finally, in a Tag and Commentary hashtag 

analysis, I investigated the various uses and positions of English hashtags on 

Twitter where a user posts a message in French and then includes a hashtag in 

English. English hashtags are predominantly used for advertising purposes. 

However, instances of Commentary hashtags are also being used to add an 

evaluative role regarding the main body of tweets. Moreover, the majority of 

hashtags are used at the end of the tweet both in Tag and Commentary hashtags, 

making it the most popular position in the data. 
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9.2 Discussion 

 The availability of real-time data from Twitter brings new opportunities for 

the analysis of linguistic behavior online. This dissertation studied another aspect 

of online linguistic behavior, the mixing of two dominant languages, English and 

French, on a social media platform. My findings are predominantly consistent with 

results from previous studies of online communication (Shapp, 2014; Novianti, 

2014; Nguyen et al., 2015; Zappavigna, 2015), but also provide new insights into 

contemporary French linguistic and social behavior online. The results of the study 

are discussed below by answering the research questions addressed in chapter 1 

(1)(2)(3). 

 

(1) How does CS operate on French Twitter? Does CS on Twitter resemble 

the patterns of CS documented in bilingual conversations? 

 The language used online is quite similar to everyday oral communication 

(Mesthrie, 2011). However, the online environment is different from the physical 

world. Twitter allows users to post tweets which can be read by everyone, but 

these tweets are restricted to 280 characters. Therefore, in addition to the added 

visibility tweets provide to users, this character restriction has changed how people 

express themselves on Twitter. The use of different acronyms, such as DM for 

direct message, as well as symbols such as # (hashtags), or @ + username to 

address or reply to a tweet are common linguistic practices on Twitter. 

Occasionally, other languages might be used not only as strategies to conform to 
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the reduced character amount imposed on Twitter users, but also as a way to 

increase visibility at the same time. 

 In chapter 5, the results show that intra-sentential is the most frequent type 

of switching, which is a similar pattern documented in bilingual conversations. This 

type of switching is likely to be used by the most fluent bilinguals because it 

requires the highest syntactical risk (Romaine, 1991). However, French people are 

not bilingual people. Otsuji & Pennycook (2010) introduced the notion of 

“metrolingualism”, explaining the use of multiple languages online as a product of 

various interactions from speakers with different backgrounds in the current 

context of globalization where English is the uncontested Lingua Franca. Might we 

consider CS to be a product of various linguistic interactions online, with English 

being the dominant language? Could we call this phenomenon online bilingualism 

or online multilingualism?  French people might not be bilingual in the real world, 

but in the virtual world their language proficiency might be quite high.   

 Hashtags - which are a new form of communication - were invented on 

Twitter. They can be included anywhere in a tweet, as seen in chapter 8. Similar 

to Shapp’s study on monolingual hashtags (2014), the results show that hashtags 

are used predominantly at the end of a tweet. The results are not surprising since 

Commentary hashtags act as an evaluation of the tweet. They usually represent 

the user’s voice to illustrate or evaluate what has just been said. But why would a 

French user add a hashtag with an English evaluation at the end of a tweet? 

Hashtags allow users to express or illustrate a thought, as well as connect with a 

wider population with only one word. Since French are not considered bilinguals, 
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they might not be comfortable using the English language in a full sentence. 

Including a hashtag in English does not require a high level of language 

proficiency, and therefore might influence French users to add an English hashtag 

at the end of their tweet. Moreover, there is also a metaphorical dimension to CS 

in this context. Commentary hashtags function as a different voice offering a 

comment on the main content of the tweet. Having that voice in a different 

language reinforces the duality. 

(2) Does the type of post (regular tweets versus replies) have an influence on 

the language choice? 

 Most CS tweets and hashtags are regular tweets (representing 72% of the 

dataset) as opposed to replies (accounting for 28% of the data), which could be 

interpreted as a desire on the part of French users to reach a wider audience by 

communicating in the most widely used language on Twitter. Gumperz (1982) 

argues that speakers tend to choose the minority language when speaking with 

other members of their immediate community, but they opt to use the majority 

language when speaking with outsiders. He described this phenomenon as we-

code vs. they-code. Replies would therefore represent the we-code with the least 

number of CS tweets, whereas regular tweets would be included in the they-code, 

with the greatest quantity of French-English tweets. A study on Twitter also reveals 

that users would most often switch to English when posting a tweet that is not 

directed to a particular user (Johnson, 2013). Because English represents the 

majority language on Twitter (Hong et al., 2011), it is not surprising to find that the 

data shows that most French users code-switch in regular tweets. 
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 Moreover, in their study, Jurgens et al. (2014) mention that a user may be 

motivated to use hashtags in another language to maximize his/her audience in 

this virtual community. Therefore, the importance of English hashtags found in 

regular tweets could be another way to explain this need for visibility and audience 

maximization on Twitter. The data shows that most English hashtags are Tag 

hashtags used for advertising purposes. English is the first linguistic choice of 

global advertisers and marketers (Bhatia & Richie, 2006). Since many English 

words in France are related to the advertising world (Thody, 2000), French users 

may incorporate English hashtags to reach this wider, invisible audience.  

 

(3) What prompts French users to switch to English on Twitter? What are the 

factors promoting CS in tweets?  

 The results of the study have shown that the most common CS tweets are 

related to Entertainment such as movies, books, music or gaming. The results are 

not surprising since the influence of the American culture in the French 

entertainment world is strong. An article published by Pennel (2016) explains a 

classical phenomenon in France regarding the fascination for American culture 

and the English language, and what these represent. Pennel (2016) argues that 

the attraction of the English language is especially strong among young French 

people. For them, English connotes escape, entertainment and casualness. 

Saugera (2017) suggests that English can also be used to create humor, to grab 

attention, as well as to supply emphasis. According to Pennel (2016), English 

words appear most readily in French “blind spots,” that is to say, where French 
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vocabulary is lacking. For instance, he gives an example of the widespread use of 

the word spoiler in the entertainment world. Spoiler appears several times in the 

data and its usage is criticized by the Académie Française as well. He argues that 

this word illustrates well the fact that there is a lack of existing lexical words to 

describe an essential reality for young people who are fans of series. He continues 

by saying that other words linked to the new realities of digital technology, words 

like geek or chat, also point to the lack of French terminology in the online world. 

Social media has contributed to making linguistic evolution easier and faster 

(Crystal, 2004), and languages that do not have proper equivalents are having 

trouble catching up. Therefore, the use of so many English words on Twitter could 

be explained by a lack of French equivalents in the French digital world. It bears 

mentioning that even though most CS tweets pertain to entertainment as a topic, I 

do not have a control sample of monolingual tweets. Entertainment might be the 

most popular topic across all tweets on Twitter in France, not just those containing 

CS. 

 This dissertation has also shown that French users resort to code-switching 

most often when they are expressing or talking about their feelings. The data 

shows that 489 tweets express sentiments (see chapter 7). There is a widespread 

myth claiming that bilinguals use their native language when expressing their 

emotions (Grosjean,1982). The relationship between language usage and the 

expression of emotions is more complex. Several factors come into play when 

deciding which language to use to express feelings, one of which is when the 

second language was learned. Grosjean (1982) argues that when a second 
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language is learned after puberty, the native language, rather than the second 

language, is used to express personal involvements. For those who learn a second 

language after puberty, the second language is associated with detachment and 

emotional distance. In this study, we have no background information about the 

linguistic training of our users; we only know the language users choose to 

communicate on Twitter.  

 Moreover, in this analysis, the results show that in the emotion category, 

OMG is the most common English acronym occurring in the data, found in 43 

tweets. The results are not surprising since it is the most popular English acronym 

on the Internet (Chen, 2014). Other English words such as WTF and fuck/fucking 

are also frequently used in the data. This may be because second languages are 

typically used in more emotionally neutral settings; CS may serve here as a 

distancing function (Bond & Lai, 1986). The fact that tweets are visible to everyone 

could account for the preference for curse words in English. This virtual audience 

has an impact on the language used and allows users to share the identity they 

want to project online (Georgakopoulou & Spilioti, 2016). We must remember that 

language choice is not only a powerful means of communication but also an 

expression of identity (Le Page & Tabouret-Keller, 1985). Speaking a particular 

language can be seen as a sign of membership in a particular social group (Auer, 

2005). Perhaps through the use of English, French users on Twitter are sharing 

their interest in American culture by making it part of their identity through the use 

of language. 
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 A number of books written about the influence of American culture as well 

as the infiltration of the English language (Étiemble, 1964; Grigg, 1997; Portes et 

al., 2006; Gueldry & Gott, 2009; Adamson, 2007; Cohen, 2012; Siserman, 2013; 

Saugera, 2017) reflect the linguistic reality of contemporary French society. As 

Abalain (2007) asserts: 

Une langue est le véhicule d’une culture, d’une civilisation, d’une manière d’être et 

de vivre; son lexique reflète la vision du monde qu’ont ses utilisateurs. Elle fait 

partie de l’identité culturelle d’un pays; c’est le reflet d’une société. (Abalain, 

2007:307) 

[A language is the vehicle of a culture, a civilization, a way of being and living; its 

lexicon reflects the vision of the world its users have. It is part a country’s cultural 

identity; it is the reflection of a society.] 

 

English is seen by many as an attractive language (Crystal, 2003). French, on the 

other hand, is viewed as an untouchable instrument, rooted in and constrained by 

tradition (Oakes, 2001). Therefore, the use of language mixing in the data could 

be explained by a desire from French users to attract attention on Twitter, or 

perhaps it is simply the result of American influence on the Lingua Franca. 

 In addition, as mentioned in chapter 2, several political initiatives in France, 

such as the Toubon law which was passed in 1994 or more recently, the launch of 

La Journée de la Langue Française dans les Médias Audiovisuels [French 

Language Day in Audiovisual Media] in 2015, are attempting to restrict the use of 

English by making the use of French compulsory in the media and advertising. The 

fact that hashtags used for advertising purposes represent the most frequent Tag 
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hashtags in the data could suggest that these linguistic regulations are not very 

effective in the online community. Social media is a virtual space where users can 

express themselves without conforming to such language regulations. In the real 

world, as well as in the traditional media, social and linguistic etiquette can 

sometimes be restrictive and limiting. However, in social media outlets, people feel 

free to express themselves as they choose, and the information shared online has 

arguably led to a rise in commonly-used expressions which help users portray 

various interests and identities (Graciyal & Viswam, 2018).  

 

9.3 Limitations and Continuation of Study 

 In this dissertation, I have examined the use of French and English 

language mixing from French users on Twitter. However, this study has potential 

limitations which are addressed in this section. 

 First, one of the limitations of collecting data from Twitter to identify French 

users is that it does not provide a complete view of the users’ background. Since 

the analysis focuses on the tweet rather than on the users, the French users’ 

linguistic and English proficiency background is not available. Posts and the 

language used on Twitter represent just a limited language profile of the user, with 

barely any social context to consider. It is very difficult to determine a user’s 

language proficiency, even if the data shows that intra-sentential switching 

represents the most frequent type of switching, occurring in 71% of study samples. 

As mentioned in chapter 2, France is not a bilingual country and French people 

are not considered bilingual (Saugera, 2017). Therefore, even if intra-sentential 
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switching is often characteristic of the most fluent bilinguals (Poplack, 1980), we 

cannot conclude that French users using intra-sentential switching are bilingual.  

 The results of the study also show that replies represent 35% of CS tweets. 

Due to logistical constraints, I was not able to examine the initial tweets that 

prompted the replies in order to see if French users accommodate their posts to 

other users while tweeting. A continuation of this study would involve identifying a 

few French users from the data and then retrieve the initial conversations to see 

the language used in the original tweet.  

 Moreover, several hashtags might have been written in English because 

they were automatically suggested by the platform, rather than being a conscious 

choice of individual users. Many professional French accounts related to 

entertainment and advertising made a conscious decision to generate automatic 

English hashtags, such as #FigaroLive, or #NowPlaying to possibly attract more 

users. But what about personal users? It would be very difficult to determine 

whether those users made a conscious choice using an English hashtag. 

 My goal in this dissertation was not only to investigate linguistic choices of 

CS on Twitter but also to show the degree of infiltration of English on the French 

language. Even if my results show that 2797 tweets contain code-switching, this 

number remains low. Many spams, duplicated tweets, and tweets written entirely 

in French or English had to be removed from the dataset. Analyzing code-switching 

on Twitter on a large scale is still at the preliminary stage. Definitive conclusions 

cannot be drawn from this number regarding the widespread influence of the 

English language in France. In 1994, French linguist Claude Hagège, during an 
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interview on French television in the context of a show called “Le choix des mots” 

[The choice of words], had already noted that the percentage of words that belong 

to the French vocabulary that are Anglo-Americans was around 10%. Indeed, 

according to him, what makes those English words particularly visible it is that 

professions that use them are important professions with recurring activities - 

notably the media and the distributors of diverse merchandise that use them 

regularly. But at the time, the ordinary words of everyday life, words that had 

nothing to do with the media or merchandise distributed in the public, were not 

English, but French. However, his study was done in 1994, more than 20 years 

ago, and it predated social media. Social media has contributed to a linguistic 

evolution at an unprecedented pace, with many languages being in contact on a 

large scale (Crystal, 2004). As Saugera (2017) mentions in her research, if the 

same study was done in 10 years, many English words might disappear, and new 

linguistic practices and motivations for borrowing might emanate as well. 

 Another interpretation for the low number of CS tweets and hashtags could 

be that French linguistic regulations are having some success. An interesting 

continuation of this study would be to compare the amount of CS tweets and 

hashtags from this study with additional French tweets and French hashtags in 

order to investigate the effectiveness of French linguistic policies over time. French 

language regulations as well as books written on the defense of the French 

language discussed in chapter 2 might be having an effect on the infiltration of the 

English language. On the other hand, those linguistic regulations could also have 

a negative influence on the English proficiency of French people. By restricting the 
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use of English in the public domain as well as creating laws to ban the use of 

English, these laws will result in the French having more limited exposure to the 

Lingua Franca than other European countries (Hofstee & Cultuur, 2014). Linguistic 

regulations might also operate as an affective factor in L2 acquisition, making the 

learning process more difficult in certain respects (Hofstee & Cultuur, 2014). These 

laws also portray the English language as negative, creating a bad opinion about 

the language. Moreover, linguistic restrictions in France could have an adverse 

effect on advancement and innovation, and put France at risk of falling behind new 

advancements made in the English-speaking world (Cohen, 2012). Scientists write 

in English in order to be able to participate in international conferences and 

communicate with others in the field (Cohen, 2012). Therefore, creating laws to 

restrict language usage could have more than a negative effect on linguistic 

proficiency.  Language is used for more than just communication; it also allows for 

the free exchange of ideas in order to foster understanding and move the world 

forward. 

 

9.4 Conclusion 

 Because of Twitter’s popularity, the English language and American culture 

are reaching people all over the world, and this is having a direct influence on all 

societies, including the French who perhaps once thought they could protect their 

language from transformation by outsiders. Because language and culture are so 

intricately linked, people tend to see linguistic evolution as an erosion of identity. 

This leads to misconceptions about the role of language in a global society, 
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fostering stereotypical and entrenched attitudes about right and wrong ways of 

speaking. I want my research to have an impact beyond the field of linguistics per 

se, and extend to other disciplines focused on contemporary human phenomena.  

 The goal that motivates this research is to deepen our understanding of 

users’ linguistic behavior online. The implications that social media platforms have 

on language usage are important and allow for a rise in awareness of intercultural 

and cross-language exchanges. Social media might be the only place where 

people can use their language freely because linguistic regulations are hard to 

implement on social media. Change in a language is inevitable and is a natural 

result of linguistic interaction. Social media is a digital platform which allows for 

change at a rapid pace. In our society, our virtual life is as important as our offline 

life. The number of followers you have provides an indication of your popularity 

and influence. Likes, dislikes, and comments have a strong influence on people’s 

personal lives and identities. The virtual world and the real world are connected 

now more than ever. Online behaviors can have repercussions in real life. The use 

of different languages online is just an example of what the real world would look 

like without linguistic regulations. Social media portrays a multicultural and 

multilinguistic richness which can deepen and expand our understanding on 

contemporary human attitudes.  
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